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y now you have all read about the "upset of the century," the
Illinois primary election of March 18, iIi which two "LaRouche
Democrats" won the Democratic nominations for lieutenant gover
nor and secretary of state, and the LaRouche-backed slate garnered
1,167,000 votes in the state. The international media barrage did

manage to leak some reality about Lyndon LaRouche's policies into
the public domain, but it is, as usual, EIR's responsibility to provide

the full picture:
• The battle for Europe. Shultz's State Department is still intent
on handing Western Europe over to the Soviets, while the Gramm
Rudman "balanced budget" legislation mandates massive cuts in the
U.S. military commitment. The March 16 French election, which
brought Jacques Chirac in as premier (page 26), is an important
opening to a shift by the French government, both toward support of
the U.S. Strategic Defense Initiative, and toward a long-overdue
crackdown on the terrorist networks that have enjoyed the Socialist
government's hospitality. But the Trilateral Commission, set back
in France, is moving to topple the government of West Gennany
(page

25).

The battle for [bero-America. This week's Feature (page 16)
is Part I of a report on the centerpiece of Lyndon LaRouche's "Op
eration Juarez" proposal for a new, more just world economic order,
•

an Ibero-American Common Market. A summary briefing on the
status of the fight in March-April is on pages 36-37.
• The battle for the space program. The greatest hope for hu
manity to leap over the barriers of so-called fixed resources, lies in
taking the U.S. Apollo program far beyond the goal of a manned
landing on the moon, and into a conquest of sp�e. The cover story
(page 48) tells how forces hostile to technological progress have
aborted that process, and now threaten to shut down NASA entirely.
The rapid pace of world events toward a war which can still be
stopped, if LaRouche's policies are adopted, explains why the So
viets unleashed a massive hoax attempting to linlcLaRouche's Eu
ropean associates to the Palme killing (page 22). They had hoped to
buy even a few weeks of time to consolidate their power, before the
slanders were discredited. An EIR Dossier will soon be released,
documenting the full, incredible story.
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the goose
that laid the golden egg?'
,

Will BIS 'kill
by David Goldman

Preston Martin , the vice-chairman of the Federal Reserve ,
resigned March 2 1 , apparently ending a public squabble be
tween Fed chairman Paul V olcker and the four Reagan ap
pointees on the Fed Board , led by Martin . The latter voted
down the Fed chairman earlier this month , and forced through
a cut in the Fed's discount rate , the first time a Federal
Reserve chairman had lost a vote on this issue since President
Truman bore down on William McChesney Martin .
What Martin's resignation demonstrates is not that Volcker
has won the point, but rather, that the press accounts thor
oughly misunderstood what was at issue .
Fed chairman Paul Yolcker' s earlier embarassment at the
hands of Preston Martin , and other Reagan administration
appointees , must be understood in the context of a much
broader division among central banking circles worldwide .
Many central bankers , including Volcker, are divided in their
own minds over which poison they should swallow .
The dilemma reads as follows: If the central banks fail to
rein in an "off-balance-sheet" banking market approaching
$3 trillion, they will be helpless to prevent a catastrophic fall
of the American dollar later this year, and the resulting col
lapse of the American economy . If they rein it in , they will
"kill the goose that laid the golden egg , " as one senior Federal
Reserve specialist complained.

The

$3 trillion bubble

The "golden egg ," of course , is the spurious Reagan
recovery , which has occurred only in the securities markets .
"Off-balance-sheet" operations of the 1 5 largest U.S . banks
are officially estimated at $ 1 . 256 trillion , and the Federal
Reserve believes that their estimate fails to capture the entire
picture . Globally , such assets probably approach $3 trillion .
4
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These include futures market participation , foreign-ex
change "swaps , " guaranteed note-issuance facilities , and
similar forms of exposure not registered on balance sheets .
Their financial effect i s simple: They permit banks o r their
customers to buy securities on credit (through the futures
markets) or to sell currency they do not own . All of these are
means of creating credit, no different than a direct loan to a
broker to finance margin purchases of securities on the stock
exchange .
"Off-balance-sheet" liabilities are now "I most double the
banks ' official liabilities; for example , against more than one
and-a-quarter trillion dollars of the former, the 1 5 largest
U.S.banks have only $750 �illion of liabilities on their bal
ance sheets .
The implication of this for securities and currency mar
kets is obvious , and has , in fliet, been much commented upon
in the margins of the financi al press . The markets are now far
more volatile than in 1 929 , when the supposedly insufficient
1 0% margin requirement permitted speculators to gamble
with borrowed money . With futures-market margins well
below any historical level for the stock market, the banking
system can create a virtually infinite volume of credit to fuel
the massive speculation of the.past two years .
Without taking into account this multi-trill ion-dollar phe
nomenon, which has ballOWled upwards fro.m virtual zero
only a few years ago , it is impossible to fathom the simulta
neous collapse of the dollar and the rise of the American
markets . The simple equation between t�e financing require
ments of the U . S . budget deficit and America's capital im
ports , so often in�oned by central bankers and economists,
breaks down: If America must import about $ 1 80 billion a
year in "savings" to finance its budget deficit, and if it sends
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abroad $200 billion in payments for the trade deficit, why
should the dollar rise?
If the dollar falls, by this supposition , it must be the result
of the withdrawal of "saving s , " which would then raise in
terest rates at home . In fact, this scenario is the basis of the
warnings of a "hard landi .
economy by Stephen Marris of the Institute for International
·
Economics and others .
The answer, of course , is that the notion that "savings'"
have anything to do with monetary developments in the short
run is ludicrous . We live in a world that the worst of the
wildcat bankers of Andrew Jackson�s era would find verti
ginous. The generation of nearly $3 trillion dollars in "off
balance-sheet" liabilities ex nihilo during the past couple of
years is unique in financial history , possibly excepting the
1 7th-century tulip bulb craze , the 1 8th-century "Mississippi"
and "South Sea" bubble s , or the -Kuwaiti stock exchange
(based on post-dated checks) before its crash in 1 984 .

Making it up on the volume

The banks can and have financed any amount of financial
market speculation they want . They did it on purpose . It is
impossible to estimate how much interestthe banks are really
earning on their Third World, energy, and real-estate loan s .
The regulators have docilely granted them leeway t o keep
such bad loans on their books, writing off the capital val �e
over whatever period of time suits their accounts . But if
interest isn 't being paid, where is the money coming from to
pay their depositors? Part of the answer i s , simpl y , that the
banks have made up the difference by soliciting fees and
commissions by diving into whatever speculative markets
are available . The result resembles the old Jewish joke whose
punch-line goe s , "I make it up on the volume . "
Bankers who manage this business report that competi
tion has driven down margins to such a point that many of
these operations barely break even . That further encourages
the banks to "take a view , " that i s , speculate for their own
account .
The point has been reached at which the company trea
surer takes the last of the accounts receiveable to the race
track. Unde(standably , the regulators are terrified that the
banks will fail as a result .
But (in the very short run) the banks are less likely to fail ,
than to gang up upon the American dollar as a "sure bet , " at
the expense of the central banks, and the monetary system in
general . Th� central banks of the industrial world have , in
aggregate , less than $250 billion of foreign-exchange re
serves available for intervention on the foreign-exchange
markets . The current size of banks' "off-balance-sheet" op
erations is 1 0 times that amount , and nothing is stopping
them from doubling or tripling that amount at whim . Ronald
Lay ton- Liesching of Chase Manhattan ' s investment banking
arm warns , "There is absolutely nothing the central banks
can do to prevent the dollar from collapsing . "
Federal Reserve chairman Volcker has been warning any
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congressional committee that will hear him of the conse
quences of an outflow of dollars for the U . S . economy , and
his attempt to prevent a "premature" cut in the U. S . discount
rate was motivated by this fear .
America imports one-sixth of its livelihood , by borrow
ing the difference from foreigners . Perhaps half of what we
borrow derives, ultimate l y , from illegal monies , including
narcotics revenues recycled back into the Un ited State s . At
the current rate of increase , our national debt will exceed $ 1
trillion before 1 990 .
As the dol lar fal l s , matters become worse , because we

must pay out more dollars to purchase the same volume of
goods priced in Japanese yen or German marks . (The one
ironically mitigating side of the business is that 40% of our
imports come from the Third World, whose currencies have
been devalued to garage-sale levels by the International Mon
etary Fund . Most of these currencies fall with the dollar,
putting the victim-countries in even worse shape) .
Some bankers suspect that current discussions at the bank
regulatory , or "Cooke , " committee of the B ank for Interna
tional Settlements, concerning means to limit expansion of
banks ' off-balance-sheet operation s , have to do with the cen
tral banks ' attempt to get back in control of the foreign
exchange fTIarkets . The Cooke Committee met during the
second week of March to review proposals . At this point ,
however, Federal Reserve staffers familiar with the issue do
not see any means of overcoming the danger of "killing the
goose."
Not only the central bankers , but part of the banking
community , fear what will happen when the bubble bursts .
The London monthly Euromoney, the glossy house-organ of
Economics
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the London banking establishment, entitled its January editorial, "Cool It." The editorial warned:
.
"The explosion of trading volume in every type of finan
'
cial instrument may not be a cause for celebration.It may be
the beginning of a very unpleasant chain of events.
"Last year trading in foreign currency futures in the U.S.
increas ed by more than 70% . ...Market crashes are usually
preceded by a sharp increase in the number of buys and
sells....Why is activity in the securities markets balloon
ing, when the real world of making and exporting widgets is
almost static? We hope the answer is not what we think it is."
The central banks are in the same position that the Fed
and the Bank of England found themselves in early iO 1 929,
when the American stock market functioned like a gigantic
vacuum for capital from the rest of the world.Capital flowed
out of Germany, threatening to bring down the entire struc
ture of refinancing of postwar reparations, thus ruining the
City of London.Bank of England Governor Montagu Nor
man, observing the ruins of the City's loans to Germany and
Eastern Europe, demanded that the American authorities take
action to stop the bubble; after the Fed raised the discount
rate, and the market crashed, he sent a congratulatory tele
gram to his counterparts at the New York Federal Reserve
Bank.
Norman, of course, had killed the goose, namely, the
Wall Street capital market which had financed London in the
first pl.�c�.,
pound sterling, and began the collapse of world trade which
left the world in depression until the beginning of World War
II.
As matters stand, it does not matter much whether the
Fed or the Treasury has the final word, since neither offers a
policy leading to a different result.

'Merrill Lynch Mafia'
rides the dollar down
by William Engdahl
"I just returned from Zurich, and people in the banking com
munity there and in London compare the current Washington
policy on the dollar to the 'malign neglect' which reigned
during the Carter presidency." This is the comment of one of
the leading monetary analysts in the City of!London."The
power, we see, has shifted. Monetary policy is no longer
being controlled by central banks, but by finance ministers.
In the United States, the man running things is David Mul
ford."
To the horror of Federal Reserve chairman Paul Volcker,
Treasury Assistant Secretary David C.Mulford is riding the
6
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. dollar's freefall, in fair imitation of Slim Pickens' rodeo ride
on a hydrogen bomb in ,the 1 96 1 film, Dr. Strangelove.
London market participants, �hose activity centers on dollar
denomination paper, are aghast.
Since the Sept.22 , 1 985 Group of Five meeting at New
York's Plaza Hotel, enginee� by Mulford, the U.S.dollar,
still the major currency of wo,rld trade, has collapsed at an
allU1lling rate.Fueled by official government propaganda that
the dollar fall would producQ beneficial results· for the U.S.
economy, the dollar has lost 30% of its value of only five
months ago.Its rise occurred over almost four years, up until
the Plaza Hotel meeting, organized by Mulford with reported .
help from his former boss, D(>nald Regan.Volcker was kept
uninformed of the important meeting until two hours before
an4 had to be picked up by helicopter from a Potomac fishing
trip.
The dollar was due for a· crash in, any event, and the
current decline has only brought the U.S.currency roughly
into range of commodity market-basket parity with the Ger
man mark and the Japanese yen. However, Mulford has
created the conditions for whllt observers call the "hard land
ing scenario," or, more politely, "overshooting" of the dol
lar's proper exchange rate-and total chaos in the world
economy.
Collapsing world trade further

Until now, the only obvious gainers from the dramatic
dollar coup of the past several months have been the stock
exchanges of Wall Street and,major industrial countries.The
real economy, and most importantly, world trade, appear to
be undergoing major disloc/ltions as a result of the rapid·
freefall. Since George ShultZ, Paul Volcker, and others in
the Nixon Treasury Department engineered the decoupling
of the 1 945 Bretton Woods ,fixed exchange rates, on Aug.
1 5 , 1 97 1 , the world has uncilergone an escalating series of
monetary shocks which have devastated the real trade in
goods throughout the economy.
Europe geared its entire economy to exporting to the
United States while.
dollar's collapse leaves Europe without an export market,
and the threat of economic b.-eakdown.
"European farmers are being devastated by the collapse
of the dollar," one West Geqnan beef trader told EIR. Since
last fall, the West German m¥k has risen in value from about
3.35 OM to under 2 .25 OM to the dollar.Since world food
trade for grain and other maj or exports is priced in dollars,
this has meant an effective l�s of almost 30% in the value of
German farm exports alone.This has produced a major budg
et crisis in the European CQmmunity as West GennaJ) Fi
nance Minister (and Trilate�al Commission member) Ger
hard Stoltenberg announced that no new monies would come
from EC finance ministers fo� the tro ubled farm sector.Under
EC farm-export subsidy progp:ams, if the dollar price of world
grain and other foodfalls belQw EC cost prices, the BC should
pay farmers the differential.A collapsing dollar has meant in
EIR
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effect , a 30% increase in the prices of German exports on
world markets . If Brussels refuses to make up the difference ,
the competitive advantage of EC fann exports will rapidly
collapse .
Additional reports that chemicals , steel, and other bulk
exports are beginning to be hit by the loss of the dollar price
differential are coming from major European industrial na
tions.
The man reportedly orchestrating U. S. dollar strategy
since the September "Plaza Hotel coup ," David Mulford , got
" his present job as head of international relations at Treasury
in February 1 984 , when Don Regan was Treasury Secretary .
Sources say Regan and Mulford form the "Merrill Lynch
mafia" inside the administration . Mulford was a director of
Merrill Lynch , the huge Wall Street stock, commodity. and
investment conglomerate , when Regan headed the firm in the
late 1 970s .
The 46-year-old Mulford became a director of Merrill
Lynch when Regan bought White , Weld . White , Weld re
portedly funneled untold millions of dollars in assets Qut of
China after the war into Montevideo and secret Swiss ac
counts. It was the only bank in the 1 950s and 1 960s to main
tain ties to a Swiss bank , Credit Suisse , which was laundering
Meyer Lansky ' s illegal funds for Bernie Cornfeld ' s Investors
Overseas Services . From 1 970 until its purchase by Don
Regan ' s Merrill Lynch , Mulford headed the White , Weld
International Financial Group in New York and London .
London sources report that it was Regan personally, de
spite his transfer to become White House chief of staff, who
lashed out in rage at the decision by the Federal Reserve
Board , at Volcker' s initiative , to restrict the "wild west"
process of so-called "junk bond" borrowing to buy up cor
porations .. Under permissive deregulation rules of recent years,
tiny firms suddenly are able to borrow many times their assets
in order to launch hostile take-over bids of giant multinational
companies such as TWA airlines . One firm , Drexel B uniham
Lambert, last year raised some $47 billion generating such
junk bonds. The paper is worthless in event of bankruptcy ,
but takeover specialists like Saul Steinberg or T . Boone Pick·
ens "asset-strip" the victim companies , selling off what they
can and laying off who they can to pay off debts . Reliable
reports indicate that the clients able to get such junk bond
financing are an exclusive insiders club tied to Las Vegas
gambling interests . Merrill Lynch is also a junk·bond finan
cier.
Regan , in January , is said to have launched a power-play
to pull control away from the Federal Reserve , using the
weight of "offshore" dollar flows to make it. At this point,
observers say , Volcker' s Federal reserve has turned into an
unwilling "rubber stamp" on dollar and interest-rate policy
to Regan and Mulford and the "Merrill Lynch mafia. "
"[Treasury Secretary] James BaIcer doesn' t know any
thing about international m'f.etary policy , and Mulford is
running the show by default, " commented a former senior
U.S.economic policymaker.
EIR
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Swedish stock market scandal
implicates Soviet-linked gi�ts
by C. Polhem from Stockholm
On Feb . 1 9 , the nation of Sweden was hit by the surprise
revelation that one of its most prominent new businessmen
was not what he seemed . Refaat el-Sayed , the president of a
Swedish drug �d "biotechnology" company , Fennenta; had
lied in his curriculum vitae , claiming to hold a doctorate in
biochemistry . Investigation revealed that el-Sayed , a young
Egyptian-born , naturalized Swedish citizen, does not appear
to even hold a bachelors degree . This had been one of the
major factors used to build a certain dynamic media image
for Fennenta and el-Sayed , last year's "Swedish Business
man of the Year."
Were this simply a matter of padding a resume, no one
would be overly concerned . But , much more was involved:
the largest stock market scandal in Sweden in the past 50
years . The trail of investigation leads one to the board rooms
of Sweden ' s most famous multinational corporations. Im
mediate targets of investigation include Volvo and its ftam
boyant chainnan , Pehr G . Gyllenhammer, and the empire of
the Wallenberg family, specifically Electrolux Corporation .
On Dec. 29 , 1 985 , the late Prime Minister Olof Palme
had fonned a special commission to investigate reports of
massive "insider trading" on the Stockholm Stock Exchange .
At the time , Palme stated: "We must get to the bottom of this
,
affair."
.The investigation , whose final results are due in early
summer, was triggered by the so-called "Leo Affair . "
According to publicly available evidence , the Leo Affair
involves insider stock trading deals in which Gyllenhammer
is implicated .. Shares in Leo , a subsidiary of a company
linked to Gyllenhammer named Sonessons , we.re reportedly
sold to Sonessons' board members , including Chainnan Eric
Ovin and Gyllenhamme r, at a price of 50 . 60 Swedish Kroner,
prior to its public introduction at 75 SKr on the stOCk market
in 1 984 . Later investigation revealed that Gyllenhammer was
among a select insider circle which was offered prior prefer
ential purchases. (Gyllenhammer subsequently sold his shares
in Leo to a charitable cancer foundation in an apparent at
tempt to distance himself from the affair. ).
The scandal also implicated a top official in Sweden ' s
second largest private bank, Handelsbanken , which report
edly offered loans to insiders for purchase of Leo shares at
the favored rate . Hours prior to Palme ' s announcement of
fonnation of the special commission to take up the Affair,
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Sonessons ' chainnan , Ovin , suddenly resigned .
Less than two weeks later " Gyllenhammer made financial
headlines around the world by announcing a dramatic and
complex merger between his 'Volvo group and a "hot" new
growth company , Fennenta .
Gyllenhammer put his name to a deal to buy a 20%
interest in the biochemical company . Under tenns of the
agreement, as Gyllenhammer told press , Fennenta would
absorb Volvo' s own holding$ in the drugs and medical industry to become S weden ' s largest pharmaceutical concern .
Volvo had agreed to pay 220 SKr per share , or $540 million.
Only hours after the Fenntnta- Volvo deal was made pub
lic , S wedish press reported that American oil financier and
long-standing Soviet intelligence operative , Dr. Annand
Hammer, had offered to buy'Fennenta for double. the price
Set between Gyllenhammer and Fermenta. Predictably , the
carefully planted report of the Hammer interest only served
to increase stock market fevet over Fennenta. Unti l , that is ,
the startling revelations 'that the company ' s principal asset,
the fastest rising star of the Swedish business world , voted,
"Swedish Business Man of the Year" last year, was a fraud .
It turned ou� that his highly touted finn, far from being a
futuristic innovator in the glamorous bio-engineering field ,
merely sold bulk antibiotics, which it obtained largely by
buying up other companies .
EI-Sayed was virtually linknown in Swedish business
circles until he bought Fennenta in 1 98 1 . He apparently had
very interesting promoters in the 1 970s , however. According
to public records , Electrolux , one of the multinationals of the
Wallenberg group , paid el-Sayed an unspecified sum back in
the 1 970s , supposedJy for a'patent to a water purification
device held by the Egyptian .
According to financial sources based in Stockholm, Fer
menta grew strictly via acq�isitions . el-Sayed , the largest
shareholder in Fennenta, would buy up target companies by
giving their owners shares in his expanded Fennenta. The
method was reported to be remarlcably similar to illegal chain
letter or "Ponzi" schemes.
The strangest aspect of the Leo affair is the little attention
which has been paid to its Chainnan, while all reports focus
on el-Sayed , nominal owner of the majority of shares. Goesta
B ystedt, Feqnenta chainnan, is also a board member and .
chief executive of Electrolux Corporation .
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Bystedt has stayed on as chairman of Fermenta , despite
the revelations . Perhaps his sudden departure would trigger
far mqre questions than the principals were prepared to an
swer.

The curious Wallenberg empire
According to Stockholm sources , Electrolux moved to
get rid of its Fermenta shares when the Leo Affair investiga
tion was initiated. Fermenta' s share-issuing bank , as in the
Leo Affair case , was Handelsbanken , through Svenska In
ternational , Ltd . of London . Handelsbanken is the traditional
bank of Gyllenhammer' s Volvo empire, which in recent years
has been effectively merged with the huge Wallenberg family
empire .
Electrolux is notorious as an "asset stripper. " It has be
come one of the most aggressive of a select handful of asset
stripping multinationals in recent years . When it bought up
the Italian appliance maker. Zanussi , late in 1 984 , it imme
diately moved in and fired or "retired" 7 ,000 employees and
hived off the firm's most valuable assets . It conducted a
similar stripping action when it absorbed a part of the troubled
West German AEG in 1982 . In one AEG plant in Tubingen ,
Electrolux moved in in what West German press called a
"nacht und nebel" operation , shipping off machines and parts
and firing a major section of the workforce , despite protest
from local politicians.
In mid-March , Electrolux moved into the corporate ac
quisition field with a hostile takeover bid to buy White Con
solidated Industries of Ohio . The victim company has filed
charges of massive violation of U . S. securities law against
Electrolu
Electrolux situation report that the White move is another
major asset-stripping operation to prop up troubled holdings
elsewhere in the complex conglomerate .
Electrolux ' s chairman is Hans Werthen, known as a ruth
less dealer in such takeovers . Werthen is the hand-picked
protege of Marcus and Jacob Wallenberg . During the last
war, jacob was in Berlin where he facilitated the transfer of
vital ball bearings from the family's SKF company in Sweden
to the trains and trucks of Adolf Hitler' s war machine .
Werthen's Electrolux is a peculiar. joint holding compa
ny , according to informed reports . Deputy Chairman Peter
Wallenberg is also deputy chairman of the family bank ,
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken , the largest in Scandinavia.
SE-Banken has been involved in the Russian market for dec
ades . It is believed, to be the lead bank for bids by Swedish
companies on multibillion dollar construction projects under
the new Soviet five-year plan .
Wallenberg is a "confidential" client of Kissinger Asso
ciates. Wallenberg is also chairman of ASEA , the nuclear,
robotics , and engineering firm which was caught smuggling
sensitive American computer technology and other banned
equipment to Russia.
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Kissinger was a consultant to Wallenberg at the time of
the illegal operations . Indications are that Kissinger remains
a consultant to this day . Volvo is also a client of Kissinger
Associates, according to public accounts . Volvo' s Pehr Gyl
lenhammer was one of four people who , in 1 982, founded
the international consulting compan)' which bears Kissin
ger' s name . The other two were Petet Lord Carrington , now
NATO secretary-general , and RobertlO . Anderson of Atlan
tic Richfield and the Aspen Institute . i
Fermenta' s Bystedt also sits on the board of the world' s
largest private security and "cleaning;' companies , Securitas
AB , the Copenhagen-based multinational owned by ISS
Securitas . Securitas runs private security for major industrial
corporations around the world and c pntrols airport services
internationally from security to cleanihg to maintenance . One
such airport is JFK in New York . Bystadt is also on the board
.
of SKF.
Other directors include Jacob Palmstierna, who is direc
tor of the oldest Swedish company doing business with the
Soviet regime , Axel johnson & Co. Edward L. Palmt;r of
Citibank and Sven Olving of Volvo and LM Ericsson , the
telecommunications group of the Wallenberg empire , are
also among the directors of Electrolux.
Electrolux became notorious during the 1 940s , when its
founder, Axel Wenner-Gren , an intimate of Goering , Hitler,
and Mussolini , was exposed for extensive collaboration with
the Nazis internationally , including in South America .

Just the beginning
On Feb . 27 , 1 986, the government of Olof Palme an
nounced that the tax on stock marketules would be doubled
from I % to 2%. The Stockholm Sto<:k Exchange underwent
an immediate collapse in share value s . Volvo suffered the
biggest loss , with share values collapsing by some 10% in
one day . Swedish press commentaries at the time put the tax
increase in the context of the rising pressures against insider
trading and other abuses .
One day later, on Feb . 28, the Palme ' s government an
nounced its decision to cooperate with U . S . requests to ban
export of sensitive , American-made technology to the Soviet
Union . The Pentagon had campaigned strongly for this with
the Swedish government after the ASEA scandal and other
events revealed evidence of massivecillegai smuggling via a
cluster of companies associated with the Gyllenhammer and
Wallenberg empires in Sweden .
Three days later, on March I, Olof Palme was gunned
down on a Stockholm street.
Reports that the Fermenta Affair and the Leo Affair have
been cooled down are now being planted in international
press after the announcement on March 11 that Gyllenham
mer would assume the bulk of the debts of el-Sayed's cor
porate collapse . But evidence would indicate that the scandal
is just beginning .
Economics
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talk, "we wished to paralyze the nation's economy. It's as
"
simple as that. We were fighting a class war and you don t

Book Review

fight a war with sticks and bladders.You fight a war with the
weapons that are going to win it .. . the issue is a very simple

one: it is them and it is us . , . iny position is extremely clear:

I want to take from them for us. In other words, I want to

take into common ownership everything in Britain."

Moscow's agents in
British trade unions

Countless other class-struggle lunacies were proferred by

Scargill, with "stuff the outside world"-reported in January

1984

by the London

Daily Exp ress-being the ultimate

expression of his outlook. It 'also appears clearly, from his

own statements, that Scargill was ordered out .of the Com

munist Party of Great Britain, a miserably ineffective sect,

by Laurent Murawiec

and assigned by his Soviet controllers to take over the single
most powerful British labor union.

Documented in the book are the close relations of Scargill

Scargill the Stalinist?

with the international apparatus of what used to be called the

by Nicholas Hagger
Oak-Tree Books Ltd. , London, 1984
128 pp. , paperback, £2.50

Comintern: the International Department of the Soviet Cen

tral Committee, the Soviet "trade unions," and their interna

tional extension, the World Federation of Trade Unions, etc.

Hagger's book, subtitled "The Communist Role in the

1984

Miners' Strike-A Warning to the British People," was pub
lished in November

1984

in London, in the wake of the

senseless 15-month-long British miners' strike which Na

tional Union of Mineworkers (NUM) head Arthur Scargill,
led to defeat.The little volume is a useful case-study of the

modus operandi of Soviet agents in the labor movement;

A few million pounds of Libyan Colonel Qaddafi's money
also came in handy in the N UM coffers, after trips by Scargill

and his lieutenants to Libya and other places, to meet the
terrorist dictator's emissaries.'

Early in March of this year, the London Financial

Times

reported "the biggest shakeup in the international trade-union
movement in more than 30 years," namely the formation of
a new, Moscow-controlled International Mineworkers Or

through quotes from the "exJ'Communist leader of the min

ganization (IMO), which the French CGT (Communist) min

ulating whatever grievances workers might have, in order to

"unions." The event is the first salvo in a Russian bid to "roll

never mind the impoverishment and bitterness of the "rank

ern labor movement. The Western unions have for years been

ers, a portrait is presented of a Soviet agent cynically manip

provide a model for "radicalized working-class struggle"

and-file" miners themselves as a result of the fiasco.

The miners' strike purportedly originated in the British

government's and its Coal Board's policy of shutting down
unprofitable coal mines. The coal industry itself is a testi

mony to the backwardness of the British economy. The NUM

for many decades has been the flagship of the narrowly fo

cused, corporatist, and anti-technology British trade-union

movement; it is also ,a union capable of toppling govern
ments, as Prime Minister Edward Heath learned in
Hagger quotes

1 974.

Scargill's profession of love for the

U.S.S.R.: "I went to the Soviet Union ... met Khrushchev
and a lot of other leaders and played an important interna

tional role in the Young Communist League.. . .I supported
the Soviet Union over Hungary... . I objected to the moving

ers' union joined, along with the Soviet bloc's own miners'

back" their postwar failure to completely conquer the West

undergoing a "paradigm shift," away from the belief that

participation in their nations' productive technological growth
is the source of improvement for theirmembers' material and
cultural standards, to the radicalized "class war" policies

which make them ready tools for Soviet designs.The worst

examples of this are the United Autoworkers (UAW) and
AFL-CIO in the United States!and the German Trade Union

Federation (DGB) in West Getmany.

What Hagger's book fails to address is the question of

why the ravings of such an ideological fanatic, a buffoon,
could exert such a hold on the minds of hundreds of thousands

of British workers?

Struck by massive unemplbyment, deprived of access to

technological progress, the British worker is handed over to

of Stalin's body outside the mausoleum.. . . I am not pre
pared to be party to these attacks on the Soviet Union, which

the Scargills for lack of any other opportunity.Britain being

Scargill's methods are clearly stated: "I think it is as daft

the extraordinary potential of its nuclear industry, after a

vious to logic, as it would have been for people in the Second

an absurd over-reliance on coal as a major fuel for industry,

has established a socialist system and wants to improve the
quality of life of its people."
to suggest that we talk to this government, who are imper

World War to talk to the Nazis," and since there is to be no
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a class society, and in the absence of any potential for an
alliance of labor and industry, both are at loggerheads in the
framework of "class struggle." Britain's failure to develop

more than promising start in the

1940 s and '50s, determined

and slowed down technological progress at large.When the
EIR
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. vagaries of the oil price priced much of B ritish coal out of the
mark�t , the inevitable shutdowns of coal pits were then made
to appear as the crud decision of a particular government ,
whereas actually the failure of British society as a whole to
engage in technological progress was ultimately responsibl e .
This is not meant t o absolve the Thatcher government , which
has done nothing to break this pattern.
The entrepreneur cannot , in Britain , expand his business
from a shop-sized operation involving a few employees into
a larger company: his " high-street" bank (the major commer
cial banks) will refuse to extend credit, on the groUl)ds that it
only funds consumer credit , and will rather advise the would
be captain of industry to tum to one of the City ' s merchant
banks . The latter' s Oxbridge manager will refuse , since such
distinguished banks would not condescend to fund anything
that smal l . However, if the gentleman were to be interested
in having his company taken over by a larger one , an acqui
sition can be arranged-for a small fee .
Subjected to the dictates of strictly financial criteri a , B rit
ish industry-save a few national-security pockets of ad
vanced industry-stagnates and fails to create skilled em
ployment . The stage is set for class struggle , and the "credi
bility" of the Scargills and their opposite ideological num-

bers .
.
The trade unionists will remain faithful to such perceived
"fighters for the workers ' interest" as Arthur Scargil l , as long
as no productive alternative is provided .

. . Interview: Jorge C�illo

A battle against usury
The following interview with Colombian Labor Minister Jorge
Carrillo Rojas was conducted on March 14 by Javier Almario
in Bogota .
EIR: For the first time in Colombia, the minister of l abor is

a labor leader. Why do you think President Belisario B etan
cur took this historic decision?
Carrillo: I believe that the most important thing is not hav
ing a labor leader as minister of labor , but rather, than this
labor leader, as labor minister, is interpreting and carrying

out the long-held desires of the working class . I think this is
what moved the President to designate me as minister of
labor. He knows the Colombian labor movement very wel l ,
having participated in its struggles and its hope s . H e believed
it appropriate that some changes to strengthen that labor
movement be carried out in his last year of government .

EIR: You have frequently proposed a l abor-industry alli
ance for production that would �ake as its foundation the fight
against usury . How is this proposal faring?
Carrillo: I have pr«sented this proposal i n different business
forums and in numerous union meetings , and it has had the
greatest reception . Today I received a letter from the busi
nessmen of Valle del Cauca, in which they ins�st that a sem

So, You
Wish to
Leant All About
EconolDics?
by Lyndon H . LaRouche, Jr.
A text on elementary mathematical economics, . by the
world's lead i ng economist . Find out why EIR was right,
when everyone else was wrong.

Order from :

Ben Fnnkbn BooUellen, Inc.
27 South King Street
Leesburg, Va.

22075

. $9.95 plus shipping ($1 .50 for first book , $.50 for each
additional book ). Information on b u l k rates and videotape
available on req�est .
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inar be held there , ih which business and l abor could partic
ipate , on the subject of the "harmony of interest" between
them . Thus , this proposal has moved forward rapidly , and I
am convinced that once concretized , the country will ad
vance . " . . .
The problem at this time i s the decision that governments
must take in defense of the lives of their citizens . If they
continue to defend usury , to bow before the financial insti
tutions that promote usury , ignoring man as the fundamental
element in society , then the republics and ·d emocracies of the

West are in serious trouble . Therefore , a great turnaround in
the world economy is necessary . Why not , therefore , design
new financial institutions that take into account the i mportant
precept that man comes first and that usury is a disturbing
I
element i n relations among human beings?

EIR: How do you view the prospects for continental unity

among workers to address the problem of the foreign debt?
Carrillo: I have information that the problems affecting our
nations are creating the miracl e of uniting workers around a
single purpose , from Mexico to Argentin a . There is no doubt
that this unity will become reality in short order and that we
are going to have an Ibero-American l abor movement com
mitted to battle for the survival of our peoples .
Economics
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Andean Report

by Javier Almario

The fight against usury
Colombian President Betancur denounces the World Bank and
IABD as "instruments of colonial policy . "

'

C

olombia's position has been one
of open and categorical resistance to
limitations" imposed by the World
Bank and Inter-American Develop
ment Bank (IABD), declared Colom
bian President Belisario Betancur in a
March 14 address to an audience of
industrialists who, together with other
sectors of the Colombian economy ,
have been furiously protesting the de
struction of their productive capabili
ties by these banks' lending condi
tions.
Betancur' s denunciation of the
usurious practices of the multilateral
lending institutions occurs . at a mo
ment of . fast growing ferment across
the Ibero-American continent. Ex�
emplary is the March visit of Peruvian
President Alan Garcia to Argentina,
where his demands for continental
solidarity against usury and the debt
drew strong support from labor and
the Peronist movement. Simultane
ously, Panama has been convulsed by
strikes and protests by a labor/indus
trial alliance against International
Monetary Fund-dictated "reforms"
that threaten to destroy labor and the
national industrial sector.
In his speech to the Colombian in
dustrialists, Betancur denounced the
myth of free trade under an unfair
world economic order. "We should
never forget that the structures of the
international markets rarely adjust to
conditions of perfect free competition
as defined in the' textbooks; today in
ternational trade in manufactured
goods is ruled by the major multina
tionals and by international poli-
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cies . . , . Our policy of foreign trade
must take into account the fact that
free trade, in the majority of cases, is
a myth."
Betancur gave, as evidence, the
fact that, "increasingly , flows of cred
it to the developing nations are con
ditioned on the purchase of products
made in the creditor countries. " This
colonial practice, he said, was not only
carried out by the private commercial
banks, but also "in the case of credits
from the multilateral institutions, like
the World Bank and Inter-American
Development Bank, [where) strict
limitations are placed on protection of
national industry and where a refusal
to finance non-exportable goods caus
es a deviation toward imports and dis
turbs national industry. The govern
ment's attitude has been one of open
and categorical resistance to these
limitations. "
Among the many protests against
World Bank lending practices in Col
ombia is that of the agricultural pro
ducers, who charge that the Bank has
conditioned its credits on the demand
that Colombia 1 ) lift all restrictions on
food imports, 2) raise interest rates on
agricultural credit, 3) . keep any in
creases in state-subsidized prices for
agriCUltural goods "below the infla
tion rate, " and 4) give the right to im
port food to private businessmen.
Development Minister Gustavo
Castro Guerrero declared on Feb. 25
that these conditions of the World Bank
reflect a "double morality," because
they are demanding the "free import
of wheat and other products whose

j

[domestic cultivation their loans are
designed to encourage." The minister
insisted that in negotiations with the
World B� to achieve a modification
of these conditions, "the Betancur
administration's golden rule of pro
tecting national industry will be main
tained" at all cost.
In the February issue of the milk
producers � newsletter, Antioquian
dairyman lenaro Perez Gutierrez
manager !Jf a dairy cooperative
charged that "well informed sources
in the Dev�lopment Ministry have in
formed us that the World Bank is
blackmailing the Colombian govern
ment to of>en up to imports of pow
dered milk or lose a $250 million loan.
Is it fair for the consumer that pow
dered mil� surplus should arrive in
Colombia �o be mixed with water and
sold as if it were fresh and pure? In
some countries, this- practice is a
crime."
And yet the Setancur government
is being forced to yield to many of the
very conditions it protests, On March
1 2, just two days before Betancur's
address to the industrialists, director
of the Federation of Grain Producers
Adriano Quintana Silva rejected new
ly established price subsidies as too
low to sustain adequate dairy produc
tion levels. He pointed out that while
dairy producers expected a price in
crease of 1 3 . 5 % to 1 6% , the increase
was only ,7% to 9% . According to
Quintana � ilva, this decision "consti
tutes a fulfillment of impositions set
by the World Bank, to the detriment
of the country's agriCUlture. "
The Betancur government is only
too well a are of the implications of
these con4itions for the Colombian
economy. . However, until Ibera
America C{eates the , kind of continen
tal financial institutions which can step
into the breach, few countries are will
ing to incur a credit cutoff which re
jection of those conditions implies.

.
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Labor in Focus

by Marianna Wertz

Finally , a union that' s for labor
The LIU is acting like a trade union should: opposing Gramm
Rudman and supporting nuclear power.

T

he current issue of The Laborer
(Jan.-Feb.), bi-monthly publication of
the Laborers International Union of
North America (L IU) bears the wel
come headline, "Hundreds of Local
383 Members Take Pride in $5 . 9 Bil
lion Nuclear Power Plant' s Comple
tion."
Rarely these days does one see a
strong pro-nuclear statement, outside
of EIR . The labor movement itself has
been officially anti-nuclear, under the
. "leadership" of the Trilateral Com
mission's Lane Kirkland. "Environ
mental hazards" generally dominate
the news coverage of AFL- CIO-affil
iate publications.
And, it wasn't a mistake. The same
issue of The Laborer leads with an
editorial "Gramm-Rudman and You,"
by General President Angelo Fosco.
Fosco hits the unconstitutional "budg
et balancing" bill hard."The brighter
future I discussed with you in my De
cember 1 985 message will be possible
only if we are constantly on guard
against the smaIl minds and weak men
who will sell out the future of our na
tion for apparently quick and easy so
lutions to current problems.A perfect
example of such actions is the Gramm
Rudman ' balanced budget' Act."
Fosco goes to the heart of the prob
lem in the Reagan economic philoso
phy."At the outset of this Administra
tion the promise of tax cuts, increased
defense spending and a balanced
budget were to be achieved by imple
menting
' supply side' economics....It all sounded good in 1 98 1,
but as we have seen, ' �upply side' re-
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ligion is only so much rhetoric.

" . .. In passing Gramm-Rud
man, the Congress was reacting to
genuine public concerns about mount
ing deficits.As the President appealed
to our pride in the traditional values of
America, his rhetoric masked.the dis
mantling of the infrastructure support
ing those values.".
The Laborer' s feature article on
nuclear power demonstrates the ben
efits of continuing to build that infra
structure. "At the peak of construc
tion, more than 5,000 union building
tradesmen were employed at the [ Ar
izona] site.
" Later this year, the article
points out, when all three units of the
Arizona Nuclear Power Project are in
full operation, they will provide over
25% of Arizona Public Service Com
pany customers' electric needs.
''The Project will also provide a
$ 1 3 million annual payroll for area
residents and a state tax return repre
senting 20 percent of the state's total
property tax receipts."
The nuclear project, located on a
4,050-acre site, 55 miles from down
town Phoenix, is the largest nuclear
power plant in the United States, if not
in
the
world.
Approximately
6,000,000 cubic yards of earth were
excavated during the l O-year con
struction project. More than 77,000
tons of reinforcing steel were installed
and approximately . 694,000 cubic
yards of concrete were mixed in a
computerized batch plant set up on the
site and poured into various struc
tures.
The Laborer goes to pains to point

out that the nuclear construction proj
ect "has been a leader in industrial
safety.The safety of the plant's con
struction and operations work force
has been a prime concern since its in
ception.As a result, the plant has one
of the best construction safety records
in the nation."
Though he should be applauded (
for the union's strong stand against
Gramm-Rudman and in support of nu
clear energy development, President
Fosco fails to proPose concrete mea
sures to be taken to defeat the treason
ous policies he opposes. He rightly
says, "More is demanded of the Labor
Movement, however, than merely
being a cheering section for congress
men who are attacking the Gramm
Rudman concept in the courts." .
But Fosco does not go beyond
grandstanding. "Your international
union will not tolerate such indiffer
ence to the needs of America and its
people.I can pledge that we will be in
the forefront of Labor's fight to retain
a full measure of �ompassion and so
cial justice in the policies and activi
ties of the federal government."
Specific measures, inciuding the
trial of the authors of the Gramm-Rud
man bill for treason, need to be spelled
out and supporte4 by an actually po
tent labor movement.Internationally
coordinated strikeis directed at the pol
icies of the International Monetary
Fund and the Trilateral Commission
would give these supranational insti
tutions pause before implementing
their genocide.
The LIU would do well to listen to
its own advice: "America can have a
great future.We are still the strongest
economy, with the greatest industrial
base and the most,efficient workers in
the world.To achieve that future, we
may have to face up to some very hard
choices, but that is the nature of
achieving greatness."
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BusinessBriefs
Middle East

the use of nitrogen fertilizers must be re

IMF orders Israel to

duced. . . . By not using fertilizers , the sur
pluses can be cut down . "

J

co-consp ators. " Unfortunately, Seal had a
lot more to tel l .
Seal was assassinated while parking his
car outside a Salvation Army halfway house

slash wages and budget

where he had been ordered to spend week

nights , as part of his five-year probation sen
An International Monetary Fund team says
that Israel must cut wages and reduce its
budget immediately . The delegation is pre
paring an annual report on the Israeli econ
omy .
The report criticizes Israel for reducing

tence ordered by U. S. District Judge Frank
Polozola in January 1 986 in Baton Rouge.

Organized Crime

Although the halfway house was described

Assassination blocks

by law-enforcement officials as a "perfect

place for a hit , " Judge Polozola refused to
allow Seal to have bodyguards.

U. S . anti-drug drive

its budget deficit through a tax increase and
reducing subsidies,

rather than cutting

The United States government will no long

spending. It states that the deficit is still too

er seek the extradition of three top Colom

high by about $400 million, and that sala

bian drug traffickers, since the murder of a

ries, temporarily slashed by 20% , would

key witness , Adler Berriman "Barry" Seal ,

have to be reduced further during upcoming

has potentially ruined the government's case,

negotiations with.the Histadrut Trade Union

officials announced in mid-March. Seal was

to "prevent inflation. "
The present austerity plan was intro

assassinated by a Colombian hit team in New
Orleans on Feb . 1 9.

duced by Prime Minister Shimon Peres. Of
ficial inflation was reduced from 445 % in

'Seal was the primary witness in the cases
against traffickers Pablo Escobar, Jorge

1 984 to 1 85 % in 1 985 , by means of "wage

Ochoa, and Carlos Lehder. Following the

and price controls . "

withdrawal of the U.S. request, Colombia's
justice minister informed all security agen
cies that the order to capture and detain the
drug traffickers is no longer in effeot .
Thomas D . Scalfani , one of Seal's attor

Agriculture

neys, said, "The year-long efforts to prose
cute the person who the government says is

German parties
call for farm cuts

the largest cocaine dealer in the world has
just been lost . "

West Germany's Free Democratic Party has
called for drastic cuts in German agricultural
production and for retiring land from pro
duction, as the "solution" to Europe's agri
cultural crisis. The FDP is a tiny ultra-liberal
party which is part of the ruling coalition.
Georg Gallus, state secretary in the Bonn
Ministry for Food Supply and Nourishment,
was quoted in the Sueddeutsche Zeitung:
"Stretches of land must be taken out of pro
duction; there's no other way out."
Gallus predicted that a t least 1 00 ,000
full-time German farms will go bankrupt
during March and April. "Agriculture in
Germany will consist of part-time farmers
exclusively until the year 2000 ," he said .
A similar program of cutbacks was is
sued by the environmentalist Green Party in
the parliament. Greenie Helmut Werner de
clared: "Agricultural surpluses can no long
er be paid for .
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For ecological reasons,

In 1 984, Seal was the key government
informant-witness in the case involving three
Ochoa co-conspirators and linking the Med

ellin cocaine kingpins to

testimony helped t o convict three o f Ochoa's
cohorts.

former U . S . Army Special Forces

member and later a pilot for TWA, Seal had

become

Half of U. S . farms
' to be eliminated '
The Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA) of the U . S . Congress has issued a
report forecasting that half of all U . S. farms
will be eliminated by the year 2000. Of those
remaining, 50,000 farmers will produce 75%
of the nation's food.
Modepate-sized farms will be hardest hit,

when nearly I million out of 2 . 2 million
farms disappear. Rep. Cooper Evans (R
Iowa) , who sits on the OTA board, said the
1 985 fann bill , by scuttling limits on per
farm subsidies , will accelerate the change
that is occUrring "naturally . "

Nicaragua ' s San

dinista government . In summer 1 985 , Seal ' s

A

'The Recovery '

a pilot for the major cocaine traf

fickers. He oversaw loading and unloading

A usterity

State Department
pressures Egypt

of tons of cocaine headed for the United

Assistant U. S. Secretary .of State Richard

States. Seal admitted making 100 flight runs,

Murphy is reported to have threatened
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak during

smuggling into the United States for the co
caine mafias narcotic loads that grossed $75
million .
Assistant U . S . Attorney Richard D.

their meeting on March l O in Cairo, that the

United States will cease to support Egypt

Gregorie , chief of narcotics prosecution in

unless Mubarak agrees to impose Interna
tional Monetary Fund austerity on his nation

Miami, says that the government plans to

.immediately .

proceed with its case, but he told the Miami

Herald

The United States ha s withheld some
$265 million in economic aid to Egypt since

on Feb . 2 1 , "We won ' t have live
testimony . . . . We'll have to use the testi

last October. During his meeting with

mony Seal had given in the trial of Ochoa' s

barak, Murphy said that Washington would
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the S i - '

cil ian financier. w a s sentenced t o life
transfer the funds . as well as next year · s .

only when Cairo has begun implementing
the IMF demands .

Coming two weeks after riots by Egyp
tian security forces . such demands will in
tensify the political destabilization of Egypt.

where living standards have drastically de
clined in recent months . Many important
development projects are being curtailed.

Since last October. because of lack offund s .
Cairo has not been able t o s i g n the final
contract for its first nuclear power plant .

Egyptian journal ists in London stressed
that Mubarak is desperately trying to get the

economic situation under control . without
having to implement the IMF demands . He
is reported to have del ivered an ultimatum
to Prime Minister Ali Lotfi to overhaul the
Egyptian economy . Mubarak told the Par

liament in a televised address that ··strong .
practical . and radical" measu'res were ur

gently needed . He said that the economic

crisis was the primary cause of the riot s .

struggle will continue , " CONATO has for

mally withdrawn from the governing polit

ical coal ition and from all joint government
labor commissions .
Panama' s military officials blame the

Workers end strike ,
continue mobilization

c1er of a lawyer,

• A BANK OF AMERICA invest

economic crisis on the International Mone

ment officer, Guillermina Watson ,

ranking officer called it.

on March 1 9. with ·Iaundering $36

commander of the Panamanian armed forces ,

financial institutions , including B lue

tary Fund-the "giant loan shark, " as a high
On March 1 8 , Gen . Manuel Noriega ,

met for three hours with CONATO leaders . .
According t o press reports , h e offered t o
explore various means for compensating for
the changes in the labor code .

and five other persons , were charged

million in drug money through three
House Financial , Inc . , a currency ex

change in San Ysidro , and California
Commerce Bank in San Diego . Three
of the defendapts

arc

Colombians .

• THE AMERICAN

Medical As

sociation has issued new "ethical

Economics

Just let Warren Rudman
keep on talking. . . .
Major Robert Patton (ret . ) , Democratic can
didate for U . S . Senate in the state of New

Panama

imprisonment ' by a Mi lan court on

March 1 8 , for Ordering the 1 979 mur

Hampshire , says he wants his opponent, Sen .

Warren Rudman , ,to receive more coverage
in the press: "I believe my campaign benefits

every time Senator Rudman opens his
mouth . "

guidelines" which permit physicians
to w ithhold not only life-saving treat
ment , but even food and water, from

patients deemed terminally ill or "ir
reversibly comatose . "

• JAPANESE

INVESTMENT

will create some 5 .000 jobs in Britain

in the next two years . according to a
survey of 1 07 Japanese companies .
Japanese firms already provide some
1 0 ,000 jobs in Britain .

• U.S. OIL producers are announc

ing mass layoffs and cutbacks in cap

"Wh y . o n March 1 8 . M r . Rudman gave
a speech in Washington . where he called h i s
infamous Gramm-Rudman bill a ' planned
trainwreck . · and a ' bad idea whose time has
come . ' When asked about the bil l ' s effect
on U . S . troop strength in Germany , Rud
man told 200 members of the American De
fense ereparedness Association that Ger
many was ' l ike New Hampshire on the
Rhine , it ' s l ike a country club . . . . '

jobs . Tenneco eliminated 450 jobs .

• THE HOUSE TRADE Subcom

tion ; on March 1 7 . Panamanian industrial

better press, I will be able to cut my cam
paign expenditures by 50-75%. "
Mr. Rudman ' s remarks to the ADPA did

merce official ly joined i n .

Among other thing s . Rudman demanded the
dismantling of the Western alliance and at

to act against countries that restrict
U . S . exports of telecommunications

Panama ' s labor counc i l . CON ATO . an
nounced on March 1 9 that it was cal ling off
the nine-day general strike which had brought
the economy to a standstil l . but will contin

ue organizing against the government ' s im

position of austerity policies demanded by
the I nternational Monetary Fund and the

World Bank . Organizing will begin now for

a 24-hour strike on Apri l 30 .
The strike resulted in an extraordinary

labor-industry alliance in defense of the na- ,

ists joined the strike , In the country ' s third
largest city . David. the Chamber of Com
Nevertheles s . on March 1 6 the National

Assembly passed the labor code "reforms"
demanded by the World Bank . by a vote of
4 1 - 1 , with the opposition party members
absent .
CONATO responded, "Although the
malignant measures were passed , they nev

er were consented to by the workers and our
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" I ' ve estimated that if Mr. Rudman gets

seem to confirm Major Patton ' s evaluation .

tacked Defense Secretary Caspar Weinber
ger as not "man enough" to face "reality . "
O n the domestic effects o f h i s bill , Rudman
said: "It i s time the American people real
ized there i s no free lunch . I wonder if the
population is really ready to accept the m'll

jor declirie in the standard of living that awaits
them , "

ital investment . as a result of the col

lapse i n oil prices . Chevron will re

duce its 6 r .OOO - member workforce
by up to 1 5 % . eliminating up to 9 .000

or about 1 5 % of its exploration work

force . Exxon had earlier announced

a 26% cut in capital investment for
this year; Phillips petroleum cut 30% ;
and Atlantic Richfield cut 3 3 % .

mittee approved a bill in mid-March

that would give the Pre sident power

equipment. The bill . aimed primarily
at Japan . requires that the United
States negotiate with other countries

on the removal of trade barriers . If
negotiations fail , the President would

be required to take action against im
ports from thOS,e countries .
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The need for an
Ibero-American
Common · M&rket
by Dennis Small

The following is Part I of an abridged translation , from Spanish , of the author ' s

presentation to the International Conference ofFoodProducers o n Feb .

22 , 1 986,

in Ciudad Obregon , Sonora , Mexico� Part I shows the needfor a Common Market;

Part II, which will appear in the next issue of EIR , outlines concrete measures to
be taken .

The theme I want to address today is the economic and political framework within
which it is both feasible and possible to resolve the current food and economic
crisis facing Ibero-America. Concretely , I want to sPe ak with you about what haS
come to be known as the Ibero-American Common Market, or Ibero-American
integration: that is , the means by which the countries of the Ibero-American
continent, jointly, can solve the crisis which no single nation, by itself, is capable
of resolving.
Several years ago, the great nationalist Argentine leader Gen. Juan Domingo
Peron said: "The year 2000 will find us either unite<t or subjugated. " A campaign
of international proportions was launched against ' General Per6n' s iritegration
project to stop it. The oligarchy fabricated the de$arrolLista [the Spanish term
comes from the word for "development," but the content is quite the opposite
ed. ] movement of British agent Raul Prebisch, a school which has had significant
influe,nce on many governments on the continent, as well as with the Interamerican
Development Bank under Ortiz Mena. The desarroLiistas and their British masters
are attempting the impossible to try to eliminate the integrationist influence of
General Peron.
Because what the general said is a great truth: If we do not unite, they will
dominate and destroy us. I would disagree with Perton only in regard to the limit
he imposed of the year 2000. In view of the way things are going, thi s battle will
be decided in 1 986, in this year. By the end of 1 986; we will find ourselves either
united or subjugated. Because what is hanging over· us is the worst, the bloodiest
offensive of the international financial institutions , of the international banks, of
the International Monetary Fund, of international usury,
that humanity has faced
.
in 600 years.
1 6 Feature
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Whichever Ibero-American leader acts sovereignly to limit

Nonetheless , if we see the continental economy as a whol e ,

interest payments . as Alan Garc ia of Peru did . or whichever

if we analyze t h e countries of t h e Latin American 'Economic

cou ntry say s . "We have reached the limit of what our people

S y stem ( S ELA) as if it were a single ecoriomy , i f we see this

can suffer , " that leader or that country w i l l be threatened with

continent of ours as i f it were a single "Patria Grande" [Great

total economic warfare : 'They will cut off our credit suppl y ,

Fatherland] , we must ask ourse l v e s , "How much can we

they w i l l cut off all import s , they w i l l strangle u s , they w i l l

re sist?" "How self- suffici ent are we?" and " How can we

impose economic and trade embargos impos sible to with

develop?" To these questions , there are very interesting and

stand . "

revealing answers , answers which the bankers would no doubt

I would l ike t o confess something t o you : All o f this i s

consider revolutionary . The fact is that the continent taken as

absolutely true . There i s no nation o f the continen t , working

a whole is self-sufficient in practically everything: in food ,

alone , which in the medium or long term could re sist this
kind of embargo and strangulation . B ut

united.

it i s possible .

United , anything is possible . And that is the great difference .
Peru , by itself, under embargo , w i l l soon or l ater be

in fue l , in mineral s , in many manufactured goods . And so it
would appear that the principal problem fac ing the continent ,
in terms of its self-sufficiency and in terms of its development
possibi l ities , is the fact that Ibero-America is an

underpopu

strangled for lack of food . Braz i l would die for l ack of oil ,

lated and underemployed continent .

Mexico for lack of food and capital goods , an<;l Argentina

American population is une mployed , its population density

Nearly half of the I bero

would also suffer, although that country has better possibili

is very low . That is: there are not enough people . and of those

ties of national self-sufficiency .

there are , too few are worki ng .
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But this weakness is also the main source of potential
wealth of the continent, because if we take all those people
who today are mis-employed , under-employed , or merely
unemployed-if we put them to work productively in the
countryside , in industry , in manufacturing , and not in the
"services" sector-tremendous wealth would be generated.
What we must do therefore is put to work those 48 million
Thero-Americans currently unemployed , and create 54 mil
lion new jobs for those lbero-Americans who are going to be
entering the work force from now through the year 2000 .
What we propose , thus , is an employment plan /or 100 mil
lion. 100 million productive new jobs in the lbero-American
economy over the next 1 5 years .
To be able to employ these 100 million, and so that each
country also has a corresponding national employment plan ,
it is necessary to identify the principal structural problems of
the lbero-American economy, and on the basis of. this, to
define the correct solutions .

Population and employment
The three fundamental structural problems of the lbero
American economy are the following:
1) The problem of under-population. There are not enough
people . This may not appear to be a problem, but in f�ct it is.
2) The problem of mis-employment, of under-employ
ment and of unemployment of the minuscule population that
does exist.
3) The economic structure of production and export that
currently exists is overtly neo-colonial . Raw materials are .
exported and capital goo<is imported.
These are the only three important problems the continent
faces; all the others derive from these three . Therefore , any
"solutipn" to the economic problems of a nation or of the
entire continent which does not resolve these three problems ,
is not a serious program .
Figure 1 shows the "population density" of Thero-Amer
ica. A developed economy is historically defined and mea
sured by a minimum population density of 50 inhabitants per
square kilometer. But as you can see , there are few regions
of Thero-America where this level of density exists . Almost
the entirety , and especially the interior of the continent, has
a population density of less than three inhabitants per square
kilometer: the area of Matto Grosso , of the Amazonas , all of
eastern Peru , nearly all of B olivia and Paraguay . Argentina
is probably the most underpopulated country in the entire
continent. In sum, the continent is dramatically underpopu
lated . .

There should be a national and continental goal of in
creasing the population density , and of course of improving
the economy so that such a level of population may be ade
quately maintained.
In Figure 2, one can see some comparisons between
Thero-American countries and other countries , those of Eu-
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rope or Asia for example . Argentina has a population density
of only 1 1 inhabitants per square kilometer, while Japan has
a density of 324 . 9 . All those, who promote the myth that the
problem of Ibero-America is overpopulation must therefore
explain to us how Japan , which has 30 times mote inhabitants
per square kilometer than Argentina , is an advanced country .
Obviously , what defines the capacity of an economy to main�
tain a high population density is technological development ,
such as that enjoyed by Japan , but which lbero-America has
not acquired.
Mexico is one of the �oulntries with the greatest popula
tion density of all Ibero-America , with 40 (inhabitants/square
kilometer) . In general , there is not a single large Ibero-Amer
ican country which has a population density greater than 50.
That is, there is not a single nation in lbero-America wh�ch
has a population large enou h to become an industrialized
nation .
In Figure 3, we can compare population density among
continents . lbero!America has an average of 1 9 . 7 inhabitants
per square kilometer. Africa is also a totally underpopulated
continent, and now the policies of the International Monetary
Fund are depopulating it even further. The population density
of Europe is 1 00 .
And how i s the Thero-American population employed?
It is a natural and proper phenomenon that the percentage
of the work force employed in agriCUlture declines as the
economy develops . But industrial development occurs when
that work force , freed from the countryside , passes over to
industry , to manufacturing , and to production of other nec
essary goods . There is no development when people leave
the countryside to live a marginalized existence in the major
urban centers , employed in the so-called services sector.
In Figure 4 one can see what happened between 1 950
and 1 980 in terms of the stnicture of the work force . In the
case of Brazil, for example , in 1 950, 60% of the work force
was employed in agriCUlture . B y 1 980 , that figure was re
duced to 30% . That is, 30% of the work force left the coun
tryside for work elsewhere .
They should have gone into industry, but this is not what
happened: They went instead into the so-called services , or
into disguised unemployment .
The case of Peru is simihrr: From 1 950 to 1 980, agricul
ture declined, industry declined, and unproductive services
increased dramatically .
Now compare this with what happened in an Asian coun
try , South Korea, which did succeed in going from under
development to the beginnings of industrial development in
this 30-year period . There too employment in agriculture was
reduced from 65% to 35%; aad although there was a minimal
increase in services , the majority went into industry.
Some commentators have noted that lbero-America has
gone from a pre-industrial to a post-industrial economy, but
without ever going through the "inconvenience" of the in
dustrial age .

�
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FIGURE 6
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This is a useful analysis, �cause it enables us to deter
mine the real level of unempl6yment of Ibero-America (Fig
� 5). FIrSt, we take official unemployment. Everyone knows
that official unemployment sbtistics are a total lie , but no
matter. We will begin there .
,
Now we calculate the level of mis-employment in the
services sector. That is , how many people are involved in the
services sector, who really, should not be there , who in fact
are the disguised unemployed? Using the figures from South
Korea as a model , we reach the conclusion that there are 1 6 . 6
million too many lbero-Americans i n "services" : street sales
men , shoe-shiners , excessive government bureaucracy , and
all the other unproductive services.
Now we calculate a third category , that of underemploy
ment in agriculture . Here we also use South Korea as a mea
sure , to answer the question : How many people should be in
agriculture , and how many !lfe there now simply because
there is no other place for them to work? The result we find
is that agricultural underemployment is I I million , a truly
extraordinary figure .
The final category is that of non-employment. or rather,
the fact that the participation of the total population in the
Ibero-American work force is extremely low . The economi
cally active population is between 30% and 32% o(the total
poplation , while it should be 35% to 38% . Calculated in this
way , we realize that there are . 1 3 million lbero-Americans
who in reality are unemployed . but who are not even consid
ered part of the work force .
If we add up these four categories-official unemploy
ment, misemployment in services , agricultural underemploy
ment, and the non-employed-we have a total real unem
ployment figure for lbero-Ainerica. There are 48 ,596 ,000
unemployed , which is a barbarous , enormous number of
people . Almost 50 million Ibero-Americans who could be
,
prodccing , are not producing 'anything . '
In Figure 6, one can see what this means in percentages .
For example , Mexico' s real lelvel of unemployment is 52.5%.
and 40% in Ibero-America taken as, a whole .

FIGURE 8
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What a waste of wealth ! The greatest wealth that exists is
that of the productive worker. But ifhe is not allowed to work
productively; if there is no modem technology in the coun, tryside which which to produce; if there is no industrial em
ployment; if the only · employment one can find is selling
chewing gum on the street; you have a dramatic waste of the
continent' s most fundamental resource , worse in fact than if
one were to extract all of Mexico's oil and toss it into the
Gulf.
This leads us to Figure 7, which shows both the potential
and the need for creation of jobs for' the year 2000. Real
unemployment, then, is 48 million, while 96 million are
productively employed. We calculate that by the year 2000 ,
54 million new individuals will be entering the work force.
Adding this to the figure of 48 million currently unemployed,
one concludes that we must create 1 02 million new jo�s
between now and the year 2000, in order to fully employ the
fundamental wealth of the continent.
This means that in fact we are doubling the continent' s
work force i n a matter o f 1 5 years, from the approximately
50 million tod�ay to 1 00 million. If in addition we achieve a
moderate increase in labor productivity of about 3% a year
through the introduction of new technologies, this combined
with the increase in the labor force would triple the continen
tal economy in 1 5 years .
The colonial trade structure
In Figure 8 we can see the prol'Jlem

of the continent' s
neo-colonial structure of production and of exports .
Taking the case of Argentina, we see that in 1 962 96. 8%
of all its exports were raw materials, and only 3 . 2% were
manufactured goods . By 1 980 the percentage of manufac
tured exports had increased to 23%, but raw material exports
still predominated. The case of Brazil is the same, with the
percentage of raw material exports decreasing from 96. 8%
t0 6 1 .5%, and also the case of Peru. Compare this with South
Korea, which in 1962 had an export structure very similar to
that of Ibero-America: 80. 3% of its exports were raw mate
rials. But the structure of its production and exports was
totally changed in those 1 8 years, and by 1 980 it was export
ing 1 0% in raw materials and 90% in manufactured goods.
But the problem is not merely the content of the exports ,
but also the �irection of the trade, that is, with whom is trade
carried on. In Figure 9 the problem can be clearly seen.
Here we have the exports of several countries to other
countries of Ibero-America, that is, within SELA (Latin
American Economic System), and it is a minuscule percent
age of the total. For example, in 1 98 1 Argentina was export
ing only 1 9% of its total exports to other Ibero-American
countries . All the rest went to Europe, to the United States,
and to the Soviet Union. Mexico is even worse, because its
trade with the United States is so huge. Of the total of Ibero
American trade, only 1 6.5% is conducted within the conti
nent itself.
How ridiculous ! We are speaking of a single Patria
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Grande.

of the need for continental! integration, and only
16.5% of all trade is carried out amont one other! And from
1 98 1 to 1 983 that percentage fell; the dependence on coun
tries outside the region grew worse.
The same can be seen in Figure 10, the case of imports.
How do we deal with this? We must change the pattern
of trade, to give priority to interchange within the continent.
For example, Peru today buys Argentine wheat, but on the
New York market, instead of having a direct relation with
Argentina. And so on, in case after c$e.
The fact is that if the continent Were to make internal
trade a priority, it could establish continental self,sufficiency
in virtually all fundamental areas. This translates into a con
tinental defense capability in the event of a possible trade
embargo imposed by the creditor banks. In other words, if
there is an embargo, if no one will sell us anything, what will
We do? How much will we be able to produce and export
within the continent, and- how much will we continue to
To be continued.
depend on from abroad?

FIGURE 9
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The Soviet KGB tracks to
the Palme assassination
.

by Vivian

Freyre Zoakos and Rachel Douglas

The Soviet tracks to the Feb.28 murder of Swedish Prime
Minister Olof Palme are now, three weeks after the event,

indisputable, and furthennore constitute a classic study of

police had used to establish Gunnarsson's gUilt had col

lapsed.
In those intervening six days, however, the enonnous

Soviet disinfonnation techniques.

Soviet press disinfonnation ; capability went into high gear.

the assassination, once its highly professional character had

Moscow' s actual target and number one public enemy

cow's mobilization of its enonnous international press and

cocting spurious evidence liqking Gunnarsson to LaRouche's

The U.S.S.R.was naturally among the prime suspects of

been established by Swedish authorities. But it was Mos

The aim was to use Gunnarsson to attempt incriminating
U.S . presidential candidate J..yndon H.LaRouche-by con

media capabilities for the purpose of pinning the gUilt on

political associates in the E�pean Labor Party.

was rapidly · narrowed down to target the European Labor

The Boris Pankin neh,vork

"right-wing" CIA circles , as well as the manner in which this

Party (EAP) , which uniquely identified the Soviet paw print.
One need only review the sequence to see how the oper

ation worked.

Beginning the morning after the assassination, the Mos

cow machine went into high gear. Georgii Arbatov of the

j

The operation was directed out of the office of the Soviet

Ambassador to Stockholm, , goris Pankin, a man who is no

mere ambassador.This is the same Pankin who is credited
with engineering the 1 98 1 election victory of Greek Premier
Andreas Papandreou, through the medium of a press empire

Soviet party Central Committee, the U.S.- Canada Institute

set up by Pankin and cente�d in the newspaper To Ethnos.

paign with a speed). to the then-ongoing Soviet Communist

and elsewhere, in his capaCity as chief of the KGB's Disin

and the Palme Commission back channel, began the cam

Pankin established his �edia empire, in Greece, Sweden

Party Congress.Arbatov claimed that, whoever the specific

fonnation Department (Dep8rtment A).He holds �e rank of

authors of the crime were indubitably "right-wing" circles in

, ship between Soviet assassinations and subsequent disinfor

individual who pulled the trigger might prove to be, the

the West, characterized as tied to the American CIA.Contin

Major General in the KGB.

11'0 indicate the intimate relation�

mation, Pankin' s Departm�nt A is housed jointly with the

ued Soviet fingering of "the right-wing ," "the C IA , " "reac

KGB ' s Department

Soviet assets in the Swedish press , as the accompanying

cruiting and training agenl$ to infi1trate Western organiza

tionary dark forces" and the like was then duly echoed 'by
roundup shows.

Then on March 1 3 , the Swedish police picked up one

V (the

�nfamous "wet affairs" or assas

sinations department), and )pirectorate S (responsible for re

tions, including political patties, police and intelligence ser- .

vices, and journalism). OVlerall coordination for the three

Victor Gunnarsson as a suspect.A one-time member of the

branches is conducted by th� KGB's Special Directorate No.

could hardly be considered a serious prime suspect in what

tial targets for liquidation, and then coordinates their execu-

Hare Krishnas and a known kook, the pathetic Gunnarsson

was established to have been a highly professional murder.
Predictably, Swedish police chief Hans Holmer was forced

to announce, only six days later, that Gunnarsson was to be

released.Holmer reported that the chain of evidence which
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1 , which evaluates all inforQ1ation gathered, evaluates poten

. tion and subsequent coverups.

Most likely collaborating with Pankin in the present dis

infonnation campaign was his close friend and associate Ser

gei Losev, general director �f the Soviet press agency TAS S.
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Losev is not only, by virtue of his position, necessarily a
ranking figure in Soviet intelligence, but is one of the top
Soviet experts on political assassinations and is, according to
the testimony of his own lieutenants, a frequent visitor· to
Sweden. He is also a well-known "LaRouche, watcher." It
was Losev's employee at TASS, and co-author of many books
and articles, Vita:Jii Petrusenko, who in 1 975 "fingered" the
Swedish EAP as being "a North American anti-communist
organization which in Sweden and other countries is sus
pected of having committed various acts of espionage and
sabotage" on behalf of "the CIA ."
According to his book, Petrus60ko's "information" came
from-i .e. , was laundered through-such Soviet assets as
Per Fagerstroem, 01 of Palme's press secretary from 1 973 to
1 976, and the "respectable" Swedish newspaper Aftonpladet.
This is the same Aftonbladet whi<;h this month ran over a
dozen pages "proving" the Gunnarsson connection to the
EAP.
The surfacing of that presumed connection did not come
from Swedish authorities . Once again, it was Pankin's De
partment A at work. It was a Swedish journalist writing for
the Svenska Dagbladet, frequent publisher of anti-EAP slan
ders originating from Moscow , who was mysteriously di
rected to look up the names of I 800 signators of EAP elec
toral lists from 1 985 to find there the name of Victor Gun
narsson.
Never mind that the EAP at that time had rejected the
unstable Gunnarsson ' s request to enter the party. Department
'
A mobilized its assets worldwide to orchestrate the classic
disinformation campaign . Welkstablished Soviet assets,
such as the terrorist Institute for Policy Studies in Washing
ton, were among those offering the advice that members of
the EAP "make the perfect political assassins. "
I n Sweden , the unethical behavior o f the press came in
for attack from police chief Holmer. In a prepared statement
issued March 1 9 . Holmer criticized the Swedish press and
media for its highly unethical and illegal behavior in "starting
a witchhunt" by publishing the name and photograph of the
arrested GunQarsson. thus destroying, he said. the credibility
of Gunnarsson's possible identification as a suspect in the
case.
According to The Times of London, Holmer was partic
ularly targeting the Malmoe Socialist newspaper A rbetet.
which not only first published Gunnersson's photo, but sub
sequently dug up a photograph of an EAP 1 976 political rally
and "identified" Gunnarsson as among those participating.
Arbetet reporter Hakam Hermansson, who was among those
responsible for publishing the photograph, admitted after
Gunnarsson's release that not only was the photo fraudulent,
but that his newspaper expects "to be sued for a lot of money"
for its activities.
The aftermath to the Palme assassination is thus a text
book case of heavy-handed Soviet disinformation. It is pre
cisely that disinformation which gives the murder of Palme a
distinctly Soviet signature.
.
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Documentation

Moscow's propaganda
swept the news media
February 28: Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme is assas

sinated.

March 1 : Georgii Arbatov, co-founder of the Pal me Com

mission, Soviet Central Committee methber, and head of the
U . S .A. and Canada Institute, says at the Soviet Party Con
gress: "I do not know who killed Palme, but I know all too
well who hated him. . . . I was with him at conferences in
many comers of the globe, from Hiroshima to Mexico City,
from Stockholm to New Delhi, and I saw demonstrations
against him by fascist thugs, inflammatory articles, and prov
ocations. Reaction loathed Palme. This is understandable,
for Palme was an honest and bold man, although not of one
mind with us, not a supporter of Communist ideas . . . . The
last time I met him was in New Delhi. He delivered a lecture
there, on the first anniversary of the: vile murder of Indira
Gandhi. . . . Little more than a month later, he fell
victim to
.
a vile murder of exactly the same kin� . . . ."

March 1: The Soviet news agency TASS says the motive for

the murder and the culprit are still Unknown, but it is "no
secret" that Palme was inseparably .inked with peace and
disarmament, and East-West cooperation campaigns. It claims
an all-out campaign is being conducted ' against pacifists in
the United States and Western Europe.
I

March 2: Soviet Communist Party! paper

Pravda

"right-wing circles" are behind the asSassination,

claims

March 2: Soviet government paper IZvestia claims "Western
circles'� were behind the assassination.
March 3: Georgii Arbatov tells Sovitt'news agency Novosti

that the murderers come from "right-wing circles who are
working against peace." A similar a�sessment in Novosti is
given by prominent Soviet writer Chinghiz Aitmatov; a
member of the kooky Esalen circles linked to Carl Sagan.
Extrabladet. Denmark's most widely circulated
tabloid, runs a story by Paul Gazan claiming "police suspect
the EAP [European Labor Party] as one possible extreme
right-wing group" behind the Palme murder.

March 3:

March 3: tageszeitung . the West German pro-terrorist news
paper linked to the Red Army Facti� and the Green Party,
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runs a story citing Expressen (whose article was to appear
one day later) claiming the EAP is being investigated as a
possible suspect in the Palme murder.
March 4: Expressen, Sweden' s largest liberal daily, claims
that the EAP is among the suspects for the Palme murder,
saying the party "is known for its hate propaganda against
Olof Palme." The same issue carries an article authored by
Soviet Central Committee member Arbatov, entitled "Palme
Hated by Many. " "I don't know who murdered Olof Palme,"
Arbatov writes, "but I know very well who hated him. He
was hated, bestially hated, by those who cannot accept, by
those who hate what he spent his life for-peace and disar
mament, dismantling of colonialism and its implications,
safeguarding security in Europe and in the whole world,
military, economic , and political security. . . . As a member
of the Palme Commission . . . I have seen demonstrations
by neo-ascists, seen hooligans curse him and threaten him,
read slander articles. . . . "
.

March 4: Harry Schein, a Palme intimate, writes in the
Swedish Dagens Nyheter an op-ed claiming that "all those

who hated Olof Palme are gUilty of his murder."

March 5: Radio Moscow reports that the Palme murder "is

an attempt by right-wing elements who want to deliver a blow
to peace and disarmament movements. "
March 10: The Soviet Literaturnaya Gazeta, mouthpiece of

KGB disinformation, publishes an article by Vladimir Lom
eiko claiming that "many things" Palme stood for are close
to "the new approach of the leadership of our party on ques
tions of today's global problems," including "organizing for
a nuclear-free civilization," etc . "For that reason, he was a
target of the ideological adherents of violence. That is why
they hated him. That is why the Ton-Ton Macoutes of the
world' s Dark Forces killed him. At this moment we do not
know the names of his assassins, but we know the handwrit
ing of political assassination."

March 1 3 : Swedish police arrest Victor Gunnarsson as a

suspect in the Palme assassination.

March 14: A correspondent for the Soviet press agency

TASS in Stockholm tells a caller that the EAP is "the same
group" as the neo-Nazi "European National Socialist Party,"
which had recently claimed the Palme murder in a public
letter. The TASS spokesman reports his source as the Swed
ish news agency TT; TT denies it has ever .issued such mis
information.
March 14: The second-largest Danish newspaper, BT, the
noon tabloid of the Berlingske Tidende, reports that Gun
narsson is connected to the EAP. BT alleges Gunnarsson has
24
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authored articles for EAP publications on a free lance basis,
citing the Swedish security police, Si\EPO , as the source of
the information.
In a call to the SAEPO that day, Swedish. EAP leader
�ichael Ericson is told categorically that no such accusations
had originated with SAEPO , which has no information link
ing Gunnarsson to the EAP.
March 15: BT prints a statement from an EAP spokesman

denying any links between Ounnarsson and the EAP. The
spokesman is quoted saying, "It is a lie which must have
come from Soviet or Soviet-related circles ."
March 18-19: Newspapers and wire services all over the

world put out the report that sllspect Gunnarsson is a member
of the EAP. Many link the party to Lyndon LaRouche; some
quote the statement of EAP leader Michael Ericson, that the
EAP broke off all ties with ,Gunnarsson when he was per
ceived to be an i.I�balanced ip.dividual , and that "there have
been clear attempts by Moscow to lay the murder at our
door."
March 19: Radio Moscow broadcasts in English to Europe:

"Murder suspect Gunnarsson is a member of the fascist Eu
ropean Workers' Party with headquarters in the Federal Re
public of Germany." Just one hour prior to the release of
Gunnarsson, Radio Moscow 1ll0difies its line, omitting men
t�on of the EAP and the epithet "fascist": "Speaking in a press
interview , a spokesman for the police gave it to understand,
that the man is involved with an extreme right-wing organi
zation. The man is said to have hated Palme . One of the
motives of his hatred was Sweden's good relations with the
Soviet Union."

'March 1 9 : Swedish police release Gunnarsson, saYing that
a key part ofthe prosecution' � evidence had collapsed. Police

Chief Hans Holmer told a press conference that the decision
was made after a confrontation with a key witness "didn't '
give us what we expected." Holmer criticized the Swedish
press for breaking Sweden ' s law against publishing the name
and photograph of a suspect, and for launching a witchhunt.
March 19: Swedish journalists at the center of the KGB 's

disinformation campaign against the EAP are furious at Gun
narsson' s release from custody, and fearful of lawsuits, par
ticularly since they violated �wedish law by publishing the
suspect' s photograph .
March 19: Illinois Democratic primary victory for La

Rouche-associated candidates Mark Fairchild and Janice Hart.
WBBM radio, a CBS affiliate in Chicago, during coverage
of the election results , adds, "In other related news , a man
associated with the LaRoucl)e organization has been identi
fied as a suspect in the assassination of Palme."
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Profile : Kurt Biedenkopf

1tiIateral candidate
for chancellorship
by Mark Burdman
As the 'government of West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl
is hit daily by new scandals and difficulties, media attention
has zeroed in on Kurt Biedenkopf, the former member of the
Trilateral Commission who recently became head . of the
Christian Democratic Union (CDU) in the state of · North
Rhine-Westphalia. Biedenkopf is being groomed as a possi
ble alternative to the besieged chancellor.
A mediocre, "technetronic" personality , Biedenkopf
graduated in international law from Georgetown University
in Washington, D . C . , the Jesuit-run institution that trains
most of the employees of the U . S . State Department and
diplomatic corps . His "constituency" is not the voters of
North Rhine-Westphalia, but the international think-tank set,
the zero-growthers , and the Trilaterals .
It was in the 1 970s, that Biedenkopf began to rise i n the
ranks of the CDU , achieving the post of general-secretary by
the mid- 1 970s . By taking over the North-Rhine Westphalia
CDU , Biedenkopfhas now assumed control over the regional
party that is most important in West Germany. Forty percent
of the party stalwarts nationally come from this state. This
presents Biedenkopf with quite an impressive springboard
for launching a bid for the chancellorship, should he and his
controllers decide to do so. Already , informed speculation in
the Federal Republic, is that Biedenkopf will try to enter the
CDU presidium, the most influential policymaking body in
the party.
But Biedenkopf has made many enemies in his rise to
prominence. Says one Biedenkopf-watcher: "Kurt is his own
worst enemy. He' s arrogant, and overambitious. The risk for
him, if he challenges Kohl now, is that as soon as he moves
in this way publicly, all the enemies will come out, and Kohl
will not be the only one. "
The following story , which has gone unreported by the
media, reveals much about Biedenkopf's character. In Jan
uary 1976, as general-secretary of the CDU, he attended a
meeting qf the ,Konrad Adenauer Foundation, where he un
expectedly launched into a diatribe against the "sexual eth
ics" policy of the Vatic�, charging that, by its efforts to
maintain moral standards in sexual relations, the Vatican
tm-eatened to "make itself ridiculous. "
Slightly over one year later, Biedenkopf showed up at an
ElK
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important political function, arm in arm with a woman who
was not his wife. Traditionalists in the 'CDU protested that
this was hardly the man with the image to lead a party that
had based itself on support for Christian family values !
A deindustrialization policy ,
Biedenk;opf' s economic policy is modeled on the com

puter printouts of the Malthusian Club of Rome . In an inter
view with Der Spiegel magazine 're�eased March 1 7 , he at
tacked the Kohl regime for its belief that "economic growth
creates employment. . . . That is no ,onger true. " He praised
past years' trends in the West German economy, which have
involved the "redistribution of the · public wealth" toward
"environmental protection," and away from past years' ver
sions of consumer and industrial spending . He also attacked
patterns of defense spending, insisting that money for de
fense should go into a "conventional �uild-up." Given Bonn's
negotiations with the United States ()n the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SOl), and the ongoing c,ntroversy over deploy
me�t of U . S . Pershing II and cruise fIlls siles , it was no mys
tery what Biedenkopf was actually attacking.
Days before the Der Spiegel int�rview , Biedenkopf had
told a meeting of the regional leadership of the CDU in North
Rhine�Westphalia that the region w as suffering from "over
production and overabundance" -tlls in a region which, like
the Midwest industrial centers of the: United States, is suffer
ing from colossal unemployment ruj.d idle plant and equip
ment. Biedenkopf praised the policies of the CDU govern
ment in Lower Saxony, headed by Ernst Albrecht, which has
pioneered introducing the Club of �ome' s "post-industrial
society" policies, under a "conservafive" cover.
Biedenkopf's views on foreign �licy and strategic issues
favor distancing West Germany from the United States. Ac
cording to a Bonn insider, "Biede�opf is really most close
in his thinking to Helmut Schnpdt and Hans-Dietrich
Genscher. " Schmidt, the former S<><;ial Democratic chancel
lor, has become the most; vocal spo�esman for the Trilateral
Commission' s policy of accoIIlIIlPdation with Moscow;
Genscher, the German foreign mini$ter, is at the forefront of
attempts to sabotage U . S . -German tooperation on the SOl.
"Biedenkopf doesn't like the SOl," the source reported.
Biedenkopf's Soviet connection funs through his Institute
for Economic and Social Studies in, Bonn, which is hosting
, operatives from the main Soviet in�rnational affairs think
tank, IMEMO. There is a liaison bet1ween Biedenkopf's peo
ple and IMEMO influential Ariato$i Gromyko, son of the
former Soviet foreign minister, Andrei Gromyko.
On March 22, Biedenkopf shutttht off to Washington (or
secret meetings at the State Deputment, with other U . S .
government officials , and at Georgetown University. U . S .
Ambassador to Bonn Richard Bur(, coincidentally or not,
will be there at the same time for "JX>litical consultations. " Is
the State Department becoming the ,eadquarters for a "Com,
mittee to Elect Kurt Biedenkopf Chancellor?"
International
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Chirac named premier folloWing
crushing defeat of French 1Iilaterals
by Philip Golub
Following two days of intensive coalition negotiations be
tween the two victorious parties in the March 16 elections,
and discreet talks between Socialist President Fran<;ois Mit
terrand and opposition RPR leader Jacques Chirac, the new
French government, headed by Chirac , was announced late
in the afternoon of March 20 .
Chirac , leader of the largest and most powerful of the
victorious coalition parties, the Gaullist RPR or Rally for the
Republic , called on the country today to unite. "I call upon
all French men and French women to unite to save the coun
try," decl�d th� new prime minister in unusually <lramatic
fashion.
In effect, the French election victory of the RPR and their
coalition ally, the UDF (Union pour la Democratie Francaise)
came in the midst of multiple foreign policy crises for France,
including a very bitter and harsh hostage crisis in Lebanon
and an escalating military conflict in Chad .
The new ministers

The principal new ministers of the government include:
• Mr. Robert Pandraud, minister of national security, a
new ministry created by the new prime minister to coordinate
all national security affairs. Robert Pandraud has long expe
rience in police and intelligence m/ltters and served as head
of the French National police for many years, until becoming
chief of staff for jacques Chirac, mayor of Paris until his
recent appQintment as premier.
• Mr. Charles Pasqua, minister of the interior, whose
responsibilities traditionally include internal security, over
sight over elections, and law and order. M . Pasqua was
chairman of the RPR group in the French Senate until his
appointment and played an important role in the election
campaign.
• M . Andre Giraud, minister of defense. M . Giraud was
minister of energy under the presidency of Valery Giscard
d'Estaing and was one of the architects of the French civilian
nuclear power program; he is known as a supporter of the
idea of French participation, in one form or another, in the
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Strategic Defense Initiative of President Reagan as well as of
an autonomous European higtJ;.technology defense effort.
• M. Michel Noir, minister of finance, Michel Noir
. headed the study group of the' RPR on industrial affairs and
was the RPR candidate in the Rhone Department (Lyon)
against Trilateral Commission member Raymond Barre, a
former premier. Noir scored a stunning success against Barre
on March 1 6 , gathering 2 1 . 7 % of the vote , although the polls
had projected that he would receive barely above 1 4 % . Barre
had been expect�d to win a landslide
victory with over 29%
,
of the vote, but just did l!1anage to outdistanced. Noir ,with
22 . 8% of the vote . Noir has also been prominent in the RPR
as a spokesman for a "Colbettist" industrial policy-a ref
erence to government-directeid economic development. as
pursued by Louis XIV' s greatelst
. minister, Jean-Baptiste Col .
bert.
Other ministers include the former diplomatic councilor
to President Georges Pompid6u and close friend of Chirac ,
Eduard Balladur as state mini�ter, Republican Party Leader
Leotard as minister of cultu� , Farmers Union head Guil
laume in agriculture, and Bernard Pons of the RPR as min
ister of Overseas Territories, 'which will become an impor
tant, if not crucial, post given the years long destabilizatiol,1
campaign run by leftist and communist subversives and by
Warsaw Pact intelligence serviices in New Caledonia, Guad
eloupe, la Reunion , and French Guyana. In a compromise
between Mitterrand and Chira�, ambassador J . B . Raymond,
a career diplomat, was appOi nted ministcrr of foreign affairs.
The hostage crisis

The composition of the new government, and in particu
lar, the creation of the new Ministry for National Security,
underlines the desire of the neW government and of Chirac to
deal firmly with the foreign pdlicy and security crises France ·
is facing in the Middle East, Northern Africa, Sub-Saharan
Africa, and in the overseas tetntories. According to sources
close to the new government, bne of the majoc priorities will
be to combat international tertorism in an effective fashion :
ElK
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a po l i cy long negl ected under the pre v i o u s S oc i a l i st govern

ments .

sources note that both the I ra n i a n and Syrian govern m e n t s ,
a l b e i t for d i fferent re aso n s , want to force France to s h i ft i t s

As the bomb attack the even ing of M arch 20 at the Champs

e n t i re M i d d l e E a s t and G u l f pol i c y . jfhe Syrians i n add i t i o n

acute and most i m mediate of these prob l e m s . There are pre s 

Lebanon , w h e re Fre n c h i n fl uence is s ti l l strong , part i c u l ar l y

El ysee emphas i ze s , the Lebanese hostage c ri s i s is the most

are s a i d to w a n t to force the Fre n c hl once and for a l l out of

ently s e v e n French c i t i ze n s who are hostages i n or around

i n the C h r i s t i a n com m u n i ty . U l t i mate l y the hostage c ri s i s

B e i ru t . Three are hostages of the I ran i an-contro l l e d Hezbo l 

l ah orga n i sation , w h i l e fou r rec e n t l y k i d napped j o u rn a l i sts

of French Te l e v i s i on are said to be i n the hands ,of an orga
n i zation c l ose to S y rian i n te l l i gence . An e i g hth hostage ,
M i c h e l S e u rat . was assas s i n ated by the H e z bo l l ah

a

n u mber

of months ago . His assas s i n s re leased the p i c t u res of h i s

corpse o n l y recent l y as part o f a c a l c u l ated pre - e l e c t i o n psy

w i l l bo i l d o w n to

a

fundamental fore i g n po l ic y c h o i ce w h i c h

the new govenment , i n coord i nation w i t h Pre s ident M itter
rand , w i l l have to make .

A novel arrangement

Con s t i t u t i o na l l y , the n e w Frenc h govern ment arrange

ment i s e n t i re l y nove l . Never in the h i story of the F i fth Re

chological mane u v e r .

p u b l i c ( founded by Pre s i d e n t C h arles de G au l le in 1 95 8 ,

government negot i ated fran t i c a l l y w i t h both the I ra n i an and

jori t i e s i n the national asse m b l y ) has' there been a Pres ident

For m o n t h s p r i o r to the e l e c t i on s , the pre v i o u s S oc i a l i st

S yrian

governments

w i thought

any

re s u l t .

S y stematic

concessions were made to the I ran i ans , i n part i c u l a r . i n c l ud

ing not very d i screet s a l e s of weapon s , i n a fut i l e attempt to

ac h i e ve the re l e ase o f the hostage s .

Knowledgeable observers be l i eve that t h i s c ri s i s w i .! 1

cre a t i n g a strong pre s i d e n t i a l reg i m e s upported b y c lear ma
pre s i d i n g over a govern m e n t o f e n t i re l y d i ffere nt pol it i c a l

party affi l i a t i on s . L o n g t h o u g h t to be u n worka b l e or l e a d i n g
to u n governab i l i t y , i t appears that the n e w govern ment i s t h e
re s u l t of an agreement stru c k between t h e n e w l e g i s l at i ve

m ajori t y and the Pre s i d e n t : it therefore may have greater

worsen before i t gets bette r . The n e w pri me m i n i ster i s con

chances of l a s t i n g than ori g i n a l l y e x pecte d .

trad i t ional trad i n g partners i n the M i d d l e East . These same

ready demanded - t hat s o m e b a s i c understand i n g be reached
.

sidered to have , long- stand i n g t i e s to I raq , one of France ' s

Th e success o f t h i s arrangement w i l l demand-has a l 

',' J '

"

took tb,e lead in exposing the dangeroos' ambitions of Swiss
bankers ' agent and Trilaterafist R�YlPond Barre , who was
played in tbe press'as a major force ul;'the opposition . The .
heavy' defeat of Barre -linked
candidates was. one', of the'
"
, I
biggest upsets of the March 1 6 vote
On March 20,' tlie daily Le Monde�France ' s "news
paper of record," which bad igno{ed the P6�'s entire
electoral campaign-wrote thafthe campaigns of the Eu
ropean Labdr Party , :'jn parti�uI.ar those agajnst the Club
of Rome�,· the Trilateral , and in-Javgl' of Third World de�
vela,pment , make a sOllnd that, in effect., evokes the GauII
ism of the left rather than ultra-constrvatism." The article
was Le Ajonde' s respbnse to a Soviet�'orcnestrated slander '
campaign. attempting to 1ink the European LabQr Party to '
"
. the Pal me assa,ssination (see �ages �2'25)."
, \\
" : Le Monde otherwise noteiNhat the POE claims to be
in the tradition of (Sociali�t) Jaure< fonner President
€harles de Ga:IHle, and Jean-Bapti te Colbert, the 1 7th
" century foun<;ler qf tbe governmental policies condUCive '
'!O industrial ca�italis�: The �i�l�jlabel s the POE's atU
, :
tude on the SOVIet UOlon "obsesslOnal/, but adds that thIS
has led to a stron g �uP.P9rt for Presid!nt-Q.eagao' s Strategjc
Defense' Initiative . :i
.
Despite meager resources/a blacko�t by th� national
media'. and a wildly variegated slan4er campaign , the POE
candidates were officia'uy credited Yli th 43,()()() votes .' ;,
EIR
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on foreign policy, traditionally considered to be the "special
domain" of the President, as well as security policy and
economic policy. The delimitation of powers is clea� in the
constitution in the case of a unified presidency and govern
ment. In the present case , this delimitation is more blurre�,
but ,can be practically resolved by a minimal consensus on
major issues on the part of the President and the prime min
ister. President Mitterrand, of course , will remain chief of
the armed forces and sole guarantor of the nuclear option,
although defense policy will be worked on between both the
presidency and government.
It is too early to say whether the agreement between the
new government and the Elysee (presidential palace) will
work. Mitterand has over 40 years of political life behind
him and is known for his versatility in dealing with such
situations. If, however, the arrangement (known as cohabi
tation in France) were to break down , this would inveitably
lead to early presidential elections and a new round of legis
lative elections soon after.
Raymond Barre had based his entire campaign on this
latter assumption, expecting an early government crisis and
presidential elections which would permit him to run for the
country's highest office . His relative defeat during the elec
tions March 16 has certainly momentarily neutralized any
early attack on his part upon the new government, although
it has in no way cooled his ambition.
Barre, a leading member of the Trilateral Commission
and an advocate of detente and ." East-West convergence"
theories-i.e. , a global Russian empire-cannot now afford
to lose further ground among the conservative electorata which
desires stability. Barre is said to hope that the new prime
minister will become inextricably stuck in the Lebanese
quagmire and hence discredited. This perilous game could
turn against him, however, if the new government scores ,
. significant successes in any major foreign policy or economic
field, such as the fight against terrorism.
A strong military policy will also enhance Chirac's
chances to succeed, and thus prepare for his own presidential
candidacy in 1 988.
As far as the relative electoral success of the right-wing
populist National Front is concerned, this will in no way
seriously affect the actions of the government. It will be very
difficult for the rabble-rousing Jean-Marie Ie Pen-who po
larized nationalist discontent and was used by the Socialist
Party to limit the victory of the RPR and UDF-to denounce
a "weak government" when the latter includes both R. Pan
draud and C. Pasqua.
The French elections thus demonstrate a shift in the French
population itself, demanding a fundamental change in French
economic and foreign policy. The stakes are high and the
new government needs a couple of major successes to over
come the international and domestic obstacles it is already
facing.
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For the THlaterals ,
it's on to Moscow
by Mark Burdman
Leading lights of the Trilateral Commission are reportedly
most unhappy about a report that appeared in the Italian
magazine Panorama on March 9, claiming that the Commis
sion is planning to hold a plenary meeting in late 1 986, or in
1 987 , in Moscow. But c�rtai. evidence, available to EIR .
lends credibility to the Panorama report.
The article was written by Rome correspondent Pino
Buongiorno. We present segments of his unusual expose:
"Here in the office of Count Giovanni Auletta Armenise,
president of the Banca Italiana dell' Agricoltura, on Tuesday
March 1 1 , the 20 Italian members of the Trilateral Commis
sion, first among them Gianni Agnelli [of Fiat] , will meet.
On the agenda: the general ass�bly in Madrid, in the middle
of May, of the powerful international organization that col
lects industrialists, financiers, bankers, and politicians from '
Europe, Japan, and the Uniteq States. There are two issues
for the important meeting: 'TIle next phase with the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe, ' and 'The conditions for partner
ship in international economic organizations. ' "
Buongiorno added that the Trilateral Commission "gained
its bad name with the election, in November 1 976, of the
'unknown' Jimmy Carter, to the presidency of the United
States. Carter was one of the i most active members of the
Commission. He called into his administration 18 Trilater
a1ists: first of all , as adviser for national security, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, exactly the same man who had the idea to create
the organization, then supported by the banker, David ROCk
efeller. Was it not the Trilateral Commission that imposed
that administration, many asked themselves?"
Noting that many have, considered the Trilaterals a dan
gerous international conspirac�, B uongiorno published a dis
claimer from one leading Trilateral leader in Italy: .. The
truth is that the Trilateral Commission is only a place for
discussion, of exchange of ex�riences. The influence we are
trying to have is only at the I¢vel of public opinion of the
leading classes, ' says Piero Ba�setti, former Christian Dem
ocratic parliamentarian, and n9w chairman of the Union of
Chambers of Commerce, one ; of the first members of the
Commission."
EIR
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Then, the clincher: " 'In fact, ' Bassetti says, 'we still feel
today a certain bureaucratization of the Commission. But,
fortunately, the speech of [Soviet leader] Gorbachov at the
Congress of the Soviet Communist .Party, which relaunches
the great planetary issues, security, the use of high technol:
ogy, the environment, hunger in the world, issues that are
Trilateral issues, could allow us to revitalize our ideas. ' It is

French Socialists plot
against Thnisia

precisely in Madrid that the idea will be launched of organ
izing a meeting over coming months in an area 'external' Jo
the Trilateral Commission: probably the Soviet Union [em

phasis added] . "
According to one knowledgeable source, the decision for
the Trilateral Commission to meet in Moscow. either later
this year or in 1 987 , had already been taken at its 1 985
meeting in Tokyo. The decision, this source says, will merely
be finalized in Madrid. The key back-channels for the "Mos
cow Connection" have been provided by the North American
members of the Commission. "Meetings have been going on
secretly with high-level people in the U . S . S . R . ," said the
source.
In its summer, 1 985 edition, the Soviet Foreign Minis
try's International Affairs joumal lavishly praised the Trila
teral Commission, for its opposition to President Reagan' s
Strategic Defense Initiative .
To judge by the West German members of the Trilateral
Commission , the "move to the East" is quite believable:
. .
• Trilateral member Theo Sommer, editor-in-chief of
the influential Die Zeit weekly, issued an analysis in early
March, calling for West Germany to shift its economic ori
entation · to helping the Soviet Union achieve the plans an
nounced at the Soviet Party Congress, envisioning a large
rise in gross national product over the next 1 5 years . The
March 1 4 Die Zeit followed up Sommer' s piece, with a front
page commentary that asserted, "For its attempt to modernize
its economy, Moscow has no more reliable partner in the
West tilan Bonn. "
• Otto Wolff von Amerongen, head Qf the German trade .
and industry federation , during the first days of March, ad
vocated a general expansion of East-West trade deals.
• Kurt Biedenkopf, the new head of the North Rhine
Westphalia Christian Democratic party, has his own private
institute in Bonn , the Institute for Science and Social Studies,
which .is planning to sponsor visits by strategists from the
Soviet IMEMO think-tank for joint seminars in Bonn later
this year.
• Volker Riihe, one of the leaders of the CDU parlia
mentary defense fraction in Bonn and a co-thinker of Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher, is planning to visit East
Germany for almost a week in May of this year, immediately
prior to the May 1 7- 1 9 Trilateral summit in Madrid.
• Karl Kaiser, head of the German Institute for Foreign
Relations in Bonn, is the co-director of the "East-West" task
force that will present its findings in Madrid.
ElK
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by L. Colombe et Ahmed Ben Khader

I

The March 1 4 issue of EIR published an article on Tunisia
which contained a few errors and that we mistakenly attrib
uted to two of our regular authors. We publish here the
original article as it appeared in the March l O issue of the
French weekly Nouvelle Solidarite. Upon its publication, the
article provoked immediate political debate in Tunisia. The
article was reprinted in five weeklies and dailies, including
on March 20 in the daily Tunisian government newspaper,
La Presse. On March 2 1 , the French dailies Quotidien de
Paris and Le Monde gave prominence to the report of Nou
velle So/idarite l/-nd reported that the French foreign ministry ,
still led by Socialist Minister Roland Dumas, had denied as
"absurd" the charges of the article�. However, Le Momie
predicted that M . Eric Rouleau, ambllssador in Tunisia, may
soon find his job too difficult to pursue any further.
has been informed by well
placed Western intelligence sources that leading I1'rembers of
the French Socialist Party are plotting the overthrow of Tu
nisian Prime Minister M'zali, to replace him by a well-known
Tunisian political personality closer to the African and North
African political line of the French Socialists. According to
the same sources , French Ambassador to Tunisia Eric Rou
leau would be coordinating the internal and external aspect
of the operation. In the last few weeks, half a dozen or
perhaps more French special intelligence agents have been
dispatched to Tunisia for this operation.
Rouleau is not an ordinary ap1basador. Appointed in the
early summer of 1 985 to the dismay of the Tunisian authori. ties, Rouleau is better known as a specialist in Palestinian
and Libyan affairs than as a friend ' of Tunisia. His openly
displayed pro-Libyan sympathies made his appointment the
more provocative, as it happened in the midst of a Libya
Tunisia crisis which led to the expulsion by Libya of thou
sands of Tunisian workers by the end of August and Septem
ber of last year. Prior to his appointment, Rouleau had played
an important role-while still a journalist for Le Monde- in
the secret negotiations between the French and Libyan gov
ernments on the Chad crisis, and had mediated the summit
between Fran�ois Mitterrand and Muammar Qaddafi in No
vember 1 985 on the island of Crete.
Executive Intelligence Review
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Born under the name of Elie Raffoul some 60 years ago,
1 940s Rouleau became a member of the newly re
the
in
created Egyptian Communist Party. He socialized with Henri
Curiel, another Egyptian communist who, in the 1 960s , cre
ated from Paris the famous "Curiel Network. " In 1 952, Rou
leau became a personal friend of Roland Dumas who was
then visiting Cairo. According to information from several
sources , RaffoullRouleau was expelled from Egypt in 1 956.
In 1 960, he joined the Le Monde newspaper. He then played
a role not only as a journalist but as a power broker in the
period which immediately preceded and followed the coup
against the Shah of Iran, by displaying himself as. a strong
supporter of the BazarganiBani-Sadr faction of the new Is
lamic regime. Rouleau was one of the advisers for legal and
political contacts, for this group, from the time of Khomeini' s
. residence at Neauphte Ie Chateau , close to Paris.
Closely associated with political layers around the fa
mous Curiel Network in Europe and in the Middle East,
Rouleau has been used for many secret missions on behalf of
a specific intelligence network of the Socialist International,
with significant power and influence in the pre�ent French
and Greek socialists governments. Not by chance, both re
gimes maintain close ties with the regime of Col . Muammar
Qaddafi . Rouleau's personality is ambiguous. The July 22 issue of the French weekly Valeurs Actuelles reported that
the American government has given orders, preventing Rou
leau from accessing certain American governmental ar
chives . This kind of decision is generally made only against
agents of unfriendly foreign powers or suspected of being
that.
The aim '0 the plot is to derail the succession plan to
Tunisian President Bourguiba. Clearly chosen by the Tunisi
an President as his legal and constitutional successor, Prime
Minister Mohammed M 'zali represents stability and conti
nuity in Tunisia at a' time \Vhen the Maghreb region is faced
with numerous crises provoked by tl\e subversive activities
of Libya and of isiamic fundamentalists. Trapped, like most
other developing countries by an economic crisis aggravated
by most other developing countries by an economic crisis
aggravated by International Monetary Fund policy, Tunisia
remains an authentic dem<><:;racy, and one of the true allies of
Western civilization in the southern Mediterranean region.

Interior Minister Driss Guiga, presently based in Paris , and
the clique to which he is associated within Tunisia. Guiga
was purged in 1 984, as he reportedly encouraged the bread
riots to overthrow Prime Minister M'zali . Trained in the
1 950s by the Socialist elements within the BND (West Ger
man intelligence) , Guiga is now at the center of the activities
of the opposition abroad. At the same time , the French So
cialists have tolerated the growing development of the MIl
(Mouvement de Tendance Islamique), which is being used
to pressure the Tunisian government. The MIl is financed
by both Libya and Iran and is associated with the Algerian
Democratic Movement of Ahmed Ben Bella, who is also
financed by the Iranians, as well as the Swiss Nazi banker,
Francrois Genoud of Lausanne .
Two weeks before the French elections (March 1 6), this
group of French Socialists was intensifying its efforts to
destabilize Tunisia, one of France's historical allies. Though
the victory of the opposition will play a useful role in neu
tralizing this subversive plot, the network will remain active
'
from within the Elysee Palace and the. Rue de Solferino. Is
Qaddafi really so important for the French Socialists that they
are risking the destabilization of the whole of Northern Af
rica? Unfortunately, the answer seems to be yes !

Until now, the political strength of President Bourguiba has
prevented the explosion of any major crisis . This was under
lined by the rapid and determined reaction of the Tunisian
government after the assault of a Libyan commando unit
,
against the city of Gafsa in 1 980; during the 1 984 bread riots;
and more recently after the favorable U. S . reaction to Israel's
raid on the PLO center in Tunisia in October 1 985 .
By attempting to destabilize the constitutional process of
the succession, the French Socialist government is not only
promoting institutional iIl6tability, but is playing with the fire
of subversion, chaos, and insurrection. The French Socialists
are relying on some of their Tunisian friends, such as former
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Contadora, not Contras ,
for Central America
, by Gretchen Small
u . s . policy towards Central America has indeed taken on the
character of war: not against the Soviet threat, but against
America's allies in the Western Hemisphere. In the past
weeks, the United States has thrown more threats , diplomatic
pressure, and economic warfare against its lbem-American
allies than against Nicaragua.
Repeatedly, Ibero-American governments tell Washing
ton th at a change in economic policy would do more to isolate
Nicaragua and local radicals, than its policies of arming 20,000
combatants in Central America, or a mooted direct U . S .
military intervention. Accept the principles outlined i n the
Contadora Accord, the peace plan drafted by the Contadora
Group nations-Panama, Mexico, Venezuela, and Colom
bia-Washington is told; your policies are handing the So
viet Union the conflict they seek in the Western Hemisphere .
Now the message is getting tougher: lbero-America will not
stand by the United States in this folly .
Peruvian President Alan Garcia was the most blunt in his
wamings. "Any act of hostility and intervention against Nic
aragua,' will be an act of hostility and intervention.against all
of Lati n America," Garcia stated in his address to the Argen
tine Parliament. He specified that if foreign forces invade
Nicaragua, Peru will break relations "with the aggressor
power," and "make all efforts to defend that brother country . "
The parliament answered Garcia here with a standing ova

tion .
Wire services attempted to twist Garcia's warning into
support for communism , or the words of an isolated radical .
It may �ake good propaganda, but it is a foolish Washington
bureaucrat indeed who believes that Garcia does not express
the sentiment of the region on this issue:
• Stated Colombian President Belisario B etancur on
March 9, "I think that an initiatjve such as the request for
$100 million taken by President Reagan is wrong , " and "will
not produce good results . " He added: "All of Latin America
doesn' t like the Reagan proposal . . . . I know we can get
more through negotiation . I know that the Reagan admInis
tration is awm;e of the fact that Latin America has its own
language , and that language is expressed through Conta
dora. " Investment in poor regions where guerrillas recruit, is
a government' s best defense against subversion, Betancur
stated.
Betancur made his statements , to the Washington Post' s
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Bradley Graham, to make sure they reached Washington .
They did. The State Department, in reply, accused Betancur
of aiding and abetting terrorism. "President Betancur has
demonstrated his good intentions by extending the hand of
friendship to the Sandinistas and has maintained a concilia
tory attitude toward communist guerrillas i n his own coun
try;" read the State Department statement. "Unfortunately ,
the response to that policy has been; increased �andinista
support for te rrori st activities in Col Ollfbia , including arming
CoJombian guerrillas for their attack last November on the
Pal ace of Justice in Bogota, where they killed ' I I Supreme
I
Court Justices. "
, ' I , '
Shortly thereafter, the United St�tes announced that it
was considering pulling out of the Wodd Coffee Pact, which
sets coffee prices. Privately, the State Department made sure
the move was understood in Bogota" as an answer to Col
ombia's opposition to aiding the Nicaraguan "contras ," and
defense of non-intervention. "To eXpfes,s such truths in the

company of the greater part of Latin America, could not
interfere with negotiations on the Cotree Pact, which , after
all, affects all the producing companies of our America , Asia,
and Africa ," Colombian Foreign Minlster Ramirez Ocampo
j
remonstrated March 17 .
• Brazilian Foreign Minister Ab u Sodre stated March
20: "The United States' radical pos i tion with respect to Nic
aragua really hurts the search for a poJitical solution to Cen
tral America ' s problems. " In hi s zeal to sell his '�contra"
policy , President Reagan created a diplomatic incident, as
yet unresolved, with the Brazilian govtrnment , by presenting
a map of Ibero-America in his U . S . television address , which
painted 'Brazil , and several other natibns , red\<BnrziJ1·S' for
eign ministry has reque sted "a fOnltal explanation to the
government" from the U . S : governmeht , and rejected a state
ment at a White House briefing by spolcesman Larry Speakes
i
as insufficient .
• "G uate mal a is not supporting �sident Reagan in his
position of support for the anti-San inistas, " Guatemalan
Foreign Minister Mario Quinonez Amezquita stated March
20 . The foreign minister was answeri�g declarations by U . S .
envoy Philip Habib that all Central iAmerica supports the
U . S . policy . From Venezuela, wherei he was visiting , Gua
temalan President Vinicio Cerezo chastised Habib as "tact- '
les s , " and reiterated that Guatemala ' s policy is "active neu
trality. " This is no �'ideological ne
lity , " the President
emphasized , but an insistence that a '!political solution" can
be found in Central America. "f\'e in Guatemala have adopt
ed the position of demanding of boll . Demanding that the
U . S . not do something , and of Nicara ua what it should do. "
• Costa Rican President-elect OsCar Arias , calling him
self "an intelligent anti-Sandin' sta, "I stated March 20 that
Central America's solutions should hie solved "through dia
logue , the diplomatic answer, and npt by war . " Under his
presidency, he added , Costa Rica w ll fight to maintain its
I
"neutrality .
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Garcia's call to unity in
Argentina rattles bank�rs
by Cynthia Rush
"Finally, someone introduced re<ility into the situation
here . . . . We're tired of ideologies. For three days, Garda
took over the country. It was as if he were reall y the President,
not Alfonsfn."
This was the way one political observer in Buenos Aires
described Peruvian President Alan Garda's official three
day visit to Argentina, March 1 4- 1 6 . It is this reaction, ex
pressed by members of Argentina's Peronist movemellt, the
CGT labor federation, and evert the ruling Radical Civic
Union (UCR), that had Ibero-America's major ' creditors
sweating profusely in New York, London, and several Eu
ropean capitals. One wire service remarked that during his
visit, Garda had "captured, with his ideas, the attention of
both Argentina's government, and the opposition. "
The international banking community knows that its grip
on Ibero-American debtors is precarious. The world econom
ic crisis, and the years of the International Monetary Fund's
usury, make foreign debt payments impossible, despite the
threats, blackmail, and political destabilizations which cred
itors and the U . S . State Department are now directing against
virtually all debtors .
The inability to continue tolerating the IMF's murderous
conditiona�ities, which threaten economic and political sta
bility, as well as human life, is driving debtors to seek alter
natives to the existing bankrupt monetary system. One of
those alternatives is Operation Juarez, the �ocument au
thored by Democratic Party presidential hopeful Lyndon H .
LaRouche, Jr. i n 1 982, i n which he proposed the creation of
a debtors' cartel, an Ibero-American common market, and
new regional financial and credit mechanisms .
At this critical juncture, Alan Garda chose to travel to
Argentina, to persuade his neighbors to act now to create a
unified Ibero-American power bloc, along the lines of Op 
eration Juarez . He came armed with a packet of proposals
for economic defense, including the idea of expanding the
existing Andean Reserve Fund to become a "Latin American
Monetary Fund," and the proposal that Ibero-America have
32
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"a common currency ," whic� "would not be a paper bill ,"
but a compensatory system, tp allow for regional trade with
out depending on a foreign currency.
The Peruvian President, who has prohibited IMF visits to
his nation and limited foreign debt payments to 1 0% of Peru's
export earnings, had already won the respect and admiration
of Ibero-America's populati o n. But the overwhelming re
sponse he received in Argentina was without precedent.
After witnessing the success of this trip, Henry Kissin
ger's banker friends are ma�y trying to sabotage Garda's
trip to Panama, set for early April. The Panamanian labor
movement has just finished a jIline-day general strike against
the IMF; nationalist feeling in the country is explosive.
For three days, Garda ad{lressed all sectors of Argentin
a's political spectrum-in the national congress , in private
meetings with political and labor leaders , and spontaneously
on the streets and from his hotel balcony-and provoked a
tumultuous and emotional response to his call for Ibero
America's programmatic unity . Having witnessed their own
President, Raul Alfonsfn. succumb to the dictates of foreign
creditors, Argentina' s population and political leaders re
sponded with unchecked enthusiasm to Garda's repeated call
for Ibero-America to show t�e "voluntarism" to stand up to
the "evil" IMF, and to unite as they had done at certain crucial
moments in their past history ;
Using, what is for all Argentines, the emotionally charged
issue of Great Britain's illegal re-occupation of the Malvinas
Islands in 1 98 2 , Garda likened Ibero-America' s foreign debt
burden to a "territorial occupation" by a foreign invading
force . Speaking in the north�rn city of Salta on March 1 6 ,
where he was greeted by 35 ,DpO people, Garda said that this
occupation "without weapons, but with the same deadly ef
ficiency . . . destroys our industries, takes food from our
children, and work from oUf citizens . " In the face of this
challenge , the Peruvian Presi�ent stated, "We can give only
'one answer: to know that in L atin America, and in any th�eat
ened nation, there is a Malvinas conflict to be resolved. "
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Are there risks involved in forging continental unity?
Yes , he told members of the national congress in a March 1 4
speech. But these are the same risks taken by the patriots who
fought for the independence of lbero-American nations , and
. built their political institutions. "Would they have done it , if
they had asked themselves, as many now ask us , ' What will
happen if we become the protagonists of our historical
destiny?' "
Thirty-four times during that speech , congressmen inter
rupted Garcia with applause , and often with stan<.ting ova
tions . The halls of Congress were packed , while 2 ,000 people
demonstrated their support outside , and Garcia ' s speech to
the Congress was broadcast over a loudspeaker system from
his hotel . After he left the Congress, before getting into his
car, the tall Peruvian President mingled with the crowd ,
shaking hands and greeting the supporters who surrounded
him. This scene was repeated again and again during the trip .
Later, from his hotel balcony , in a spontaneous address
to citizens gathered below , he said , "We should fear no one ,
and nothing , in the creation of the Great Fatherland ," and
warned that "any aggression against a country because of the
debt , will be taken as an intervention against Latin America . "

Sour grapes
Aware of the impact that the Peruvian head-of-state could
have in Argentina , where the lMF' s "Austral plan" has made
Raul Alfonsin dangerously unpopular, foreign interests and
otherpro-lMF elements within the government tried to create
mistrust in the country against Garcia , even trying to cancel
the trip altogether.
'Fort:ign ministry sources lied to Alfonsin that Garcia
secretly planned to aid the opposition to the government , led
by the . Peronist party , or trigger a coup .! Hard-core defenders
of the lMF from the Radical Party who met with President
Garcia, emerged from these meetings apparently unaffected
by the Peruvian ' s leadership . Foreign Minister Dante Capu
to , a Socialist International asset who meets with Henry Kis
singer on every trip to New York , sniffed: "The Peruvian
solution to the debt issue has been judged inconvenient for
Argentina, by the government of President Alfonsin . . . .
Our purpose is to remove from the debt problem all dema
gogic components , letting our voice be heard , but without
proposing confrontation . "
These petty efforts to contain Garcia' s impact on the
population failed . A particularly warm reception was accord
ed him by leaders of the Peronist movement , and the CGT
trade union federation , who see close parallels between Gar
cia's nationalism and that of their founder, Juan Domingo
Peron .
The CGT , under the leadership o f its secretary general ,
Saul Ubaldini , has repeatedly denounced the Alfonsfn gov
ernment' s submission to IMF policy , and mobilized several
million workers in general strikes against it. Its next general
•
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strike is planned for March 25 , to protest the wage-slashing
policies of the "Austral plan . "
O n March 1 5 , Saul Ubaldini me. with Garcia at the lat
ter ' s hotel , and then told the press , "Alan Garcia has spoken
sincerely to all Argentine s , and has put forth the guidelines
of one who loves liberty . . . . We have spoken of the drama
which payment of interest on the alleged foreign debt could
bring , [�cause] it does not permit reactivation [of the econ
omy] for the attainment of social jus.ice . " Ubaldini also an
nounced that he and the Peruvian. President had discussed
summoning a meeting of all Ibero-American labor leaders ,
to be held in either Lima or Buenos Aire s , before June of this
year.
Garcia also met with most of the top leadership of the
Peronist movement in Buenos Aires; and in Salta, on the last
part of his trip, he held an unschedultd meeting with a group
of Peronist governors from Argentina' s northern provinces.
At that meeting , Salta Gov . Roberto Romero presented Pe
ruvian Foreign Minister Ala Wagner with several proposals
on Argentine-Peruvian cooperation ; The Peronists recom
mended that Argentina sell Peru fdod, tractors , and other
. agricultural machinery and that government-to-government
contracts be signed with a special focus on development of
Argentina ' s northwest , Bolivia, and southern Peru .

,

Bilateral agreements

The final communique , signed by both Presidents , re
flects Garcia' s thinking on a number of key programmatic
points , despite Alfonsin ' s efforts to i keep his distance from
the Peruvian President. The document states: "In the frame
work of the solidarity of the region' s debtor nations , " the two
countries "agreed to give reciprocal and effective support to
any measures relating to the foreign debt adopted by either
of them . . . and to seek formulas allowing for the creation
of a Latin American mechanism for support for balance of
payments , taking as a base , the experience obtained by the
Andean Reserve Fund . "
The document places special emphasis o n "food security
for the nations of the region , " noting Peru ' s willingness to
seek a regional assistance agreement for any food emergen
cy. The communique also states that both heads of state
believe that "new forms of cooperative mechanisms could
consolidate the basis for establishing a network of regional
economic security , " which would permit reciprocal assis
tance among member nations , in the event that any nation
were the victim of "economic aggres�ion . " This proposal was
first raised by the Latin American Economic System (SELA) .
The two Presidents also agreed t�at Argentina will con
tinue to provide Peru with technology for its nuclear industry ,
and to explore "new areas of cooperation in the area of the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy . " Argentina will complete
the projects now under way anhe atomic center in Huarangal ,
Peru .
International'
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Garcia urge� Ibero-Americans
to unite on debt, sovereignty
The speech of Peruvian President Alan Garcia Perez before
Argentina' s National Congress in Buenos A ires, March 1 4 ,
1 986 .

Gentlemen Representatives of the Congress:
In greeting you in the name of the people of Peru, who
are represented by the democratic will of the Argentine na
tion, I want to express my gratitude for the gem�rous welcome
that Peru has been given through my person, and to ratify
what is already an historical design, the brotherhood of our
two peoples and the profound fondness that exists in every
Peruvian heart and in every Peruvian home for Argentina,
which we feel as flesh of our flesh and to whom we are linked
by our common bonds of Latin America. And it is in the
exercise of my Latin American citizenship that I come to this
other land of ours to loudly proclaim that we who lead Peru's
decision to affirm a nationalist and just government know,
however, that all attempts for revolution bounded by the
bord�rs of our countries would be completely precarious and
ephemeral [applause] .
When we in Peru speak of nationalist democracy, we are
not speaking of it only for Peru; we know that we are part of
what would have to be a continental revolution , and we
understand that without a united Latin America, there will
not be a profound transformation in Peru [applause] . There
may be a better administration of the poverty, but the revo
lution which increases well-being, development, and tech
nology will take place only to the degree we join with other
peoples in a great and new decision.
Thus, gentlemen, I come as a Latin American to give and
to seek solidarity for the very same cause in which at this
moment, Latin America adds up its problems to gain con
sciousness of them. I come now that the foreign debt com
promises our destiny, now that the imperial power intends to
intervene in our America, in Nicaragua, now that we share
as common problems underdevelopment, misery, and a so
cial order that despite our efforts preserves . injustice. And
now, more than ever, gentlemen, our obligation is to build a
Latin American democracy whose revolutionary essence is
solidarity in the dramatic moments.
Perhaps, without wanting it, our adversaries have man
aged, thanks to their imperial domination, to make us at last
34
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conscious of our unity. And for that reason, gentlemen, my
visit shows our solidarity in :the beauteous process of the
creation of Latin America. And, I must say that if for some ,
the visit of the Peruvian President could be a theme for con
tradiction, for us , it is only a message of affection [applause] .
Our continental democracy will be constructed with our
differences, with our discrepancies, with our specific deci
sions . It is not up to anybody else to give lessons; it is not up
to anybody to show the way . . It is up to us to support each
other. And if our decisions be not the same , our willingness
to support [ each other] must be the same . . . and to know
that, as far as the Peruvians are concerned , if someone com
mits aggression against Argentina, he also commits aggres
sion against Peru.
That's why Peru-a Peru that is not rich either in cannons
or in money, a Peru that is not a country of imperial vocation,
a humble country but great in its moral power, big in its
solidarity toward Latin America, and in the struggle of the
peoples for their history, is, and will remain, side by side
with Argentina-that is the reason for our profoun4 , emo
tional identification with the rescue of democracy in this great
country, a democracy whose path we follow with great ex
pectations , because we feel it: as if it were ours , and we see
tlie great President Alfonsin as the moral expression of de
mocracy in Latin America (applause from the deputies and
senators] .
We. as you do, also believe that democracy is the plural
voice of the majorities and the broad path is the one that is
affirmed by the people in th�r history, always advancing.
and we know that it is its vanguards who broaden the horizon.
In our America it was first the middle classes and then the
industrial workers , and behind them, the distant chorus of
the peasants asking for a place� and in this progressive march
we now render homage to lfip6lito Irigoyen and to Juan
Domingo Per6n as leaders of the continent [applause] .
We believe that democracy is liberty, that only the peopte
can elect their rulers and also sanction them, that there is no
national problem that justifies the imposition of a dictator
ship; the worst national problem is always a dictatorship. We
believe that democracy [applause] is peaceful coexistence.
because the victory of arms only gives right to might, and
might can only impose itself, but never convince . . . .
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But , if democracy is liberty and the expression of the will
of the majority , democracy must also be a commitment to
real transfonnation for justice . It cannot coexist with exploi7
tation and inequality . Democracy must exist to cancel the
unjust differences in the distribution of wealth and power and
to open the way to egalitarian societies. Democracy does not
exist if it is limited to those who have wealth and privi
lege ; . . .
We took power in the midst of the gravest crisis in our
history , with inflation and devaluation similar to that faced
by other countries , but with the social reality of a much larger
misery, and , also , with a situation of violence responsible
for thousands of victims during the last few years , the sen
sationalist reporting of which , has- madt: Peru known in the
world.
Some told me that in the face of that situation , what was
needed was a govennent that did away with a free press , with
the la�r unions and their collective demands , with parlia
ment and its oversight functions. We replied: We can be anti
imperialist, we can affinn economic independence within
democracy. . ; .
. . Democracy for us is nationalism as the principle of
identity, as the rescue of economic sovereignty which rejects
all intervention or conditionality . Democracy must define
itself as the reply to the modem servitude of foreign debt ,
and as the defense of our natural resources .
. . Here in Argentina , I feel upon my already mature
shoulders the push and the vigor of the university refonnists ,
to ask that we promote a . Latin American conception of de
velopment, leaving behind the dictates of foreign economic
theories . Our history is the history of growing subordination
to the international economy , and because we have lacked a
continental project , we have lived isolated one from the oth
er, shaping our societies to the big interests of international
capitalism . Without exception, the history of all our countries
has followed the same path; since the middle of the last
century until the great crisis of the 1 930s , we were exporters
ofraw materials .
. . Later, i n the 1 970s , when, faced with the increased
oil price , world capitalism sought to sell more goods to pay
for the higher 'price of energy , increased the interest of the
previous debt, and shortened the period of repayment-in
the face of that reality each one of us , separately , opened our
borders , purchased foreign goods , destroyed industry , and
accepted the dramatic conditions of debt repayments , aski�g
for new loans to pay the debt . And today we see , and- we have
the duty to see , that the path we have all taken has led us to a
dead end, but also to exhaust that same dependency .
·

·

·

Crisis of dependency

This is then a crisis of dependency itself, and it will have
no solution without the unity of Latin America , without its
sovereign stance, without freeing ourselves from the theoret
ical taboos that have governed us . . . . For a long time:
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governments accepted as universal and absolute truth some
of the theories that today are expres Sed by the International
Monetary Fund . Dressed with new words , the old liberalism
has imposed itself as a theory that preaches
internal equilib.
rium within our economies .
First, it demands equilibrium bdtween the economy of
Latin America and the industrial economy of the richer coun
tries, and by transfonning us into an open market for imports ,
it has only led to the destruction of our factories , and our
production . . . . aut the liberal economic theory also de
mands the eqUilibrium between supply and demand, and it
states that if there is no supply there can be no increase in the
demand,
We in Peru say that to b�ock the demand and the con
sumption of the people , also leads to a recession in produc-

ThatJuture. which others see as
distant. we will create now . . .
uniting so that those who come
after us will know. that in the
critical hour, our crisis became
consciousness. and our poverty. our
capacity to act.

tion . Truly we know that to increas� demand without redis
tributing income and wealth can cause inflation, if the social
structure which we inherited remains defonned . . . .
. . . Liberal theory demands equilibrium of international
credit flows, because , it says , development depends on those
credits and everything must be sacrificed to that, and that is
why they offer us new credits to keep paying the debt. The
truth is that that theory of equilibrium , and the contraction
which it has brought about , has led us in the past few years
to.the crisis we are living through , apd there is nothing new
that we can expect from it in Peru . . ' . .

Latin America for the Latin Americans
. . . In the bipolar world of today , we must advance by
proclaiming , Latin America for the. Latin Americans. . . .
We must respond united to each threJlt that is made to any of
us . . . and the ' times demand that we speak with one
voice . . . .
Any act of hostility and intervention against Nicaragua,
will be an act of hostility and interve�tion against all of Latin
America, and before this sovereign Congress , I proclaim the
decision of the government of Peru. to break relations with
Continued on page 38
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!bero-America: the
fight for integration,
against the IMF
March and April form a turn ing-point in Ibero-America ' s
fight t o resist the onslaught o f the international banking

•.,.'+-

fratern ity against its sovereignty and its very physical surviv
al . The key to winning this battle lies in American political
leader Lyndon LaRouche ' � "Operation Juarez" proposal , for
continental integration in a Common Market . The V . S . State
Department and almost the whole of Congress are allied with
the bankers to destroy our friends and allies in the hemi
sphere . Abetting this process is the Reagan administration ' s
insane "contra" policy , o f funding one band o f drug -running
terrorists in Nicaragua , against the others , the Sandinista
government. The Contadora group of Mexico , Panama, Col
ombia , and Venezuela, adamantly opPQsed to funding the
"contras ," has scheduled its next meeting for April 5-6.

I
.
"

Mexico :

1.
Since Kissinger ' s visit in February , Mex
ico has been under heavy' pressure to cede sovereignty over
its oil reserves to pay debt . Mexico is the second government
targeted , after Panama , to change its policy on Central Amer
ica and back the "contras . " The S tate Department is threat
ening to issue a "travel advisory" warning V . S . tourists against
travel in Mexico .

Guatemala:

2.
On March 1 9-20, an EIR delegation
of Webster Tarpley , Dennis Small , and Jeffrey Steinberg was
extensively covered by the media following a series of meet
ings with military and civilian leaders of Guatemal a . Tar
pley , a long-time adviser of Lyndon LaRouche and now
Democratic candidate for Senate from New York , drew wide ·
coverage for his attacks on the Reagan administration ' s "con
tra" policy , and also the Illinois e lection victory of La
Rouche-linked Democratic candidates (pages 46-47) .

Panama:

3.
The State Department and Sen . Jesse
Helms are working to overthrow the government. Labor and
industry have united in strike actjons to defend the nation
against the governmen t ' s imposition of austerity policies de
manded by the Jnternational Monetary Fund and the World
36
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B ank . Organizing will begi n now for a 24-hour strike on
April 30 . Panama ' s military official s blame the economic
crisis on the International Monetary Fund-the "giant loan
shark , " as a high-ranking Panamani n Defense Force official
called it.

Venezuela:

Venezuela has been a weak link in
4.
the debtors' front. Guatemalan President Vinicio Cerezo made

a four-day visit to Caracas , in which he discussed Contadora
with President Jaime Lusinchi . Wires reported on March 20:
"Cerezo said he agreed with Peruvian President Alan Gar
cia ' s proposal that the debt problem . has a political connota
tion . . . . He stressed that on this problem a political position
should be taken which would oblige Latin America to seek
joint solution s , ' because , if not , we will not be able to deal
with the global problem of being debtor peoples through the
suffering qf the majority of the inhabitants . ' "

Colombia:

',- , \. --,
nbia

II

Brazil

Bolivia
\
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Argentina

5.
The narcotraffickers ' political mao'
chine is threatening to retake the country in May presidential
election,S . But on March 1 4 , President Belisario Betancur
�ounterattacked the World B ank and Inter-American Devel
opment B ank for their deadly "conditions" on loan s . In Ot
tawa on March 2 1 , Labor Minister Jorge Carrillo called on
trade unionists and government officials at the 1 2th Confer
ence· of American States of the .I nternational Labor Organi
zation to take up Cardinal Ratzinger' s challenge to develop
the "new ecol)omic ideas" needed to overcome an economic
crisis which threatens to destroy humanity .
6.

Ecuador: The

only government on the continent
which publicly backs aid to the "contras , " is also the govern
ment most committed to the U . S . Treasury ' s "Baker Plan , "
designed t o prevent forma tion of a debtors ' cartel for a new ,
just world economic order . President Leon Febres Cordero
, has brought a colony of drug running S ikh terrorists (the
killers of Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi) into the coun
try and officially protects the m .

Peru :

7.
Peru faces a "financial Malvinas , " President
Alan Garcia warned during his recent trip to Argentina, The
International Monetary Fund has given the country , which is
leading the fight for continentwide integration , an April 1 4
deadline to pay interest due o n the foreign debt-or face total
credit cutoff.

Brazil :

S.
Brazi l is a member of the Contadora support
group , and one of the continent ' s l argest debtors . President
Reagan ' s March 1 6 address to seIl the "contra" policy , showed
B razil painted red on a map , creating an international diplo.
matic incident .

Argentina:

9.
Peruvian President Alan Garcia ' s .
March 1 4- 1 6 visited was warmly received by Peronists and
CGT labor federation . He won a commitment from usually
pro-IMF President Raul Alfons!n to back Peru if it comes to
a showdown with creditors , and agreements for a continent
wide summit of labor leaders (pages 32-39) .
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Continued from page 35
the aggressor power in the event that foreign forces invade
Nicaragua, and that we will make all efforts to defend that
brother country [standing ovation] .
Whether regarding Central America, or the debt ques
tion , the countries and governments cannot remain as passive
spectators to what is happening to a brother nation; as we did
not do in the case of the Malvinas Islands, the Argentine
rights to which we here ratify , and before whose dead , almost
all of whom were youth , we render an emotional homage
[applause] . Latin America cannot wait disunited . In the entire
continent, economic subjugation of the foreign debt is equiv
alent to today ' s occupation and to the naval blockade of
yesterday . . . .
To believe that our problems will be solved with a future
expansion of the world economy which will bring' about an
increase in the prices of raw materials is to again put our trust
in the mechanism that has already victimized us . The recov
ery is not , nor will it be , worldwide . . We in the underdevel
oped nations are paying and will pay for the expansion of the
North at the expense of our development, and no one should
believe that they will be an exception and that they will
receive favored treatment. . . .
That is why we have raised the flag of voluntarism, taking
the risk of what might happen . And those who built our
countries with pain , with blood , in adventurous searches for
liberties and independence, would they have done it if they
had asked themselves, as many now ask , "What would hap
pen if we became the protagonists of our historical destiny?"
[applause , the congressmen jump up for a standing ovation . ]

Baker Plan: only to buy time

Therefore , Argentines, we believe that the proposal
launched at Seoul under the name of the Baker Plan, which
offers new provisions of world credit , is more of the same
that we have already experienced, and a dissuasive offer to
buy time , offering each one temporary relief which will only
last a few months, in exchange for the acceptance of the
conditionalitiy which seeks to perpetuate a tributary devel
opment model in the interest of the transnationals .
I n addition to all this i s the intervention o f the IMF, whose
prescriptions Peru has tested and found to be evil , destroying
industry , indebting us, devaluing the money; making the
poor poorer, and whose austerity proposals , and budget cuts ,
respond to the interests of the international oligarchy , to
create a surplus to satisfy creditor voracity . . . . [another
standing ovation from the floor]
And because we do not recognize the IMF's theoretical
or moral authority , we have decided not to follow its recipes,
nor accept them as an intermediary with the banks . We have
decided not to permit technocratic missions from the IMF
[to] review , meddle in , and direct our economy , which is
sovereign . . . .
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We have decided to restriqr the payment of the debt to a
level which does not exceed 1 Q% of the value of our exports
[applause] . . . . Some say it is 1 5 % , others say it is 1 2% ;
that i s a secondary detail . The important thing is that w e have
decided to set our rules , demonstrate our will , and declare
ourselves independent , because that means linking the price
that we are paid for our labors and our raw materials , with
the amount that is demanded of us. It is not a demagogic act,
it is not an attack of passion ; i� is the necessity of finding a
just balance between our poverty , caused by them , with the
requirements of the development that our people de
mand . . . .
There is talk of possible economic and commercial sanc
tions [against us] . It is said that Peru will be declared ineli
gible , for not respecting the International Monetary Fund' s
theories . Well , w e choose to be ineligible ! We need only
review the history of Latin America to see that its relationship
with world capitalism has been Qne continuous sanction . . . .
For this reason , when it is said that Peru is alone , because
it makes a sovereign decision , I , as a Latin American , say
no . I say it is acting for the people, and with the people of the
continent. I say that it is with Argentina, and that it was this
country, from which in 1 902 , the Drago Doctrine emerged ,
as the voice of solidarity . When in 1 902 , the European fleet
blockaded Venezuelan ports to collect the debt, there emerged
a doctrine �arrying the name uf an illustrious Argentine ,
saying that no one had the right to collect the debt by force
.
from any country .
We have proposed , among bther things, that the current
Andean Reserve Fund , which at this time is composed of five
countries , be progressively expanded to include other coun
tries , so that it can be transformed into a kind of Latin Amer
ican Reserve Fund . It has also been proposed that a meeting
of Latin American Presidents be held, whose realization , not
convened by the most powerful country , would be an historic
event , but whose possibility should be thought of, not as a
passing eventuality , bpt as a periodic meeting that would take
place each year, to concentrate �ur decisions . . . .
. . . 1 65 years ago San Martin came to our land to pro
claim that Peru was free and independent because of the
general will of its people . Today , in view of its multitudes
and its dreams, we must say that Latin America will be free
and independent, because of the general will of its people ,
because its cause is just, and defended by God . And that
future , which others see as distant , we will create now . . .
uniting so that those who come after us will know , that in the
critical hour, our crisis became consciousness , and our pov
erty , our capacity to act. Argentines and Peruvians: For our
people and for the poor of our ¢arth, for those who dream,
for those who seek tomorrow , for justice and for freedom ,
for our aspirations for the future , and for the certainty that
together, we will make of our land, an authentic land of bread
with freedom, Viva Argentina, Viva Peru , Viva Latin Amer
ica !
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Book Review

In search of a decent and
true biography of Juan Per6n
by Stephen Pepper
Peron, A Biograpby

Joseph Page.
Random House, 1 983.
594 pp. $'25.00.
The overthrow of the legitimate government of the Philip
pines led by President Ferdinand Marcos by agencies of the
U . S . government, and the campaign to villify and discredit
him and his wife , Imelda, is almost a carbon-copy of the
campaign that Washington conducted against President Juan
Peron of Argentina and his wife , Eva, and which is in fact
still continuing . Spruille Braden , the U . S . ambassador to
Argentina from April 1 945 to June 1 946 , and subsequently
assistant secretary of state for Latin American affairs , caste
himself in the role of Peron ' s destroyer, much as Stephen
Bosworth , Paul Wolfowitz , and Michael Armacost per
formed in the present Philippine fiasco . Then as now the State
Department was willingly aided by the U. S. news media.
The present biography is a-continuation of this campaign ,
written by Joseph Page , who is a professor at the Georgetown
Un ive rsity Law Center, and a former collaborator of Ralph
Nader. Page' s book is the typical product of an Americ an
academic who bel ie ves that he lends credibility to his preju

dices by maintaining the posture of scholarly objectivity.The
result is a mealy-mouthed text in which each absurd scandal
against Peron is treated as if it were a major affair of state.
For example, Page writes (p.295 ) , "As Juan Peron moved
steadily toward his sixtieth birthday [as opposed presumably
to certain alcoholics who move unsteadily toward their 6Oth
S . P . ] ... telltale traces of gray were still absent from his
slick hair.Many suspected that he was using dye to maintain
a relatively youthful mien . "
Nevertheless, the book i s valuable on two counts: I t in
troduces to someone like myself, who knew nothing of Pe:
ron, the fascinating account of his rise to power and world
influence, which persists to this day; secondly, it unwittingly
serves to indict State Department poliQY over a period of
several decades.
This would be a very different review were it written by
someone well-informed in the subject, for surely it would
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shred much of Page ' s assumed command of the subject. B ut
in fact it may be useful for it to be written by a Yanqui,
because the surprise of the encounter with one of the most
important and impressive fi gu re s of our century is still fresh.
It is as if someone knowing little or nothing about France ,
but able to appreciate greatness, comes upon the life of Charles
de Gaulle.
Indeed, the comparison to de Gaulle is apt because Peron,
too, was one of the few individuals in our time to have truly
served his fathe rland. It can be said of him that he saved
Argentina, and made it rise to a period of greatness. S ignifi
cantly Peron bore witness to de Gaulle' s greatiless, as this

passage from Page's book testifies, ,which also incorporates
his typical snideness toward his subject (p.386): "In early
October [1964], French President Charles de Gaulle arrived
in �gentina on a tour of Latin America . Peron instructed his
followers to greet the distinguished visitor as if he were their
conductor. It was an opportunistic; gambit that succeeded.
Shouting slogans that linked the two men , the Peronists gave
de Gaulle a warm reception . "
De Gaulle and Peron had in common that they we re both
military men, both strong nationalists, and both were well
hated by the State Department. In fact, the reason they were
so despised was that they were first and foremost national
patriots, and in the Anglo-America. scheme of things this is
the worst of all crimes, as President Marcos, also a former
military man , is the latest to experience . The State Depart
ment invariably identifies this outlook as fascist, as in the
case of de Gaulle, sympathizing with Nazism as in the case
of Per6n.
An excellent example of this a¢itude was Washington' s
response to a speech made b y Peron b n June 1 0 , 1 944 at the
University of La Plata on the occasion of the inauguration of
a new professorship of national defense . The speech was
entitled, "The Significance of National Defense from a Mil
itary Point of View." As Page reports (p.74) , "[North Amer
icans] ...found in the speech nothing less than the blueprint
for the creation of a totalitarian state." Shortly afterward, on
July 1 1 , 1 945 , newly arrived Ambassador Braden cabled
Washington, "Peron as the one oqtstanding leader now on
[the] Argentine scene is [the] emliodiment of [the] present
International
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Fascist military control . . . ." Page weighs "objectively" the
evidence of Peron' s Nazi ties and finds it lacking any sub
stance , but still manages to defame Peron with the charge (p .
89): ." . . Expediency always enjoyed first priority in Peron 's
scheme of things . . . . His admiration for the German and
Italian experiences burned most brightly when the Wehr
macht was enjoying its spectacular success . . . . " Key to
Page's liberal bias is the view that Peron' s "approach ob
viously carried with it a predisposition to authoritarian rule . "
Proof of this disposition i s speeches Peron made i n 1 944
where "he reiterated the proposition that the state should
harmonize the interests of employees and employers and
thereby achieve true social justice . "
What's wrong with that? one may well ask . In fact, for
me, one of the most surprising discoveries in reading this
book is that Peron possessed a mature philosophy of govern
ment and leadership called "Justicialismo" in which the head
of state is referred to as "the Conductor" to re-enforce the
concept of "harmony" in governance . Justicialismo, which
has more in common with Henry Carey' s Harmony ofInter
ests than with Marxism, conceives the state as a potential
unity for action, a concept beyond Page ' s grasp. Indeed, it' s
rejection o f the text-book class-struggle creed s o infuriates
Page that he calls it, "nonsensical obscurantism" (p. 22 1 ) .
In fact , Justicialismo depends on a highly developed sense
of productive labor power, obviously not in the Marxist sense,
but in the sense of the American System. From his earliest
entry into politics , Per6n possessed this sense , which set him
apart from other military officers , a fact which Page grudg
ingly acknowledges (p . 62) . As already expressed in his
speeches of 1 943 and 1 944 , Peron conceived of a society
functioning in harmony in which the engine of progress is a
well-organized labor force: "Modern experience shows that
the better organized masses of workers without doubt are
those who can best be directed and led in a completely orderly
way" (p. 70) .
Per6n developed his sense of labor power from a military
concept called the "nation-under-arms ," which he encoun
tered in the Spanish translation ( 1 927) of Das Volk in Waffen;
a book written by German Gen . Colman von der Goltz in
1 883 . The concept has its modern origin in Lazar Carnot's
"levee-en-mass" of 1 793 , in which , for the first time , the
entire population of a nation was mobilized . It became the
basic doctrine of the German General Staff from whom Per6n
derived it. He then converted it into a theory of governance
in which the labor force plays the role of the army , and the
nation must be mobilized to achieve secular strategies in
peacetime the way the army achieves them in war. This
doctrine is actually most similar to the West Point concept of
the military-engineer as applied by General Douglas Mac
Arthur to post-war Japan .
Per6n first wrote of the "Nation-under-Arms" in a text
called Apuntes de historia militar (Notes on Military Histo
ry) , written around 1 93 1 as a military-history course at the
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Argentine War Academy , where he was lecturer at the time ,
but not published until 1 95 1 . It is interesting again to note
that de Gaulle was similarly engaged in these years , and
produced his later famous, France and its Army. But Peron ' s
interests were i f anything wider than de Gaulle ' s , who l"e
mained narrowly focused on military issues until circum
stances forced him into political life .
The second surprising discovery for the novice i n these
matters is Per6n' s fully developed international program. He
considered Justicialismo to be an appropriate formulation for
all developing nations and he developed .his Third Position
as an international outlook . Within the Latin American con
tinent he actively strove .to create a unified movement. Peron
frequently told his fellow Latin Americans , "The year 2000
will find us either united or enslaved" (p. 274) . Page adds
that, deriving his notion from the European common market,
"he saw the confederation of Latin states as the only road to
development . . . . " And indeed , he struggled until the day
he died to bring this unity into being , first with Chile and then

De Gaulle and Peron had in
common that they were both
military men, both. strong
nationalists, and both were well
hated by the State Department.
with Brazil . The elections of 6etulio Vargas as President of
Brazil in 1 950 and Gen . Carlos Ibanez del Campo as Presi
dent of Chile in 1 952 provided the conditions for Per6n . In
his famous remarks before visiting Chile in 1 952, he said , "I
believe that Chilean-Argentine unity , a complete unity and
not a halfway one , should be made total and immediate .
Simple economic unity will not be sufficiently . strong . . . .
In this situation, one must be bold. Create unity and then
solve the problems as they arise" (pp. 275-6) . He then added
that Argentina would give Chile all the meat and wheat she
needed, and with a wink , added that Argentina would be
disposed to annex Chile . The political opposition , which
included the unsuccessful Socialist Party candidate , Salvador
AlI!!nde , hammered away at :the Argentine leader and his
Chilean supporters , and eventually blocked the attempt to
achieve unity .
The antagonisms between Argentina and Brazil have been
the cornerstone of Anglo-American policy toward the south
ern continent throughout the 20th century . Vargas , however,
was the one politic an who cpuld overcome this situation
from Brazil ' s side . He was sympathetic to Peronism, "and
open to the idea of continental unity . " But the combination
of the State Department and t�e Brazilian oligarchy was too
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much, and Vargas allegedly committed suicide in 1 954. Joao
Goulart, then minister of labor, became President in 1 96 1 ,
and was overthrown by the United States under the direction
of then Ambassador Lincoln Gordon three years later. Re
gardless of Goulart ' s own reliability , the U. S . justification
of its role in the coup was that , "[Goulart] was about to
attempt a Per6nist solution to the crisis confronting his nation
at the time" (p . 278) .
In the larger world , Peron put forth the foreign policy of
Position . He unveiled this in a global radio address
Third
the
he made early in his first term . In it he claimed that a policy
to steer between the emerging power blocs was a solution for
all those nations unwilling to enroll in one or the other. He
called for the adoption of this policy as a means to put an end
to the Cold War. In a follow-up note to other Latin American
governments, he invited them to join together for peace and
make contact through the good offices of the Vatican (p.
1 85 ) . At the same time Argentina remained a bulwark against
Soviet penetration of the continent . Even though Per6n ' s
initiative clearly preceded and inspired the non-aligned
movement, Page is at pains to disparage this claim , and to
ridicule Per6n' s effort .
In Page ' s text the State Department and its allies , the
U. S . press , stand indicted for their intemperate meddling in
the affairs of a sovereign nation . Secretary Cordell Hull , who
never thought to help Jewish victims of Hitler throughout his
reign, nevertheless set in motion the unremitting persecution
of Argentina as a Nazi-fascist state . But it was Ambassador
Braden who , iii the words of the British Ambassador, "came
to Buenos Aires with the fixed idea that he had been elected
by Providence to overthrow the Farrell-Per6n regime" (p.
96) . Braden met with the representatives of the North Amer
ican press to declare U . S . policy to be non-intervention in
the affairs of a sovereign power, but at the same time to
promote representative government throughout the Ameri
cas . Page reports , "The ambassador immediately won over
. the reporters who , as one diplomat put it, henceforth ' foamed
at the mouth when they heard Per6n ' s name ' " (p.' 96) . Clear
ly , very little has changed from Per6n to Marcos .
In the national election of 1 946 , the first in which Per6n
ran for the presidency , Braden , now assistant secretary ,
planned his masterstroke to destroy Per6n . He quietly direct
ed U .S . agencies to compile a dossier of Nazi-Argentine
relations . Braden then made the decision to release what has
come to be called the Blue Book just before the vote and to
accompany it with a drum beat of publicity in the U . S . press.
The New York Times, Life magazine , and Look magazine all
published venemous scandals to accompany the release of
the book. The book was issued on Feb . 1 1 , thirteen days
before the vote .
Peron won a smashing victory , which was followed by
the customary accusation that the results were rigged because.
of violence . . But Page in this case drew the right conclusion:
"Braden-style diplomacy , in the form of direct political in-
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terference , had failed. More s�btle methods , based upon the
economic relationship between the two countries , would yield
Washington more satisfying results .,"
In fact, it was Peron ' s struggle to maintain the pace of
industrial expansion in Argentina diat opened the way for
North American interests finally to get rid of him . In 1 95 2 ,
h e w a s forced t o seek foreign investment . One source , Kaiser
industries , was represented by none other than Washington
attorney Lloyd N. Cutler. Anglo-D�tch companies were rep
resented by Prince Bernhard of die Netherland s . Finally,
Per6n was forced to invite foreign 'companies to develop
Argentine oil resources . Squeezed by these companies , Pe
r6n was reduced to requesting the help of the State Depart
ment , which did not raise a finger 'to expedite the negotia
tions. U ltimately , the agreement with Standard of California
failed to be ratified , and this more than any other event turned
the political environment against Pdr6n .
In September 1 955 , Peron was f�rced to leave Argentina ,
not because he had been defeated by overwhelming forces ,
but because as a nationalist , he could not countenance civil
war and destruction of the infrastructure of the nation that
had been won by so' arduous an effort . In the course of the
rebellion , the Navy threatened to bomb the huge oil refinery
. in Eva Peron City . "When Peron heard about it, he voiced a
deep dismay . . . . He called the Navy 'barbarians , ' and com
plained of their willingness to destroy ' the great work of my
government, a project that cost $1 00 million ' " (p. 32 1 ) .
Faced with this balckmail , Peron decided to resign to ensure
the well-being of the nation . In the end , the mutineers relied
on Peron ' s love of his nation .
Following Peron ' s departure , the campaign to villify him
and Eva raged on . The issue of t� Perons ' hidden wealth
.
persisted throughout his exile , delipite the fact that Peron
lived an openly modest life in the n years he was abroad .
Immediately after the overthrow , tl'le ruling junta decided to
display their extravagences . Thus , :as Page reports (p . 343):
"The new rulers of Argentina convi,ced themselves that once
people looked at the evidence of tlte dissolute life styles of
their idols , they would realize how badly they had been
defrauded and would become permanently disillusioned with
Peronist rhetoric . . . . These ex�bits drew large curious
crowds , but did not change their m.nds . "
Throughout this history , what i emerges , one might say
over the irritable and carping deba�r' s style of the author, .is
the force and strength of one of the most remarkable men of
the century . Even more important , ihowever, is that we learn
once more the history of the principal political fight of our
time : on tht< one hand , those chaqtpions of national sover
eignty who conceive of politics as Pte organization of a free .
people to achieve digniD' tht:ough the growth of their sover
eign powers , and the international oligarchy committed to
Gnostic belief structures, which view nations as impediments
to their perversities. All the mo� reason that republican.
forces urgently need a decent and true biography of Peron.
International
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Korean Peninswa: an early
. trigger point for general war
by Linda de Hoyos
South Korean Oefense Minister Lee Ki-Baek went on nation
al television March 20 to warn his countrymen that the Soviet
military build-up in the Pacific and North Korea' s escalating
propaganda and war preparations are bringing the Korean
peninsula to the brink of war. "I have reached the conclusion
that the nation will face a grave danger of war breaking out
at any moment between now and the ' end of 1 98 8 , " he said .
"It is our judgment that the next two to three years will be a
most dangerous period on the Korean peninsula. U . S . mili
tary intelligence also agrees with s�ch an assessment . "
The specific target o f the North Koreans is the Asian
Games , to be held in Seoul this 'year, and the 1 988 Olympics ,
also slated to be held i n Seoul . Defense Minister Lee pointed
out that North Korean President Kim II-Sung termed the 1 988
Seoul Olympics as "not a simple ' athletic question , but a
serious political issue . Our people cannot sit idle . It is more
than natural for us to oppose and reject the Seoul Olympic
Games . "
This must b e taken a s a declaration o f intent for North
Korean military action-with terrorist actions the very least
that can be expected . The year 1 988 is the year that the
Soviets have projected for completing their bid for world
domination . Since the rise of Mikhail Gorbachov , Lee said�
the Soviet Union has strengthened its policy of "southward
advancement," attaching greater strategic importance to North
Korea. Moscow now endorses the North Korean demand for
the "reunification of the Korean peninsula," a stance from
which Moscow had previously distanced itself, given the
North Koreans' unpredictability and willingness to act boldly
without superpower back-up.
Militarily, Lee stated , the Soviets have been in the pro
cess of preparing for a winning confrontation in the Pacific
theatre . The Soviets maintain in the Far East 2 ,000 strategic
and tactical aircraft, about a quarter of its total air force , and
has emplaced a quarter of its nuclear arsenal in the region ,
including upwards of 150 S S-20s . The Soviet fleet in the
Pacific is now larger than the U . S . Seventh (Pacific) Fleet
with a total of 800 war-fighting ships , with major bases at
Vladivostok and Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam. Moscow has
built bases on the Kurile Islands , opposite Japan, with the
42
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intent of seizing the northern is�d of Hokkaido, giving the
Soviet fleet a break-out capability from Vladivostok .
As part of this build-up, in d'le past two years , the Soviets
have been cultivating Pyongyang as a hard-core military part
ner. Not only is North Korea a major component of the
terrorist international , along with Syria and Iran . Since the
October 1 983 North Korean terror-bombing in Rangoon,
Burma, which murdered 19 South Korean officials , including
four cabinet ministers , the North Koreans have come under
Moscow ' s diplomatic and military sponsorship. That deci
sively has ended Pyongyang ' s previous policy of a careful
balance t>etween Moscow and Peking. The Soviet Union , in
contrast to China, defended the North Korean action at Ran
goon , and has since delivered six MiG-23s to Pyongyang,
with another 20 to be delivered soon . The North Koreans
have also received Scud-B ground to ground missiles and
SAM-3 ground to air missiles friom Moscow .
North Korea, Minister Kim 'stated, currently maintains a
2-to- l advantage over Seoul in military strength , lagging
behind only in naval capability: In the last two months, the
North Koreans have moved 65% of their 800 ,000 standing
army to the demilitarized zone , : where they have an intricate
network of u.nderground bunk� , giving them a capability
for a hidden war mobilization at the border. The DMZ is 40
miles from Seoul .
A North Korean invasion of-South Korea would function
for the Soviets as I ) a point for testing U . S . will in a super
power confrontation , given the : U . S nuclear commitment to
South Korea and the presence of 40 ,000 U . S . troops there;
or 2) a point of diversion while! the Soviets carry out opera
tions elsewhere, as the Soviets attempted in 1962 , when they
whipped up a crisis in Korea ttl divert attention from their
military build-up in Cuba.

State Department pyromania
This is the military-strategic setting for the current de
stabilization of the South Koretn government being carried
out by the U . S . State Departmtot, liberals on Capitol Hill ,
and the Soviet front organization, the World Council of
Churches . In implementing its policy of strategic withdrawal
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from Asia, the State Department has targeted first the Phil

The government and the ruling p� have . . , permitted the

ization as a cover for the removal of the strategically vital

tionalizing tyranny."

ippines, with the objective of creating conditions of destabil

U.S. bases from Luzon. The next target is South Korea, a

destabilization that is now fully under way, with the intent of
finally executing the stated policy of the Carter administra

continuation of physical and legal qppression, thus instituI.

Behind this campaign is a violent student movement on

campuses (where Christians are the majority of students),
,

which has launched repeated riots against the government,

tion to withdraw U.S. troops from the Korean peninsula.

averaging one a week.

at the State Department are operating on the basis of a grave

by the World Council of Churches based in Geneva. Ac

In the case of the Korean peninsula, the Soviet appeasers

miscalculation. In this case, they are playing with a tripwire

to World War

ill.

The State Department sponsored destabilization of the

government of President Chun Doo Hwan began last Janu

ary , . when the State Department sent back exiled Korean
opposition leader Kim Dae Jung-the self-annointed Benig

Outside of South Korea, the op¢ration is being directed

;

cording . to one World Council official, "Korea will be the
next exercise; the same kind

0, things will happen here as

happened in the Philippines. In the churches, they are well
equipped, they are used to confrontation with the govern

ment, they are ready for it. The students, the workers, the ,

farmers, they are all well-concentrated. The South
. Korean

no Aquino of South Korea-with the explicit orders that he

President is a well-known dictator."

Korean government. Kim was accompanied by a phalanx of

bility into the anti-government ChPstian layers. Contacts

sistant Secretary of State for Human Rights Pat Derian, the

linked dissidents have taken place three times since 1 98 1 , in

was not to be arrested or harassed in any way by the South

human rights crusaders, including Carter administration As

pro-Sandinista former Salvadoran Ambassador Robert White,
and Rep. Thomas Foglietta (D-Pa.).

In January of this year, the opposition New Korea Dem

ocratic Party led by Kim Young Sam, along with Kim Dae

t

The North Koreans have a sign ficant penetration capa

aj; South Korean church

between North Korean and overse

Vienna, Austria, and Helsinki, Finland. The second of these
meetings, held in Helsinki Dec. 3-5 , ' 1 982 , was entitled "Sec

ond Dialogue between Northern and Overseas Compatriots

and Christians for the ReunificatioJi! of the Fatherland." The

Jung, began a petition campaign for 1 0 million signatures to .

third meeting was held the following December, and called

elections in 1 988 , when President Chun ' s term is over at

National Unification, with 39 North Koreans and 50 overseas

force through an amendll)ent to the constitution for direct

which point Chun has promised to step down. The opposition

organizing campaign was flanked by violent brawls, sit-down

the Dialoglie between �orth and Overseas Compatriots for

South Koreans attending.The meetihg.voted to unanimously

support the North Korean proposals at the time for three-way

strikes and boycotts carried out by opposition members of

talks among North and South Korea and the United States.

one-third of the vote. When the Chun government attempted

port networks for Kim Dae Jung.

sent an official note of protest, stating that petitioning is a

build-up in North Korea, that the South Korean military

The opposition makes little of its actual policy differences

the Philippines military was neither willing nor capable of

must immediately become a "democracy." However, as with

footing, but not for defensive war.Any perception of immi

the Korean parliament, where the opposition carries about
to crack down on the petition campaign, the State Department

"right of all citizens."

with the Chun government; its main point is that South Korea

The South Korean representatives included U.S.-based sup

It is for reasons such as these, combined with the military

would be forced to draw lines, against destabilization which
drawing. The South Korean miliqu-y further is on a war

his counterpart Mrs. Aquino in the Philippines, Kim Dae

nent North Korean invasion, spatked by the windows of

South Korea.

the South Korean military to take �isive action.

role in the opposition.South Korea is 25 % Christian, with

East and Pacific Affairs Paul Wolfowitz traveled to Moscow

of the Christians come from North Korea, a ripe area for

Kapitsa. The Korean peninsula w� on the agenda for their

Following the model of the Philippines' Cardinal Jaime

his way back to the States that th� discussions iii Moscow

8 that "democracy is the will of God," and he is leading

, ous bosses in Washington believe that they received Soviet

joined March 1 5 by the Protestant National Council of

cumstances of South 'Korean destabilization. Such guaran

Jung is ambivalent about the presence of the U.S. military in
As in the Philippines, the churches are playing a major

1 . 8 million members of the Roman Catholic Church. Many

Christian missionaries before the communist takeover.

Sin, South Korea's Cardinal Kim Sou-Hwan declared March

prayer rallies with opposition leaders. Cardinal Kim was
Churches, speaking for 8 million South Koreans, which de�

clared, "We devoutly believe that it is God's will for democ

racy to be established at this moment in our nation' s history.

Time is running out. Now may be the last chance for us. .. .
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opportunity offered by destabiliza�on, would likely propel
In September 1 985 , Assistant Secretary of State for Far

where he met with Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Mikhail
"exchange of views," but Wolfowitz told Seoul leaders on

had been "confidential. " Likely, Wolfowitz and his treasonguarantees of non-interference from North Korea under cir

tees have as much credibility as the guarantees for peace

given ' to Neville Chamberlain by Adolf Hitler.Such is the

level of miscalculation and treasonous stupidity now reigning

in Washington.
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Middle East Report

by Thierry Lalevee

Syria' s hostage games
The kind of maneuvers coming out ofDamascus could lead to
war at any time .

A

lthough Syrian President Hafez el
Assad doesn ' t like too much publici
ty , he becomes restless as soon as Da
mascus is not in the news as first item .
What matters to Assad is that Syria be
universally recognized as the strategic
center of the Middle East . So, he shyly
accepted a new title offered to him by
the French daily Liberation. the "Bis
marck of the Arab World . " Besides
accepting honors , Assad has been busy
in recent weeks establishing Syria' s
predominance o n the issue o f war or
peace in the region , and forceably in
serting himself into the French hos
tage crisis .
Since November 1 985 , when Da
mascus began playing the game of de
ploying and redeploying its SAM mis
sile batteries in and out of Lebanon ,
military tension has been rising be
tween Israel and Syria. The initial de
ployment coincided with the Soviet
delivery of 35 SAM-5 batteries to Lib
ya, and the year-end terrorist massa
cres at Vienna and Rome airports .
Clearly, there is a broader coordina
tion between Moscow , Tripoli , and
Damascus , to raise tension in the re
gion .
In early 1 986, Syria withdrew the
SAM batteries inside its borders .
However, it began redeploying a sig
nificant force of troops toward the Go
lan Heights . In mid-February , Assad
announced that in answer to "Israel ' s
attempt to annex the Golan , " the Syr
ian people will "extend Syria, to en
sure that the Golan is in its center ! " .
Such rhetoric was partly aimed at
compensating for Assad ' s loss of face
in Lebanon; his Dec . 28 agreement
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between Lebanese factions , which was
to have ended Christian power in the
country , was successfully fought and
blocked by Lebanese President Amin
Gemayel and Christian militias .
However, by late February, Syria 's
military deployment in the region be
gan causing concern in a few capitals .
In Washington , Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger was quoted on
March 10 warning that an Israeli-Syr
ian conflict would lead to a "super
power conflict . " In Israel , Chief of
Staff Moshe Levy, whose term had
come to an end , was kept on for anoth
er year, rather than risk a personnel
change affecting the army command .
Raising tension further was the earJy
February kidnapping of two Israeli
soldiers in Southern Lebanon . Israeli
intelligence soon determined that Syr
ia was responsible , ostensibly in retal
iation for the Israelis ' January inter
cept of a Libyan jet carrying the dep
uty seretary general of the Syrian
Ba'ath Party .
A lot of sabre-rattling like this on
both sides , as the French daily Le Ma
tin explained on March 2, can lead to
war at any time , and not just any war,
Le Matin continued, but a well-planned
war whose outcome would be to es
tablish Syria and Israel as the region ' s
only powers .
To maintain its exclusive control
over Lebanon , Damascus was not
going to
To maintain its .e xclusive control
over Lebanon , Damascus was not
going to allow direct negotiations be
tween Paris and the Hezbollahi over
the hostages to succeed . ,Assad be-

came worried when , in February , it.
looked as if Paris was going to give in
to the Hetbol lahi . Syrian Defense
Minister Mustafa Tlas was dispatched
to Pari s , with an offer to mediate in
exchange for a large arms shipment .
Paris was shocked by Syria ' s enor
mous demand. Tlas left Paris on March
3 , reportedly angry and dissatisfied .
On Match 8 , less than ·two days
after the Islamic Jihad had announced
the murder, of one of ·the hostages,
Michel Seutat , four French television
journalists were kidnapped . At first ,
this was daimed by Islamic Jihad . .
Then, on March 1 0 , the Jihad de
nounced th� kidnapping as a "rival op
eration . " On March 1 4 , the unknown
"Organizatipn of Revolutionary Jus
tice" cIaimtjd the kidnapping; investi
gators bega� suspecting the truth : Syr
ia' s intelligfnce service was respons
ble . It was Damascus's unmistakable
message that it was the key to the ne
gotiations . '
By the middle of that week , Paris
had decided to resume negotiations
with Damascus on the arms shipment .
Mitterrand sent emissaries to Damas
cus , incIud�ng a French diplomat and
a Syrian businessman and personal
friend of Mitterrand , Omrane Adham .
Adham is �Iso a long-standing asso
ciate of the Syrian intelligence chief
and President ' s brother, Rifaat el-As
sad , in business and in intelligence .
Sharing; direct physical control of
the hostageS with Iranian Revolution
ary Guards 'in the Bekaa Valley , Da
mascus is involved in a power play
which it is determined to win . How
ever, on March 1 3 , a car bomb killed
60 in the center of Damascus . On
March 1 8 , It large bomb hidden in a
truck was defused in front of the SANA
newsagency . Syria accused Iraq , but
few believel:! it. .
President Assad cannot be too sur
prised that certain political forces
might be se�king revenge .
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Report from Rio

by Silvia Palacios

Pope confronts Iiberationist bishops

Pope John Paul II ' s words on the
economic crisis and injustice reveal
that the only interest of the "Liberation
expose his opponents as only wanting a schism .
Theologists" is to 'provoke a schism.
At the Extraotidinary Synod , Car
dinal Ivo Lorsche�er and others , at the
same time they defended this theolo
gy , called for decentralizing the Bra
zilian church from the Vatican hier
tion , as previously clarified in the archy . "Over-cen�alization-arising
ope John Paul II has fully entered
Synod . It is not that the Church should from suppression � of the principle of
the battlefield of one of the fights an
nounced at the Extraordinary Synod
separate itself from humanity ' s daysubsidiaries-haSi great drawbacks .
of �ishops that ended in Rome on Dec. , to-day problems , but that there is a The Vatican II C�ncil fought against
8 , 1 985 . Sitting down a t the discus
right way to do this : "In the face of the this , but even toda& the periphery does
sion table with the hierarchy of the
challenges barely sketched out here , . not participate , " Lorscheider said emBrazilian Church , the Pope went right
the bishops as pastors o f the Church , . phatically in December 1 985 in Rome.
This is the · so-called Popular
and the Church as a whole , have a
to the heart of the so-called Theology
specific role to play which is not iden Church, which has sought or created
of Liberation , a modem heretical ten
dency whose power feeds on the im
tical to , nor a substitute for, the poli
local theologies s�parate from univer
ticians, the economists , the sociolo sal truth . A case: in point is the in
plicit threat of provoking a schism in
the Church.
gists , or the intellectuals . It is the role volvement of at : least 75 BraziliaA
The encounter takes on height
of one who by profound conviction bishops in the Suma teologica. a con
ened relevance because the Congre
knows that he is carrying out a specif tinental project to publish a 1 5 -vol
ically religious task , he is putting into ume Theology from the standpoint of
gation for the Doctrine of the Faith ,
action a true and full humanism, and the Latin American Church.
headed by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger,
will soon make public a new docu
therefore he is offering a very effec
There is also • strong tendency in
ment on the Theology of Liberation .
tive collaboration in the solution of the Brazilian cletgy to resist the ad '
human problems . To state the contra /imina visits which the bishops must
The contents of it were already known
ry is to believe that only immediate make to Rome every five years. Things
to the Brazilian bishops at the Vatican
sociopolitical activity is effective . " have gone so far' that some bishops
meeting .
Referring to the first document on Lib prefer going to N icaragua-center of
During the Extraordinary Synod ,
the Brazilian bishops , including the
eration Theology, the Pope · added that:
the Popular Chu�h-over the Vati
president of the National Conference
"Purified of elements that could adul can . One bishop , Pedro CasaldaIiga,
terate it with grave consequences for refused to make the ad /imina visit,
of Bishops of Brazil , Ivo Lorscheiter,
the faith, this Theology of Liberation but agreed to stay in Nicaragua for 45
championed the defense of the "Pop
is not only orthodox but necessary . "
ular Church ," refusing to contribute to
days at the expres$ invitation of Chan
In this context , he laid out t o the cellor Miguel D ' Bscoto , to participate
the Pope ' s efforts to deal with the cri
sis of Western civilization . The one
Brazilian bishops · and cardinals the in "prayers for peace . "
exception was the Cardinal of Rio de
This tendency was also scored by
great problems in which the Church
Janeiro, Eugenio Sales , who located
has a moral role "in the face of the John Paul II . In i his message to the
himself on the side of the Augustinian
historic moment of Latin America," B razilian bishops, he defended the
and in particular ''the historic cross importance of �odic visits , "first,
current. He is a recognized enemy of
the neo-Nazi sect Tradition , Family ,
roads in which the giant Brazil is liv because each of those pastors comes
ing . . . . We have the duty to confront here not in his own name , as the hearer
and Property , and was the one who
. showed the most interest in promoting
grave problems such as health , hous of individual worri es or aspirations ,
ing , jobs , literacy, hunger, and need but bearing in his heart and on his
the meeting between the Pope and the
bishops and cardinals on March 1 2for wisdom to discern behind all these shoulders a whole Church : ' that
14.
problems the moral crisis , which, as
churchly community which a myste
The Pope opened the meeting by
in the entire world , is the cause and rious design of God entrusted to his
:
effect of th� same [problems] � "
citizens . "
discussing the true meaning of libera-

The Pope ' s statements on the economic crisis and social injustice

P
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no case whatsoever" w i l l Germany sign an

Commander warns of

SOl military cooperation agreement ; "We

narco-te"orist threat

are only interested , " he said , in "framework
conditions for the mutual transfer of scien

One of the greatest threats to the stability of

tific and tech.'lological knowledge . "

tween the drug mafia and terrorists, Ge n .

on the SOl has long been de layed because

U . S . Southern Command, told the Senate

ernment-to-government agreement for far

Thero-America is the growing alliance be

John Galvin , commander-in-chief' o f the
Armed Services Committee March I I .

Galvin called drug trafficking an "awe�

some" challenge to our society . He contin
ued: "The increasing level of cooperation

and mutual support between drug dealers

and terrorists can be clearly seen in the Co

lombian M- 1 9 . . . attack on the Palace of
Justice . . . . Drugs are a serious national

The signing of any U . S I-German accord

of Genscher' s opposition . I nstead of a gov
reaching technical and military cooperation ,

an agreement in principle has been reached

on a l ow-profile , commercial pact govern
ing SOl ,contracts .

Chancellor Helmut Kohl announced at a
press conference after talks with U . S . Sec

retary of State Caspar Weinberger that "bas
ic problems have been cleared away" with

the United State s . Fortunately, Latin Amer

regard to such a pac t . Economics Minister
Martin Bangemann will go to Wash ington

ingly willing tQ act . This is a major positive

wanted German Defense Minister M anfred

security problem for Latin Americans and
icans' understand the danger and are increas

change . . . .

"The links between drug dealers and in

surgent groups

are

becoming more appar

ent . The bond needs to be cut before this
practice

spreads

throughout

the

hemi

sphere . . . . We must eliminate this means

of support for the guerrillas, thus enabling
countries such as Colombia, Peru , and Ec

uador to keep the insurgents at a manageable

level."
General Galvin ' s testimony coheres with
the report of President Reagan ' s Commis

sion on Organized Crime , released March
3, which pointed out that terrorists and in
surgents finance their operations through the

drug trade. It called for the U . S . military to

to finalize the negotiation s . Washington
Worner to sign the agreements , but Gensch

er' s foreign ministry refused to allow this .

Moscow journal aired
complaints about Palme
The Soviet monthly journal Illternatiollal

Affairs,

organ of the foreign mini stry , com

plained in an article published before the

assassination of Sweden ' s Prime Minister

Olof Palme that Palme , despite his profes

sions of friendship for the U . S . S . R . . had
not lived up to expectations .

I n the January 1 986 issue , Y u . Denisov

wrote: "Troubles in Soviet-Swedish rela

take a greater roie in the war on drug s . FBI
Director William Webster, on the other hand,
insists that drugs and terrorism are unrelat
ed .

tions also made themselves felt after the Olof
Palme government came into office in 1 98 2 .
Although the government ' s programmatic

Genscher limits SDI

failed to take consistent and decisive prac
tical st�ps in this direction. Admittedly. trade

pact to commercial deals
"We want no military agreement" on the
Strategic Defense Initiative with the United
States, West German Foreign Minister Hans
Dietrich Genscher told the German radio
station Deutschlandfunk' on March 1 3 . "In
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statement did refer to its intention to im

contacts ' and exchanges with the ' Soviet
Union they deemed political . "
Denisov noted positively that the Swed
ish trading company A. Johnson & Co. was
the fi rst Westeni firm to engage in trade with
the Bolshevik regime , in May 1 9 1 8 . The

company is tied to the Wallenberg/Gyllen

hammer 'industrial group , which had been
under pressure from Pal me ' s government n
recent m�nths in connection with shady stock

j

trading .

I

Look who 's calling for
'demtJcracy ' in Mexico
Leaders of Mexico ' s Nazi-communist Na

tional Action Party ( PA N ) have, launched a
campaign to �'demOCrd!ize" the country, right ,
in step w ith U . S . Sen . Jesse Helms' s ( R 

N . C . ) iolvestigation o f "democratic struc

tures" and "corruption" in Washi ngton hear

ing s . At • meeting of the PAN in the city of
Durangol on March 1 5 , leader Manuel J .

Clouthier warned , "All political currents are
demandi,g the democratization of the coun
try ; this �hange has been in the works for
some time now , and will soon occur . "

W h o a re these n e w "democrats"'! The
PAN is
e party of drug-pushers , separa
tists , and iNaz i s . out to overthrow the central

th

authority of the Mexican state . Clouthier,
the largest landowner in the state of Sinaloa.

is linkedi to drug-rum,\ing circles , notably

through his protege Adalberto Rosas . a PAN

leader in ,neighboring Sonora . Press reports

indicated that during the 1 960s , police found
marijuana stored at a warehouse belonging

to Clouthier.

At the PAN ' s meeting in Durango , Ro
dolfo El izondo Torre s , the PAN candidate

prove relations with t\le Soviet Union , it

for governor of the state . proclaimed that
the drive for "national reconstruction" is be

and economic ties , scientific and technolog

o fwhat Ilas already failed . "

veloped fairlyjwel l during that period . But,
at the same time , .the government was sti l l
under . strong pressure from t h e right-wing

of Durango, whose principal financial bro

ical cooperation . and cultural contacts de

opposition which grouped around the mod
erate party . and sharply opposed whatever

ginning , "and wiII not be bui\t, on the basi s
EliZOjldo was formerly mayor o f the c i ty

ker is Jaime Herrera Herrera, a drug-runner
who was, languishing in jail for narcotics
related crimes until his release by a corrupt

judge in February of this year. Herrera, who
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Briefly

controls most of the state ' s "private sector"

convention between Vice-Premier Yitzhak

banks, resorts , and cabarets , is promoting
the gubernatorial candidacy of Elizondo.
This "private sector" is now being

rael' s Sephardic communities . No leader was
elected at the convention.

through construction companies , hotels ,

Shamir and David Levy, spokesman for Is

"There will not be any split within Her

boosted by none other than Coparmex , the
PAN ' s business grouping which was for

ut , " Sharon told Israel ' s Armed Forces ra
dio . "I will definitely make a great effort in

his vice-president) . The group has now re

"Sharon Alone Unscathed After Herut

merly headed by Clouthier (with Rosas as

leased a series of demands for "economic

reform , " including privatizing the state-sec
tor companies and turning to the "free mar
ket . "

the next days to restore harmony. "

Party Uproar, " 'was the headline of an article
in the

Times

of London on March 1 4 . Ac

cording to the

Times,

S

" haron, the rogue

elephant of the party , alone emerged rela

tively unharmed from three days and nights

Moscow threatens to base
nuclear weapons in space
U . S . implementation of the Strategic De

fense Initiative could "force" the Soviet
Union to use orbiting space platforms as

bases. for nuclear missiles that could reach

ground targets in two minutes, an 80-page
Soviet report released March 14 warned .

of near constant vindictive abuse among the

leaders . " Sharon ' s "charisma and ability to
fight against the odds" had been discounted

by observers before the convention, but he
was able to "appeal directly to delegates of
both camps on the basis of his past reputa

tion . " So violent had the insults and fighting
gotten at the convention, the

Times

report

ed, that Shamir attacked Levy as "a crimi
nal" and a "man driven by megalomania. "

Japan to decide soon

ing nuclear warheads .

on SDI participation

ically new situation in the assessment of de

rive in the United States on March 3 1 , to

port says . It was prepared by a group of
Soviet scientists headed by Roald Sagdey

Defense Initiative . The delegation will in

"The deployment of a large-scale (space
based) anti-missile system will create a bas
ploying nuclear weapons in space , " the re

ev , director of the Institute for Space Re
search.

h

died on Marc 1 7 , at the age of 8 8 .
One o f the g�emasters o f British
intelligence oRCrations in the Middle
East for the better part of this century ,

he had been head of the Arab Legion
until fired by �ordan' s King Hussein
in 1 956. Sir Jdhli was one of the cre

ators of the Mpslim Brotherhood or

ganization of . Islamic fundamental

ists .

• THE BULGARIAN Communist
Party has dismissed or punished more
than 250 Sofia officials for "incom

petence ," and. more purges are ex
pected before the party congress in
April .

• VENEZUl!:LAN JUDGE

Ana

Luisa Gandica was fired on March

a
�
Judge Gandica on Feb.

1 3 , when it w s discovered that she

had not met th legal requirements for
her post.

5,

1 985 had authbrized a raid o n the of

The warning contradicts previous assertions

by Soviet scientists that they have not con
sidered using orbiting platforms for launch

• SIR JOHN GLUBB PASHA

fices of EIR in Caracas , shortly after
the release of /R' s book Narcotraf

�

ico, SA , the $panish-language ver
sion of Dope, Inc. EIR ' s correspond

A 55-member Japanese delegation will ar

ents were forced to leave Venezuela.

discuss participation in the U . S . Strategic

• ISRAELI SPYMASTER "Dirty"

clude representatives from Japanese com
panies . The group will visit the Los Alamos

a s chairman qf the state-run Israeli
Chemicals fi
. He was sponsored

Raft Eitan w� chosen on March 1 7

r1n

National Laboratory in New Mexico, the

for the post by Minister of Trade and

Army ' s

controller of Jonathan Pollard, who

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
Strategic

Defense

Command,

Industry Ariel Sharon; he was the

was arrested on Nov . 26 , 1 985 for

Ariel Sharon, the kingpin in a deal between

Hughes Aircraft Corp . , and Lockheed
Missiles and Space Corp.
Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone, who
favors full participation in the program, is
reported to want a final decision on the SOl

attempting to assume the role of "peacemak

Tokyo. The Japanese foreign ministry is

Green Party, .t the American embas

tions of succeeding Nakasone .
At the beginning of April , U . S . Defense

charming that hardly anyone was able

Sharon to use party split
to boost his position
the Soviet KGB and the Israeli Mossad , .is

er" in the Herut Party of Israel ' s Likud bloc ,
after the party ' s convention broke up in di
sarray on March 1 3 . Sharon is making his

own power bid to assume the party' s top
leadership post .

A bitter factional battle broke out at the

EIR
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stealing U . S .

Jrulitary secrets .

• RICHARD BURT, the U . S . am

bassador to West Germany, recently

before the early May economic summit in

threw a party for members of the

known to be more cautious on the SOl, and
is headed by Shintaro Abe , who has aspira

sy in Bonn, the New York Times re
ported March ' 1 6 . Greenie leader Pe

Secretary Caspar Weinberger will be going
to Japan for a week of discussions .

tra Kelly gustted that Burt was "so

to make an arsument against him . "
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How the space shuttle

program was sabotaged
From its inception, enemies qf man 's exploration qf space have
sometimes changed their arguments, but always made sure the
program didn 't have enoughJunding. Marsha Freeman reports.

From the greatest heights of accomplishment . to the dog days
of massive budget cuts , the u . s . space program has always
been surrounded by individuals and institutions that have
tried to stop man ' s exploration of space . The critics have
changed their mode of attack. depending upon the circum
stances and political environment in the nation . but their aim
has always been the same .
Since Jan . 28 , the nation' s attention has been focused on
the shock of the Space Shuttle Challenger loss , and the public
circus of the Rogers Commission "investigation . " The press ,
speaking for the space critics , has asked whether the Shuttle
program should continue at all , whether it is safe , whether it
is worth the money , ad nauseum .
But before manned exploration of space was even tech
nologically possible, its opponents were amassing their forces .
Once President John Kennedy had gone above the counsel of
all of his advisers and started the race to the Moon , the focus
of attack became the supposed negative "social impact" of
such a large-scale science and engineering effort .
With Kennedy gone , the assault on the space program
shifted , as opponents insisted that the United States could not
afford the Apollo program , due to the high cost of the Viet
nam war, and the poverty here on Earth . President Lyndon
Johnson' s Great Society replaced the Apollo project, thereby
\
ushering in the anti-technology "paradigm shift" in the U . S .
population , which has become . so much more pronounced
today .
The Nixon administration certainly did not buy the idea
of cutting the space program to pay for more social programs ,
but the economic crisis of ,the early 1 970s put the "conser, 48
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vative" budget-cutters firmly in charge of major policy deci
sions. Thanks to Budget Director George Shultz . "cost effec
tiveness" became the watchwprd for all federal programs
to the detriment of scientific rigor.
At the same time . the administration and the Congress
were being convinced by Henry Kissinger (who was assistant
. to the President for national security affairs) and Shultz that
rather than spend money on. advanced technology for de
fense , the United States should sign the Anti-Ballistic Missile
and SALT treaties . Since the Soviets had no intention of
slowing down either their offensive or defensive science-and
technology weapons program!> . these treaties . plus the slow
down of the civilian space program, were to lay the basis for
the .current strategic superiori�y of the Soviets .
The same situation exists today . in that the first cuts that
will be made in defense spending , under the guise of balanc
ing the budget , will be the leading-edge laser and other tech
nologies in the Strategic Defense Initiative programs , giving
the Soviets the final superiority .
Under President Carter, as "sm�l is beautiful" became
the stated policy of the White :House , the decision was made
that no new large programs for space would be started , while
billions of dollars would be wasted on energy conservation ,
welfare , and "appropriate tecbnology . "
Although President- Reagan would like to have a· space
program with challenging gmds and a future , he is ending up
with the "Richard Nixon" approach to cost-benefit analysis
and "private enterprise" for the National Aeronautics arid
Space Administration (NASA) .
Let us be clear about the, current situation . If there are
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Astronaut Bruce McCandless

II tests a "cherry p icker"
device during historical

extravehicular activity , Feb .

7, 1 984.

safety compromises that have been made in the design and
fabrication of the S pace Shuttle syste m , or in the launch rate
or other operational procedure s , the blame does not funda
mentally lie with t�e management of the space program , or

The lost opportunity in space

Plans for what should follow the Apollo program , after

man had l anded on the Moon , started years before astronaut
Neil Arm strong took that famous fi rst ste p , on J u l y 20 , 1 969 .

the contractors . Over the I S years of the development and

By 1 965 , much of the hardware for the l u nar voyages had

first fl ights of the Shuttle , the wrong criteria were used in

already been ordered , built, and had begun testing , and NASA

making cruc ial choice s . When you straightj acket a research

was ready to begin planning for the exploration of the next

and development agenc y , and in struct it to build a c apability

frontiers .

spending half as much money as it should spend , you can

B y 1 965 , however, N A S A was under a barrage of attacks

hardly complain when it does not function according to your

from the "social" think-tanks such as the B rookings Institu

expectations .

tion , the Tavistock Institute in London , and the self-pro

When ' fundamental eng ineering consideration s , such as

claimed Aquarian Conspiracy (see box ) . President J ohnson ' s

the frequency of l aunch , are determi ned not by readiness but

S tate o f the U nion addre ss o n J an . 4 , 1 965 was the fi rst since

by political pressures and the requirement to bring down the

Sputnik ( 1 957) that did not even mention the space program .

"cost" of the syste m , there is pressure put on the agency to

As the N A S A budget began to decl i ne , program planners

increase the launch rate . Combine that with a constant media

fought to keep open the space frontier. German-American

campaign that has made NASA look "l ike a bunch of idiots

space pioneer Wemhe,r von B raun , for example , penned ar

who can ' t even handle a launch schedule , " as Kennedy S pace

ticles and books on l unar colonizatio n , the expl oration of

Center Director Richard S mith recently charged , and you are

M ars , and other projects that required an Earth-orbital space

increasing the risk in the program , and potentially co�npro

station , and a shuttle-type vehicle to serv ice i t .

mising safety , as senior astronaut John Young has pointed

I

N A S A Administrator J ames Webb refused to operate
w i th the notion that N A S A had been created just to go to the

out .
The two questions fac ing the Congress-the e lected rep
resentatives of a natio n , three-qJlarters of whose citizens in

Moo n . In motivating 'the N A S A budget request for Fiscal
Year 1 965 , Webb state d :

sist that they want the Shuttle program to continue-are first ,
whether we are w i l l ing to commit the resources to actual l y

T h e policy on w h i c h t h i s budget is based i s the

have t h e kind of Space Shuttle capability t h e nation require s ;

mastery of space , and its u t i lization for the benefit of

and second , whether we w i l l make t h e same budget-balanc

mankind . This mastery and the rel ation of our position

ing mistakes with the upcoming space station that was made

to those of other nations w i l l not be determined by

in the Shuttle program .

any single achievement .
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The NASA program is designed to expand both
science and technolog y . We have avoided a narrow
program , one limited , for example , to developing only
the technology needed to reach the Moon with state- '
of-the-art hardware . To do so might well be to find ,
some years hence , that w e had won the battle and lost
the war as far as utlimate and enduring superiority in
space is concerned .
Webb made the painful decision to resign as NASA head
in 1 968 , just months before Apollo I I l ifted off, because
it had become clear that there would be no budget , and no
post-Apollo plan for space . He left NASA before the lunar
landing which he had prepared for seven years , rather than
preside over an agency which appeared to have no future .
But when man put his first footprints on the Moon , the

anti-science lobby was again shunted temporarily into the
background , as it had been when the Apollo program was
begun by Kennedy , as the imagination of the entire world
was captured by this great achievement.
, The Great Society crowd had been voted, out of office
in 1 968 , and a new President was preparing to bask in the
glory of the upcoming Apollo lunar landing . But President
Nixon was to get contradictory advice . The social program
mers in the Congress , the media, and a faction in the "sci
entific" community , accelerated their campaigns to make
sure that Apollo would mark the end-:- not the beginning
of man ' s exploration of space .
In February, 1 969" President Nixon established a Space
Task Group headed by Vice-President Spiro Agne w , to es
tablish goals in the post-Apollo era . The Task Group con
sisted of NASA Admini strator Tom Paine , Secretary of the
Air Force Robert Seaman s , and Presidential Science Adviser
Lee Dubridge . Robert Mayo , who directed the Bureau of
the B udget , had only an observer status .
The Group ' s report , titled , The Post-Apollo Space Pro
gram : Directions for the Future , was released two months
after the Apollo I I landing . It projected an exciting vision
of a Mars landing before the end of the century , at the latest .

There are a number of precursor activities nec
essary before such a mission can be attempted . These
activities can proceed without developments spec ific
to a manned Mars mission-but for optimum benefit
should be carried out with the Mars mission in mind .
We conclude that a manned Mars mission should be
accepted as a long-range goal for the , space program .

Two of the systems that the Task Group suggested for
space operations were a new space transportation capability
and space station modules , which would utilize the new
. capability of commonal ity , reusabi l ity , and economy , the
fruit of Jhe Apollo success . These capabil ities would then .
ensure that the manned mission to Mars could certai nly be
done before the end of this century .
NAS A , too , was working furiously to put such forward
looking goals before the Nixon White House , after the lunar

The lunar landing, the authors said , was "onl y the be
ginning of the long-term exploration and use of space by
man . " They continued:
We see a major role for this nation in proceeding
from tpe initial opening of this frontier to its exploi
tation for the benefit of mankind . and ultimately to
the opening of new regions of space to access by man .
We have found questions about national priorities ,
about the expense of manned fl ight operations , about
new goals in space which could be interpreted as a
'crash program . ' Principal concern in this area relates
to decisions about a manned mission to Mars . We
conclude that NASA has the demonstrated organiza
tional competence and technology base to carry out a
successful program to land a man on Mars within 1 5
years .
50
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landing : Also released in S eptember 1 969 was a space agen
cy report titled , "America's Next Decades in Space . " It
presented four scenarios through which new space capabil
ities could be developed. By 1 975 , the United States could
have a 1 2-man space station , it proposed , which could be
expanded to house 80 people by 1 980.
A station orbiting the Moon would be put into place ,
with the first permanent lunar surface base to be established
in 1 97 8 . At the fastest pace , NASA stated that the first
manned Mars expedition could be in 1 98 1 . Even if the NASA
budget were limited to a ceiling of $4 billion per year , these

missions could all be achieved , if a few years later.
NASA estimated that by 1 97 5 , an Earth-to-orbit shuttle
vehicle would be operational, and a year later a tug could
take passengers from Earth orbit to the Moon. By 1 97 8 , a
nuclear-propelled orbital transfer vehicle would be ready .

All it took was the will to set NASA to work .
But there was no chance that the rational deliberations
of the space agency itself, or the past accomplishments of
. space exploration , would determine the future of the effort.
Even before the task force reported its recommendations to
the President , Budget Director George Shultz slashed the
j
NASA FY 1 970 budget request by $45 million !
The Office of Management and Budget dictated to NASA,
and the President, that they would have to operate with no
major increases in the budget; that the OMB would have to
be satisfied that ' "cost-effective criteria" were met before
any large project could be developed; that any new program ,
like the Space Shuttle , would have to use as much Apollo
developed technology as possible ; and that there would be
no "crash" programs . Similar constraints have been made
upon President Reagan ' s space station initiative .

Sen�tor'j:' wHUam Fulbragbt, Washington Post, May

I

5, 1963 .

. Fulbright s;id that he 'iourtd it :'strange" that "in a
world which bears an jntolerable burden of hunger, dis�
?ease: poveqy fIDd animosity among its people, yre should
" devote so . �an'y of the best minds of both Westefll 'and
ComtIl�nist worlds to achleve :a I f.1ding on the Moon ,
.
' where, to my kno\ylc;dge, no solutions to our problems
await us. "
;
�

r

."

I

.

.

.

New �o�k !iInt;s, �o� Finney, Afril 7 , 1 963 . .
.
W Itb the apprectation of the cost have corne questions
� to Whether tb� space agency needs so much money and
'" whether some of the funds could n t be spell,t more profitably, on e3rtb qr ever} not be spe�t at all.

,,\belson, Ainetican A�iation of the Club
Rome;
edi
tor of Sc.ience, April 19, 1 963 .
of
.
NA�A has sought examples 01 tecbnology fallout in ,
itS program. To date, those cited have not been impres
,,;sive .. The problems of space, are di erent from the earthly /
tax-paying economy., . . . lQe!iev ' tl\e program may de
" "lay con�ues!S of cance! and rnental'illness.
Dr. Pb llip

' Newsweek, Sept. 30, 1968
Now a.s NASA draws close to the time when it either
fails or fulfills that corqrnit1llent [to: land on the Moon] the
,..u.S. space progtam is in d�cline:The Vietn,am war and '
,:'- the de�per�t� c�mditions of the na ion's poor and its .cit�
,
ies-"':'wbich m�e spaee6ight 8eeif , in comp�son, like
an e;Dlbarra ssmg national. self.iOOu1gence�have .com
bined to drag down a p(ogram whe tbe sky was no longer

,
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covery of America , in 1 992 . With the budget cuts in the past
two years , NASA is now uncertain it can even meet the 1 994
deadline that the President had given the program .
Colonel Gilbert Rye , who is director of space programs
on ttle National Security Council staff, wrote in 1 98 5 : "Pres
ident Reagan believes a space station can stimulate a boom
in the commercial development of space , much as the rail
roads opened the western frontier . " In September 1 984, ac
cording to Rye , Reagan said , "Bringing into ful l play Amer
ica ' s greatest asset-the vitality of our free enterprise sys
tem-will do more to spur th � devel opment of space for the
benefit of man than any of us dan now imagine . "
Both Rye an"d President Reagan seem t o have forgotten
that it was only President Lincoln ' s commitment to l ink the
transcontinental rai lroads that got the job done , and laid down
the infrastructure for the real growth of, not some mystical
"free enterprise , " but American industry and agriculture .
A different view of the i portance of the space station
project has been stated by former NASA Administrator James
Begg s . In 1 985 , Beggs stated that , "A space station is the
logical expansion of our activities into space . Indeed, a look
back at the origins of our planning for the Space Transporta
tion System shows that we had two things in mind . One wa.s

- ,

On Capitol Hil l , many of the same cast of characters
who today are clamoring for the dismantling of the space
program , were also doing so the n . Thu s , Sen . Edward Ken
nedy (D-Mass . ) , speaking at the dedication of a new God
dard Library at Clark University on May ' 1 9 , 1 969 , called
for a slow-down of the space program. NASA historian
emeritus Eugene Emme described this as a "profanity to the
memory of John F. Kennedy , who had set Apollo in motion ,
if not also to the memory of Robert H . Goddard . " The
landing of Apollo 1 1 was just two months away .
NASA planners were determined , however, to use the
giant Saturn V rocket and the Apollo technology for at least
a temporary space station . Skylab was l aunched in 1 97 3 ,
and produced stunning results i n space science , astronomy ,
biology , and materials processing . Designed for only tem
porary service , Skylab 1 was to be fol lowed by a second
U . S . space station .
That station , Skylab 2 , sits today as an exhibit in the
National Air and Space Museum in Washington , D . C . , never
having been l aunched . Skylab was a l arger station than the
entire series of Soviet Salyut stations used for the past dec
ade .

. Space station: deja vu?

In his State of the Union address in 1 984 , President Rea
gan asked NASA to build an Earth-orbital space station , to
begin 'operations within a decade . In a replay of the N ixon
. Shuttle decision , the OMB immediately cut N A S A ' s funding
request for the new i nitiative .
Originally , the space community had hoped to bring the
station on-line , for the 500th anniversary of Columbus' dis52
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efficient , routine , and economical transportation into space
with the Shuttle . "
"The other was a space station t o provide a continuous
manned presence in orbit . While the Shuttle allows us to do
many new things in space , it i not an end in itself. Rather, it
is an enabling mechanism toward other ends , which together
with a space station , will promote broad-reaching expansion ,
of the space program over the next century and beyond . "
In 1 975 , former NASA head Tom Paine , "one o f the most
innovative thinkers , " according to Beggs , laid out a I OO-year
scenario, which included the Space Shuttle and Spacehib; an
Earth-orbital station , then moving the space station capability
further out to geosynchronous orbit; then a lunar orbiting
station , a lunar colony; and the!! a station and colony on Mars .
Those are the reasons to build a space station .
In an interview in Sky and Telescope Magazine , on the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of the space age , Beggs
stated , "When you come down to it, the bottom l ine is what
they allow you to do in the budget. What I would l ike to see
during the period I occupy this chair is the establishment of a
policy and precedent that says the country will continue to
do research and technology development on a long-term ba
sis , at a level commensurate with the benefits that we receive
from the program .
. " . . . With another billion dollaI1S in the program, we
would be able to do a lot of things that we or even the scientific
community would like to do. We would like to see some new
beginnings because this program liyes by stepping up so often
to something new . That ' s what keeps our people thinking,
creating . "
.
Because Sky lab II was never orbited , and the building of
.
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a space statio!) has been postponed , the Shuttle has had to do
double duty as a space laboratory and a transport vehicle .
Convinced , as President Reagan is today , that an eco
nomic "recovery" would be obtained by slashing government
spending , President Nixon crippled the very federal agency
that could lead a recovery by extending the frontiers of sci
ence and technology .

Years with no vision

By 1 97 8 , it' was becoming clear that the underfunding of
the program , which led to cutbacks in testing of key compo':
nents and replacing tests with cheaper computer simulations,
plus the difficulty of the technologies �hemselves , meant that
either NASA would have to ask the Congress for more mon
ey, or it would never complet� Shuttle development. As the
program schedule slipped further behind , the NASA leader
ship refrained from an aggressive lobbying effort to get more
money, fearing that the entire project might be scrapped .
But in 1 97 8 , President Carter was persuaded that the
Shuttle was needed to verify any violations of the SALT II
treaty. Former astronaut Schmitt recalled: "I was serving in
the Senate at that time , and it became clear to me , and to
others , that the day of reckoning had come for the early
underfunding of the Shuttle program . "
Carter administration presidential science adviser (and
current head of the National Academy of Sciences) Frank
Press and Carter-era NASA head Robert Frosch made clear
that NASA would get no budget relief, no planned fifth or
biter, and no new space p'roject during their tenure .
That the frontal assault was against NA�A , and not sim
ply against all federal spending , can be seen in Table 1 .
While social welfare and "soft" technology boondoggles were
growing by leaps and bounds, NASA ' s budget increased by
a mere 4% , between 1 967 and 1 980 . It would have had to
increase by 1 47 % , just to keep up with inflation . It is indeed
amazing that NASA was able to build the Shuttle at all.
Though federal aid to higher education began skyrock
eting in the early 1 970s , the peak year for the graduation of
new physicists was 1 969 , close to the NASA peak funding
year. All of the billions of dollars in federal aid to education
has never produced as many scientists and engineers as NASA
did .

Table 1

Budget Increases for various federal
government agencies (1 967-80)
NASA

EIR,

4%

Transportation

1 93%

Education

344%

Energy

888%

Income security

48 1 %

Health

685%
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The same is true for developing new energy technologies.
NASA-supported projects throughout the 1 960s in advanced
nuclear technologies for propuslion , new energy conversion
techniques such as magnetohydrodynamic s , and other pro
grams contributed more to the nation' s energy R&D than the
billions of dollars spent on solar energy by Carter' s Depart
ment of Energy .
Speaking at the annual conferen�e of the American As
tronautical Society in 1 98 2 , then staff director of the House
S�bcommittee on Space Science and Applications , Darrell
Branscome , stated, "Inflation has had a significant impact on
NASA spending power. Whereas in 1 982 the actual dollar
amounts are increased slightly above the 1 966 funding leve l ,
i n terms o f purchasing power, the current NASA budget i s
less than one-third th e 1 966 level . " Fonner NASA head James
Beggs has repeatedly made the same:point.
Some have charged that Preside� Carter' s interest in the
space program stemmed from his reJlOrt in 1 969 that he had
seen a UFO . Be that as it may , look at his niggardly approach
to space exploration , as conveyed in an October 1 978 speech
at the Kennedy Space Center:
We have invested some $ 1 00 billion over the his
tory of our American space program . It is now time
to capitalize on that major inves�ment.
The first great era of the space age is over. The
second is about to begin . It will come into its own
with the new space shuttle , the heart of our new Space
Transportation System, when it �ecomes operational .
Paradoxically, the most exciting thing about the space
!
shuttle is that it will make our use of space in the
future routine and perhaps not v�ry exciting [ ! )"
Carter described his policy as the "evolution of our space
program from exploration to operations . "
General Robert Rosenberg , speaking for the Carter Na
tional Security Council, stated that since the Shuttle will be
less expensive , the "freed funds and talent can be applied
to important space efforts we cannot afford today . " Shuttle
optimization and increases in productivity , he said, "perhaps
can only be found through forced fiscal restraint. "
NASA began to bring the Shuttle into the public eye
with the aerodynamic te!lts of the prototype orbiter Enterprise
during the Ford administration . Finally, the agency had
"something to show for the money." But the advent of the
Reagan presidency in 1 98 1 did not change the direction of
the Shuttle program-it merely rationalized the miserly ap
proach toward space that the previous administrations had
institutionalized .

The 'cost-effective' Shuttle

When Dr. James Fletcher came in to head NASA in May
of 1 97 1 , it had become very clear that the space agency would
wrangle only one new manned space program out of the
Nixon White House . Since there was l ittle point in having a
Scienee & Technology
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space station without a transportation system to get astronauts
there and back, NASA opted to build the Space Shuttle , or
Space Transportation System .
According to space historian John Logsdon , unlike the
Apollo initiative , the Shuttle was arrived at through a three
year negotiating and compromise process, rather than from a
presidential mandate . He has described this as "pluralistic
policymaking . " It was also the first space program which was
analyzed in term's of cost effectiveness .
Of course , not everyone agreed that the Shuttle was nec
'
essary . Senators Waiter Mondale , William Proxmire , Clifford Case , and Jacob Javits continued their opposition to any
new manned space initiative . The Budget Office was uncon
vinced that it was a good "investment . "
The military did not want the kind o f quick and small
.
transport-to-orbit capability that NASA had first envisioned;
it wanted a large vehicle that could accomplish military mis
sions that were outside the scope of its available expendable
launch vehicles . This greatly increased the size of the orbiter
NASAdesigned , and it has been estimated that this increased
the cost of the Shuttle system by about 20% .
The sensible programmatic approach would have been to
develop a stable of launch vehicles , including a reusable
Shuttle and a heavy-lift expendable vehicle , that could carry
military payloads comparable to the lunar-Saturn V . No mon
ey was available to pursue the parallel development of these
next-generation systems .
President Nixon stated in his budget message on Feb . 2 ,
1 970 that h e had "received many exciting alternatives for the
future . Consistent with other national priorities , we shall seek
to extend our capabilities-both manned and unmanned . "
Behind the scenes , warfare against the space program was
being conducted by George Shultz at the OMB and White
House staffer Peter Flannagan , a representative of Wall
Street' s Dillon Reed .
NASA had proposed to build a fully reusable two-stage
Shuttle system , where the first-stage manned booster would
separate from the orbiter before reaching orbit , and fly back
to Earth to be reused . The Shuttle would continue on up to
orbit, using its own engines .
Fletcher recognized that he would have to sell this to the
White House , and that the only effective argument would be
that the Shuttle would be cheaper per pound of payload
launched , than the available expendable rockets . He awarded
a $600,000 study contract to Mathematica, Inc . to study the
economics of the Shuttle program .
,
The study showed that with afully reusable Shuttle, cost
ing about $ 1 2 . 8 billion for its development, savings of about
$ 1 00 million would accrue , compared to the use of expend
ables. The determining factor in cost was shown to be the
number of operational flights . It was thus clear from the
beginning , that if th� major proof of the viability of the
system were to be its "economics , " the number of fl ights
would be key .
54
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Fletcher knew that NASA would have to develop this
. system within a fixed budge�, a peak funding level of $2
billion , with a projected development time of six years . There
was no way they would be allowed to spend $ 1 2 billion . He
sent Mathematica back to the i drawing board, and the c�m

pany did an analysis based on the cheaper, one-stage , not
fully reusable design . Meanwhile , the OMB had told Fletcher
that he would probably end �p with about half of the $ 1 2
billion .
The mission model was a highly optimistic one , showing
a two-week turnaround time for the orbiters , and sufficient
flights to make it "economical" enough to sel l to the Budget
Office . NASA ended up with a,$5 . 2 billion total development
price , a 1 978 flight start , and :a 20% limit on cost overruns .
According to the anti-science New York Times, "NASA left
itself no margin for error. This is, of course , the classic
engineer's nightmare. "
To cut the cost of the Sh4ttle in half, of course , design
compromises had to be made . , Instead of being boosted on a
reusable first stage , the Shuttle would have two partially ·
reusable boosters , at its side . [0 increase the payload capa
bility , the fuel tank would be external to the orbiter, and
would be used up on each mission . Both of these decisions
would have a negative impact on the overall safety of the
system.
The debate on final Shuttle design continued until days
before Nixon announced the program , on Jan . 5, 1 972. He
decl ared that the Shuttle "will revolutionize transportation
into near space , by routinizing it. In short , it will go a long
way toward delivering the ri�h benefits of practical space
utilization and the valuable spinoffs from space efforts into
the daily lives of Americans an d all people . "
H e continued , " 1 972 i s a year of conclusion for Ameri
ca's current series of manned fl ights to the Moon . " He de
scribed the Shuttle as being used up to I00 times per vehicle ,
which would bring operating costs down as low one-tenth
those of present launch vehicles .
On March 1 5 t�at same year, NASA announced that it
had decided to opt for solid-fueled boosters instead of Iiquid
fueled boosters , because of lower cost and lower technical
risk , since this was a proven technology . Solid-fueled boost
ers had been used for years on expendable rockets , but never
before in a manned spacecraft system.
Since the contract for the boosters had to go to the lowest
bidder, which turned oUt to be Morton Thiokol , the location
of their production plant in Utah meant that the 1 49-foot-Iong
boosters had to be shipped in segments , in order to be trans
ported safely .
This created the requirement that the boosters had to be
stacked together at the Kennedy Space Center. Questions
about the joints between these segments have been raised
during the investigation of the Challenger explosion .
Within weeks of Nixon ) announcement, the NASA
budget was cut by nearly half(l billion dollars. The projected
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Shuttle launch date slipped from 1 978 to 1 979 , and the pro
cess of underfunding the ne�t NASA manned space program
was off and running. If President Nixon's Space Shuttle was
off to a bad start, President Reagan's space station is faring
no b�tter.
NASA has estimated it will cost at least $700 million just
to replace the equipment lost in the explosion (excluding a
replacement orbiter) , pay for the investigation and salvage
operations, do the modifications the Rogers Commission
might recommend, and store the payloads that were ready
for launch until the Shuttle starts flying again. A replacement
orbiter will cost about $2 billion, and take more than three
years to complete and test. The Congressional Budget.Office
released a report earlier this month saying that all of this is
certainly too much money. They state that money could be
taken from the space station program, which won't be built
on time without a full orbiter fleet anyway, and from the
EIR
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development of new science experiment payloads , which
won't be able to fly, either.
Will the lesson be learned?

. This country has a fundamental decision to make. Cuts
in operating costs, maintenance, training, and pay through
the deregulation of the commercial airlines, produced a year
with more fatalities than any other in the history of flight, in
1 985 .

Space Shuttle accidents are, of course, more spectacular
and shocking than airline crashes,. but the causes are not that .
much different. No matter �hat the investigating bodies may
finally determine the cause of the . Challenger explosion to
be-even if it was sabotage-we have, as a nation, paid for
the 1 5 years of cheating the space program.
By fiscal year 1 974 , the NASA budget of $ 2 . 9 billion ·
Science & Technology
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was the lowest it had been since 1 963 . According to historian
Emme , "Later cuts , though less severe , reduced confidence
even in the 1 979 date , which undoubtedly had some impact
on schedule delays in 1 978-80. Although President Nixon
(and subsequently President Ford) continued to support the
�huttle Program in principle , the budgetary process with its
cuts did not allow the orderly development that the Apollo
Program had enjoyed . "
Speaking before the National Academy o f Engineering
in November 1 975 , NASA head Fletcher stated , "The OMB ,
which controls the government ' s pursestrings , rarely plans
beyond one or two years at a time . NASA's Space Shuttle
program is an excellent example of the effects of year-to-year
budget cycles. The program has never been funded in its
entirety , but has been piecemealed together out of the agen
cy ' s overall yearly budget . Yet , if NASA did not proceed
with the development 6f the Shuttle , the nation would be
without a major new space program for the 1 980s . "
That commitment to the interest o f the' nation , despite the
most unworkable constraints and demands on the space agen
cy, was reflected recently by former Apollo astronaut Harri
son Schmitt . In a commentary written two days after the
Challenger loss , Schmitt stated , "In sharp contrast to Apollo,
the early years in the design and development of the Space
Shuttle were played out in a far more constrained fiscal en
vironment . . . .
"There were many of us ' old Apollo heads' who , on
detailed exposure in 1 973 to the near-final concepts for the
Space Shuttle , felt that the new program w¥ underfunded by
a factor of three or four. " The Space Shuttle orbiter "was
itself an extraordinary technical challenge . It would require
more than just state-of-the-art engineering to take a space
craft as big as a DC-9 into orbit, make good use of it in the
harsh environment of space , fly it on return through hyper
sonic ranges never before experienced by aircr�ft , land it on
a standard airport runway , and then recycle it for reuse within
a few weeks .
"Those of us who were skeptical about NASA ' s ability
to succeed in this endeavor were wrong . We underestimated ,
as so many have , the unexcelled motivation and heart of the
NASA family . Space and space flight generate a belief in
hundreds of thousands of Americans that working on the
exploration of this new ocean is the most important endeavor
of their lives . "
NASA persevered, trying to build a leading-edge Shuttle
system, without enough money . NASA also realized that the
Shuttle would be the only manned space capability that the
United States would have for nearly two decades . The agency
built into the Shuttle the ability to spend 7 to 1 0 days in space ,
so scientific experiments in the European-built Spacelab could
be done on orbit , since tbere would be no space station . The
Shuttle was no longer simply a "truck" to haul cargo to Earth
orbit or to a space station; it became a major space facilily on
its own .
56
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Budget constraints and �afety

Were there any red-flag warning signals that the Space
Shuttle system was being stretched to its limit, before the
loss of the Challenger? Absolutely .
The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel , which is indepen
dent of NAS A , recently relea�ed its annual report for 1 9� 5 .
I t contains a frontal attack o n �he stated Space Shuttle policy
of the Reagan administration , ! which for the past three years
has been to make the system "operational and cost effective . "
The panel objects that neither of those goals is coherent
with maintaining safety as th� primary responsibil ity of the
space agency , and warns NASA that budget constraints will
continue to compromise the safety of the system .
One part of the report g�ve NASA the opportunity to
respond to statements made in the report, from the year before .
The panel had recommended : that the NASA management
"would be well advised to avpid advertising the Shuttle as
being ' operational ' in the airlines sense when it clearly
isn ' t . . . . Shuttle operations fpr the next five to ten years are
not likely to achieve the ' rout�ne ' characteristics associated
with commercial airline oper�ion s . Given this reality , the
continuing use of the term ' operational ' simply compounds
the unique management challe�ge of guiding the STS through
this period of ' development evaluation . ' "
All that NASA could do to respond was to quote directly
from National Security Decision Directive 42 ,\which is the
stated policy for the space program by the White House :
NASA ' s highest priori*y is to make the Nation ' s
Space Transportation System operational and cost
effective in providing routine access to space . Fully
operational means that the STS is reaay and available
for routine use in the intended operational environment
to achieve the committed operational objective .
This means that . . . adequate logistics support for
the systems is in place ; that the ground and flight
processing capabi lities are adequate to support the
committed flight schedule of up to 24 flights per year
with margins for routine cqntingencies attendant with
a fl ight surge capability .
Cost effective means that the Shuttle provides space
services for specific levels of mission capabilities with
an efficiency at least equivalent to the cost of alternate
systems .
It has always been the case that the major parameter that
determines the cost of launches is the fl ight rate . Safety is
not mentioned in the directive .
As soon as the Shuttle started flying in April 1 98 1 , the
Heritage Foundation , the KGB ' s favorite Washington , D . C .
"conservative" think-tank , suggested that i t may be time to
consider abandoning the Shuttle program as too costly , par
ticularly if the number of flights turned out to be "less than
needed to generate sufficient revenues . "
The report o f the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel states
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4) "Sufficient logistics support , in both hardware and
systems , lies sometime in the future . " ,
5) The fact is "that all of the above are subject to con
straints by budgetary allocations . "
The panel goes into detail o n some o f the results o f the
continual funding limitation s . Regarding crew training ,
mentioned by senior astronaut John Young in his recent
memo: "Time available in the present fleet of orbiter flight
simulator aircraft is becoming marginal and can be foreseen
as being inadequate to meet future training demands . " they
recommend that "NASA commit the "funds in a timely man
ner to ensure an adequately-size� fleet of training aircraft . "
This problem only gets worse , a s the numbet o f missions
and therefore , number of required trained crews, increases
with launch frequency .
In 1 98 3 , the panel reports , a three-phase program was
initiated to substantially improve the Space Shuttle Main
Engine s . "However, " they state , "as a result of severe fund
ing-rate limitation s , the program was restructured in 1 984
to address only certain improvements to the wear life of
various turbopump components . "
I n the crucial , and much criticized , area o f spare parts
which are needed to be able to maintain a higher launch
rate . with safe vehicle s , the panel states that the "entire
program is being ' restructured ' to comply with budget re
straints . A significant element of this restru,c turing is the use
of planned cannibal ization , " from other orbiters .
"Today cannibal ization is a prime means by which many

Astronaut Charles Conrad, Jr. examines the Surveyor III

NASA

spacecraft on the surface of the ModI! . Apollo 12 �rrived Nov .
1 9 , 1 969 . Surveyor 1II had soft-landed o n the Moon o n Ap ril

1 9 , 1 96 7 .

that the "attainment of NASA ' s goal of 24 launches per year
will challenge the capac ities of both the physical and human
resources" of the agenc y . The report points to the following
facts:
I ) "A number of flight hardware components are still
undergoing development for both performance and relia
bility . " That is, this is by no means a fully operational
system.

2) Additional "brick and mortar" facilities are required
at the Kenn�dy Space Center "for orbiter processing and
component maintenance . " Without these facilitie s , it is not
possible for NASA to tum the orbiters around in a decreasing
amount of time . The . alternative is to try to keep to the
launch schedule without doing all the work on the Shuttles

that is required .
3) "There are ultimate limitations of human resources
to compensate for shortfal ls in the physcial resources (even
with extraordinary dedication and effort) . "
EIR
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spares are provided , " they remark . "STS orbiter 1 03 [ At
lantis] has been a major ' spare parts bin , ' but what crisis
will develop in six months when these units are needed for
the first fl ight out of Vandenberg ? There has to be a minimum
allocation of spare units to permit the planned number of
fl ights . "
"Reduc ing the allocation of spares to fit the budget is
going at the problem backwards . . . realistic planning should
be accompl ished to establ ish the number of missions that
can realistically be flown based on such curtailments . The
number 'of missions should be based on real capability . " '
Expressing further concerns ' about flight rate , the panel
states that the existing constraints include hardware , spare s ,
needed modifications , .a nd payload manifesting (preparation)
difficulties . "The goal of 1 8 fl ights per year is not within
reach at present , " they conclude . "A more realistic goal is
between 1 2 and 1 5 fl ights per year . "
Despite the President ' s manifest enthusiasm for the space
program , in the fi nal analysi s , he has merely continued the
policy of sabotaging America ' s space initiative , by starving
it of the funds which were critically necessary to allow it
to keep functioning , much less allow it to 'expand . Whatever
the immediate cause of the Challenger disaster fi nally proves
to be , the seeds of disaster were laid by the years of un
derfunding and the series of policy decisions which sabo
taged the Space Shuttle program from its inception.
Science & Technology
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Satanism and witchcraft:
a concern for the Vatican
I'

An EIR inquiry by Sandro Mitromaco and Ira Liebowitz

•

The growth of 'Yeird satanic cults , occult practices, witchraft ,
and the like , in recent years , has been astounding . The rate
at which these deranged activities have spread In recent years
defies any past experience of similar outbreaks of mass psy
chosis . Most persons of normal moral orientation recoil in
fear before these types of phenomena and quietly , but in vain,
wish them away .
A team of EIR investigators has been quietly watching
these developments over a number of years and has already
identified certain unmistakeable patterns of paramount polit
ical significance. Contrary to what is ordinarily believed
respecting these phenomena of aberrant behavior, their out
break is associated with their methodical promotion , by a
certain well-known and well-identified agency , which rep
resents a major strategic and political influence in today ' s
world, and about which w e shall have much to say i n the near
future . At this tIme , we are prepared to state that the Bene
dictine Order and its variegated and polymorphous affilia
tions-, operating within a variety of cults , religions , and de
nominations, appears to be very mu<;h the "Brain Trust" of
this well-known and well-identified agency which promotes
\
the spread of satanism .
Experts who will follow our argument in the weeks and
months ahead , will readily recognize what we have to report
on the role of the Benedictine Order in inducing the creation
of notorious forms of political satanism , including the rise of
Hitlerism to power, the formation of the more potent features
of Russian Bolshevism, out of the island of Capri , and the
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creation of overt Gnostic fO� s of worship , in OPpoSitiOn to
the Vatican I Council of the] 1 9th century , such as the. Old
.
Catholic Church , the Libera� Catholic Church , the Gnostic
Catholic Church , and other similar outfits .
Fewer, however, will be l willing to agree with what we
consider the most essential discovery of our long-standing
investigation , namely that the activities of the Benedictine
Order of the last two centurie$ , incuding their current assault
under the guise of "liberation theology" and assorted "grass
roots" misinterpretations of the Vatican II Council , form a
continuity with centuries-old "satanist" projects of the Order,
dating back to ,the first cons¢cra60n of certain Benedictine
facilities on the island of Capri . We shall assert that what the
Benedictines and their allies would prefer to present to the
world as mysterious , arcane , �nd outlandish is merely a con
venient smokescreen for simply and straightforwardly vi
cious political scheming . '
We expect , in the course of our forthcoming reports , to
be able to shred the artful cloak of liturgical mystery , and we
expect that the truth will out in this matter. Meanwhile , we
shall report below on three : recent cases: the outbreak of
satanism in the city of Turin� Italy , which . has justly occa
sioned serious concern in the Vatican; Cardinal Ratzinger' s
recently published policy against the spread o f satanism; and
the case of a certain United States dissident Catholic faction
defending the practice of witqhcraft .
-The Editor
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The outbreak of

nately) that even priests and former priests "are linked to a
particular masonic lodge , and actively participating in black
masses . "

satanism in Thrin

Mass human sacrifice

"Do you know anything about the satanist outbreak that pre
ceded, and formed , the Nazi Party in Germany after World
War I, the Thule Society? Well it is happening again . "
This surprising statement was made by a very well-known
expert on satanic cults who prefers to remain anonymous . It
was a comment on what is going on in Turin, the capital of
auto production in Italy , the city of the Trilateral Commis
sion 's Gianni Agnelli and Fiat.
During the first week of March, Turin made the headlines
as the "satanic city" of Italy , following a Feb . 5 announce
ment by the city ' s Anastasio Cardinal B allestrero that he
would nominate six new exorcists to face a growing demand:
Over the last three years , in Turin alone , 1 , 350 people asked
the Church to be exorcised . The Turin Curia stresses that the
large majority of these people "fell into the trap" of satanic
cults and lost their mental and emotional equilibrium . They
turned to the Church in desperation , claiming to be possessed
by the devil .
Turin is, on the surface , a very orderly city , but it is also
the city that leads the nation in number of suicides . In recent
years, it has been hit by a harsh economic crisis and a terrible
wave of unemployment. According to Cardinal B allestrero ,
"The people professionally involved in occultism in northern
Italy are 50,000 , many of them in Turin . " An incredible
number of magic shops continue to open, and are apparently
successful , a measure of the collapse of morale and morality
in the population . You can buy special herbs and amulets that
are supposed to defend you from the "evil eye ," or guaran
teed , made-in-Brazil puppets made of "human herbs" to be
used to punish your enemies. Witches , fortune-tellers , and
magicians have their offices everywhere , publishing houses
specializing in magic produce local bestsellers to reinforce
the idea that "Turin is a magical city . " A large number of
black and "white" magic sects are recruiting .
After London , Turin is the city that has the most adepts
of the satanic church , which is subdivided into parishes , each
with its own chapel .
The municipality had been forced to place fences around
the old cemetery of San Pietro in Vincoli . to prevent the
satanists from performing rites based on sacrifice of animals.
Other monuments have been surrounded with guards for the
same reasons , including the Church of the Grande Madre; it
reportedly attracts the cultists because of its name , recalling
the cult of the Magna Mater: Great Mother.
In 1 984 , the cardinal of Turin , in a homily in the city
cathedral , appealed to the population to stop stealing sacred
objects from the church in order to practice sacreligious rites.
In vain ! The satanist splurge has only escalated. The press is
reporting (and the allegation is not so fantastic , unfortu-
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On Feb . 1 3 , 1 983 , fire destroyed the Cinema Statuto,
killing ' 64 people . It was a case of arson . By whom? The
guilty parties were never found , but it was reported that the
massacre had been planned in a villa in Turin where a meeting
of all Italian satanic lodges took place. Only one week earlier,
Mrs . Giuditta Dembech, the best-known spokesman of the
so-called white magic sects in Turin and author of the book
Turin, Magic City, gave an interview to Panorama in which
she warned that "something terrible" was going to happen in
the first days of February , and it was going to happen in the
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area of Piazza Statuto where the cinema was located ! The
press is now saying that this was nothing but a mass hurnan
sacrifice .
A few miles away from Turin , a whole community of
satanists live , who consider themselves the new Essenes ,
after the famous Gnostic cult that lived in Palestine 2 ,000
years ago . They practice old Druid rites . In Giaveno , one
Lorenzo Alessandri , initiated into the black church , has or
ganized a museum of "satanic art . "
Every night i n Turin , at least one black mass is celebrat
ed . There are many cases of young women found murdered
"in a ritual way , " but de�pite investigations , lasting for years
in some cases , no assassins have ever been brought to justice .
"The numerous· unsolved cases of murder of women ," wrote
Il Giorno on Feb . 1 8 , "most of them virgins , could be linked
to the ritual of the black inass. "
"They are probably the victims of some monstrous rite .
Believe me: Horrendous things hap�n in Turin," said Ugo
Saroglia. Saroglia is one of two exorcists who operated in
Turin before the most recent decision of the Cardinal to
expand their number.
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High-level protection
Turin police officials insist that they have no evidence
aga\nst the satanic cults , and that , in any case , they have no
basis on which to act against even the most horrendous and
pomographic cult sessions or black masses when these occur
in a private home .
Obviously , the cults have high-level protection .
" The problem is that very high-level people are at the top
of the satanic lodges, and nobody dares to challenge them , "
three different sources told EIR . One added: "They are im
portant people , indeed , but please do not ask me their names,
for I would not tell you . I do not fear spiritual evil , but I fear
very much a real , solid knife or gun . . . . "
In the meantime , ''Turin, the satanic city" continues to
make headlines even outside Italy , being used by the media
with morbid sensationalism . CBS-TV has jumped on the
story and is now planning a big special for the American
public . French TV is doing the same , and so on .
The aim of the media , however, is not to cause authorities
to take action against this criminality . On the contrary , media
treatments of this criminality are designed to terrorize the
population. Moral standards having gone progressively down,
the impact of such well-publicized outbreaks of evil irration
ality is even more disruptive of moral sentiments .
The precedent we have 'already cited . During the pre�
Nazi period in Germany , all normal moral parameters and
reference points were systematically undermined.
Of course , Turin is not the only case . The same thing is
happening in the United States and in the Western world in
general . The border between what is rational and what not is
being constantly blurred . And , while atrocious crimes are
committed , and it is reported that there are "high-level people
behind it all , " and even names are privately whispered , the
society' s institutions themselves are now too immoral , too
impotent to do anything .

'
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Wicca
The National Catholic Register published in Los Angeles ,
, California , recently carried a front-page article , entitled:
"Wicca" written by one Todd Ackerman as a Register Special
Report. Astoundingly , it endorsed the practice of witchcraft
and the worship of "Great Mother," upon which the docu
mented cases of Turin satanism are based . The author makes
a spurious distinction between "satanism" and "witchcraft, "
and advocated. quite openly the acceptance o f witchcraft by
Roman Catholicism.
The article reads:
"It's Called Dial-a-Goddess and it is-make no mis
take-completely on the)level .
" ' You know you can Dial-A-Goddesss by tuning into
60
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yourself-I'm only here to. remind' you of that , ' says Ar..
iadne , the San Francisco woptan whose telephone recording
serves as a beacon to many 'of the movement' s local mem
bers .
" ' With the changing of the seasons , we can 't help but
think of the waxing and waning of our lifeblood, our life
energy , . . . All of us already have a death sentence , we 're
born with a death sentence . The only thing we don 't know is
when we get to cash it in . '
"The ' goddess ' refers to the Great Goddess, or Nature ,
the female deity worshipped by members ofWicca, the pagan
faith which has quietly carv�d out a niche in contemporary
American spirituality over the past couple of decades.
"In short , witches are bac� . And they ' re bigger than ever.
Three hundred years after witches were burned at the stake,
witchcraft has become a 'legitimate ' religion , tied to the
feminist and ecology movements and aiming for even wider
acceptance .
,
"Since blossoming in the early 1 970s-historians dis
count claims by witches th �t the movement dates back to
antiquity-Wicca has enjoYFd slow but steady growth . Its
exac� size is unknown , but e$timates of its national member
ship range from 30,000 to 1 00 ,000 .
"What is clear about the last few years is that Wicca has
succeeded in getting people tp sit up and take notice . Wiccl\
seminars at a women ' s spiritJai ity conference in the Midwest
last fall drew more attendees including some nuns , than any
other of the meeting ' s divers offerings .
"In the San Francisco Bar area, a self-proclaimed witch
teaches at a Catholic college . And the National Film Board
of Canada is currently shooting a roughly three-hour docu
mentary on patriarchal and lnatriarchal pagan religions . It
will come down strongly , s.id its director, on the side of
matriarchal pagan faiths.
'
"What ' s going on? As 1* as the 1 620s , Pope Gregory
VI ordered that anyone who bad made a pact with the devil
be handed over to the secular courts and sentenced to death .
But that was a couple of time ! w
s ago . '
"The first thing Wicca fqllowers say in their defense is
. that, contrary to most people ! s misconceptions , they are not
Satan worshipers . Most do pot, in fact , even believe that
Satan exists . There may be slatanists out there who claim to
be witches, but they have nothing to do with Wicca, members
.insist .
"It's a point witches take great pains to stress. A Los
Angeles witch recently ad�ssed L . A . County Sheriffs to
dispel negative stereotypes . And one of the main reasons
witches will even talk to jounjlalists-who invariably end up
promoting sensational myths : anyway, they claim-is to try
to improve Wicca's public i�ge .
" 'Satanism is the oppositeI . of witchcraft, ' claimed Selena
Fox , a high priestess o f the qturch of Circle Wicca in Madison , Wisconsin . ' We don ' t believe in evil practices , we
abide by a love ethic . Harming any of Nature' s creations is
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the last thing we ' d ever do . The faith is about a oneness with
Nature . It ' s a positive thing . And it ' s something I had with
me even as a child, though of course , I wasn 't conscious of
it at the time . But today , when I ' m out communing with the
wilderness , I recognize some of the same feelings I had as a
kid. '
"Fox is a former Southern Baptist, a one-time Bible scholar
who left the Church because of dissatisfaction with her fellow
Christians and with the ' secondary role women were relegat
ed to. '
,. . I saw a lot of hypocrisy , ' she told the Register. 'Christ ' s
love consciousness wasn 't being expressed the way I thought
it should be by congregants . And I warited to take on more of
a leadership role than the Church would allow a woman to . I
wasn' t happy being a second-class citizen . '
"Fox ' s experience is not unique among witches. Many of

In the San Francisco Bay area, a
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those who had a traditional religious background claim that
they felt repressed in their. Church and wanted to enter the
clergy .
.
"Margot Adler, priestess of a New York coven, grand
daughter of renowned psychiatrist Alfred Adler and author
of Drawing Down the Moon, the best book-length study of
today ' s witches , was brought up in a family of agnostics and
atheists . But feeling some dimension lacking in her life , she
'embarked on a quasi-religious search as a teenager. '
" ' I found ecstatic power in Catholic ritual in the Latin
Mass , ' Adler told the Register. 'I desperately wanted to be a
Catholic . But because of beliefs or dogmas that seemed ir
relevant, I couldn't find acceptance in the traditional Church .
That ' s where pagan religions are appealing to many-they
provide that ritual . '
"One of the most influential authorities on Wicca ritual is
Starhawk (her real name is Miriam Simos), author of The
, Spiral Dance and Dreaming the Dark. Last fall ' s ' women
and sprituality' conference at Minnesota ' s Mankato State
University drew heavily on both works .
"In recent years , Starhawk has gained some credibility
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within Catholic circles as a faculty mep1t>er at the Institute
for Culture and Creation Spirituality at floly Names College
in Oakland, California. Neither she nor Dominican Father
Mathew Fox , the institute' s director, re�rned Register phone
calls . But in the past , Fox has told the ;Register, ' Starhawk
herself is very ecumenical and that' s,why I hired her. She can
help, Christians in waking up to divinity . We have to get back
to creative rituals. We ' re not getting enough in the Church
that ' s for sure . '
"Wicca has no set creed or doctrilUll statement and has
only begun to think about theology : But , according to reli
gious historians , one could catalog a long list of beliefs held
by most pagans that are inimical to Christian faith .
"In place of the Trinity are the Mother Goddess and her
consort. Most witches believe in reinc�ation (and karma) ,
and have generally adopted the Easterp ethic of 'harmless
ness , ' as summarized in a Wiccan code , 'That ye harm none ,
do what ye will , ' instead of the Christian approach of active
love . And they strongly criticize ' the way the planet has been
plundered in the name of Christianity . '
" ' Underlying everything they believe is a pantheism , '
said Gordon Melton , director of the Ins�itute for the Study of
American Religion at the University qf California at Santa
Barbara. 'There ' s some polytheism there and it ' s all overlaid
with Jungian philosophy , but the bottom line is that they
worship nature to be dead , to be usable . Witches consider it
to be alive , to be revered . '
"Melton , a United Methodist min�ster, has studied pa
ganism since the early ' 70s when it e�perienced its biggest
growth spurt. Although he admits data is still fairly sparse on
the movement, he did offer some geneml facts .
"Wicca is a rural phenomenon as well as an urban one ,
with its largest concentrations in the fdidwest. Its average
member is well-educated, interested in science fiction and
alternative lifestyles and often has a lot of pets and plants .
"Many work in the ' helping pro�ssions . ' Leadership
cadres tend to be in their late 20s and early 30s; members in
their early-to mid-20s . Some 50 percept come fmm Protes
tant backgrounds , 25 percent Catholic and 10 percent Jewish .
But few were active in the Church while growing up .
" 'Their weakness is organization , : said Melton . 'Their
average group, rarely exceeds 1 5 peqple . They 're uncom
fortable , to say the least , doing thin�s in concert. Large
,
numbers scare them . lW,icca ' s] strength is that its laity-led .
It can survive and grow . It'll never be. dominant , but it will
also always be around . It' s a good rel ious home fo� those
who don' t fit in elsewhere .
" ' I ' ve seen good things in the movement. They ' re good
holding tanks for people who otherwise could be complete
social misfits . They get their act together and move on ,
whereas Evangelicals, by attempting tQ' meddle in their lives ,
could really mess them up .
" ' All in all , they ' re harmless . They 're not a threat to
anyone . At worst, they waste people ' s time . '
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'' 'There ' s something very American about pagan cul
tures , ' said Margot Adler. .'It's religion without the middle
person , it' s do-it-yourself religion . And it' s looking for your
roots .
" ' Traditional religion dry-cleans the feeling out of spir
ituality . We want to get that back. ' "

The letter of Cardinal
Ratzinger
On Feb . 2 1 , a letter sent by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, the
Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith , to
the world' s 4 ,000 Catholic bishops , was published in the
official Vatican gazette , Acta apostolicae sedis. The letter
condemns the satanic cults , and states that nobody is allowed
to perform exorcisms without explicit . authQrization by the
local bishop .
The letter would appear to be of limited importance and
involve only certain "strange" questions peculiar to the Cath
olic Church . In reality , the position taken by one of the
highest leaders of the Vatican , the author of the condemna
tion of "Theology of Liberation , " on the one side , and of
libertine ("free market") economics , on the other, is a signal
that this time , unlike the pre-Nazi period, the challenge of
the satanic cults and their bosses will be met by the Church .
The letter, according to sources , had already been pre
pared last September, i . e . , before the Efttrliordinary Synod
of Bishops in Rome (Nov . 26-Dec . 8) and before the historic
condemnation of all distinctions between morality and eco
nomics which are destroying Western civilization .
The decision to appoint six new exorcists in Turin is one
result . The incredibly fast escalation of satanic activities has
brought many faithful to practice a sort of "spontaneous ex
orcism," with all the problems in terms of spreading hysteria
that this involves .
But more broadly , Cardinal Ratzinger' s letter signifies
that the leadership of the Church is now determined to deal
in an organiz�d fashion with an organized evil , before it is
too late . Theologically and epistemologically, the issue here
is exactly the problem of "evil . " ,
What must have especially worried the satanists by this
de facto announcement was Cardinal Ratzinger' s statement
on the question of the existence of the devil , of organized
evil . ''There are already signs of a return of obscure forces , "
wrote the Cardinal , "while in the secularized world , satanic
rites are growing . . . . The devil is a mysterious but real
presence; it is personal , not symbolic . It is a powerfull reality ,
the Prince of this world, as the New Testament calls it. " It
was a firm restatement of what Paul VI said in 1 972: "From
some · hole , the smoke of Satan entered into the temple of
God . "
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Some preliminary notes
on C . G . Jung :and satanism
The issues addressed by Cardinal Ratzinger in bibical and
theological terms , can also be readily identified in "worldly"
terms , in a way which renders numerous events , such as the
National Catholic Register iu1icle in defense of witchcraft
more comprehensible . "Satan ," as a non-symbolic existent,
or, in Ratzinger' s language� as a "personal" existent, de
scribes a psychological state in which a person locates his or
her sense of identity in an overwhelming willful commitment
to commit evil actions precisely because they are evil-a
phenomenon roughly equivalent to the case of a Charles
Manson .
During most of the 20th century , the Swiss psychologist
Carl Gustaf Jung exerted a seminal influence on psychiatric ,
theological , and governmental circles , with his theory that
the essential prerequisite for mental health is the elimination
of all the constraint which !IOCiety and religion place upon
evil . In a series of lectures toward the end of the Second
World War, at a time in which he was serving as the family
psychologist for the Dulles fllmily (of Allen and John Foster
Dulles) , C . G . JUng delivered a series of broadcast lectures ,
later dubbed the Eon lectures, in which he argued in favor of
the need for a social engineering program to eli�inate what
he presumed "arbitrary" social constraint against evil social
behavior, as a precondition (or producing what he imagined
to be "repression-free" and thus psychologically "healthy"
persons .
A t that time , i n 1 945 , Jung nicknamed his program the
"Age of Aquarius , " in contradistinction to the age of Chris
tianity which , in imitation df thepsophist Rudolph Steiner,
he dubbed the "Age of Pisce$ . "
After the war, Jung went o n to collaborate with numerous
inftuential personalities , drawn from the world of politics and
administration , such as the Dulles brothers ; from the world
of theology , such as Karl Rahner, and the world of academia,
such as the leaders of Princeton University .
Jung-collaborator Karl Rahner, nominally a Jesuit but in
reality controlled by the Benedictine Abbey of Regensburg ,
whose abbot is a prominent member of the oligarchical Thurn
und TaXis f�ily , was a theological adversary of Cardinal
Ratzing�r almost throughout his life . Rahner' s voluminous
literary remains are Ii systematic theological justification of
lung ' s conception of "evil , " and of what should be done with
it. Today , Rahner' s writings are the theological justification
of "liberation theology , " and of all libertine interpretations
of Vatican II , including on matters of sexual conduct, homo.
seXUality , masturbation, lesliianism, and so forth .
From Princeton University , C . G . lung created an orga
nization , the Bollingen Foupdation , which he liked to call
his "mystical body , " through which a number of significant
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projects were spun off, especially in collaboration with the
United Nations' Lucis Trust (earlier known as the Lucifer
Trust) . One important such project involved a protracted
effort to discredit the authority of the New Testament text,
initially through an academic hoax , carried out at the Uni
versity of California, known as the "Nag Hammadi texts . "
The open aim of Jung and his followers was .precisely to
reverse the process started by the Christian movement some
2,000 years ago . He was one of the most important promoters
of old Gnostic , pagan doctrines, the same doctrines rivital
ized in the present spread of satanic cults , and spared no
effort, financial or otherwise, to have ancient Gnostic docu
ments reprinted and spread .
The essense of Jung' s psychoanalysis is that what our
"repressive" society calls mental insanity is exactly the ar
chetype of the old pagan religion. He carefully analyzed the
parallels between the old cults destroyed by Judeo-Christian
teachings and mental deseases-for example, the obvious
. parallel between chronic hysteria, such as that promoted by .
rock music today, and ancient Diony�ian cults.
Jung , of course , did not just discuss his theory or write
books about it. In his seminars in Eranos and Ascona, he
"eduqrted" the elite of the Western world. Through his hands,
to mention a few , passed the Dulleses, the Bruces , the Mel
Ions , and so on .
What happens when you apply Jung's method to strate
gy? One example is the book Breakthrough to the Future?
by Alfons Rosenberg , a sort of bible for the Jungians . This
book explains , in a psychedelic style, why the Age of Pisces
(the age of Christ, or moral and material progress) is coming
to an end and the Age of Aquarius is now reshaping the world.
It discusses the cultural paradigm shift of the Western popu
lation down to lower levels of morality and rationality , but
then, gets to the real point: The key "instrumenf' in achieving
the new "Age of Aquarius" is the victory of Russia over the
West!
Contrary to the materialistic West, "The Russian people
present the most Aquarian-like mentality among the peoples
of the world. . . . Will Russia remain communist? For the
moment oilly, but Russia will change . . . and this will hap
pen after the elimination of Pisces-like Christianity and its
replacement with the Aquarian age. " In fact, "Pisces-like
Christianity cannot be accepted by Aquarian Russia. "
A significant Jungean network i s operating today i n Cal
ifornia, with extensive influence and penetration into the
main body of the Roman Catholic Church there , which could
well explain, at least in part, the unprecedented, and una
bashed defense of witchcraft in the National Catholic Reg
ister, reported above. This network seems to be centered
around a group which involves the Gnostic Church of Los
Angeles, and local offshoots of the Old Catholic Church and
Liberal Catholic Church, as well as collaborating academics
from the University of California.
One Stephan Hoeller, aged about 50, of 45 1 6 Hollywood
Boulevard, Los Angeles, is the leader of the Los Angeles
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Gnostic Church, also known as the "Pre-Nicene Gnostic
Church," and "Sophia Gnostic Center. " He admits contact
with the leaders of the Mexican, Salvad�rian, P.eruvian, Co
lombian, Brazilian, and Ecuadorian Gnostic Churches. He is
also an Old Catholic Church (OCC) Bishop in the "American
Catholic Church," according to OCC soUrces .
According to other sources , he is part of a Gnostic-Theo
sophy network in Southern California which includes Dr.
Robert Ellwood of USC , a leader of the New Religions Proj
ect of the Berkeley Graduate Theological Union, and a mem
ber of Theosophy who poses as a non-committed academic
and psychiatrist. The New Religions Project is the psychiatric
control agency over the mass array of Aquarian cults spun
out of Theosophy , in conjunction witb the Lucis Trust of
New York City , from the mid- l 960s to � 980.
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Hoeller exemplifies the fact that the Gnostic Church (ov
ert and covert) is run by the Old Catholic Church. According
to sources , Hoeller' s Gnostic Church Was ordained by OCC
Bishop Ronald Powell, a.k.a. Richard duc de Palatine, who
is one of the OCC leaders in ,Britain . HOeller confinned this,
adding that Powell was ordained in oce by-Hugh de Wilmott
Newman of the Liberal Catholic Church.
Hoeller wrote a book on Carl Jung's Gnosticism, on
Jung' s secret Seven Sermons to the Dtiod, of 1 9 1 6 . Hoeller
is also in the Theosophy Society , works!with the Lucis Trust,
and was raised a Roman Catholic . Hodller boasts that there
is a close relationship between Gnostics and the Benedictine
monastic orders . ;Hoeller and Dr. James Robinson, coordi
nator of the translation of the Gnostic Nag Hammadi manu
scripts , report that they are in contact with two leading East
Gennan Gnostics now in the process of moving to the United
States: Dr. Kurt Rudolf of Leipzig Uni\rersity , now at USC ,
and Hans Martin-Schenke, a "defectof' now teaching with
Elaine Pagels at Princeton University .
Investigation
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'The day the sky actually fell ' :
LaRouche victories in Illinois
by Stephen Pepper
In one of the most stunning political results in recent history ,
two candidates backed by the National Democratic Policy
Committee (NDPC); the political action committee which
supports the policies of Lyndon LaRouche , won the Demo
cratic nomination to statewide office in Illinoi s . Janice Hart
won the nomination for secretary of state , defeating Aurelia
Pucinski , the hand-picked candidate of gubernatorial nomi
nee Adlai Stevenson III , by nearly 1 5 ,000 votes, and Mark
Fairchild defeated State Senator George Sangmeister in the
race for lieutenant-governor by a slightly larger margin .
Stevenson , in a fit of unreason, declared that he might
withdraw from the race , and certainly from the slate .
The reason that these results have set off such a shock is
the close connection between the NDPC-backed candidates
and LaRouche . The Illinois election successes have the great
est importance for the 1 988 presidential race , in which La
Rouche is an announced candidate for the Democratic nom
ination . LaRouche declared at a January national gathering
of NDPe-backed candidates that the 1 988 outcome would be
determined in 1 986. "The fate of civilization on this planet ,
not only for today or tomorrow , but the fate of the attempt to
build civilization in Europe for over 2 ,500 years , will rest,
will fall or prevail , on the basis of what is done in 1 986; and
in the greatest degree , on what is done within this fading ,
collapsing , rotten superpower we call the United States" (see
EIR, Jan . 1 0 , 1 986) .
LaRouche has based his own candidacy on the fact that
the electorate is fed up, and that this mood has passed from a
passive griping to an active sense of alarm. In a statement
issued immediately after the Illinois returns first became
known , he called the result a "protest vote , as every vote is
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in the United States today . " AIDS , and the action of the
Congress in passing Gram�-Rudman . are the immediate is
sues that have caused this shift in the population . "The voters
are sending a message to Washington ." LaRouche ' s state
ment continued . "They ar� fed up with the administration
and Congress, which resists addressing these problems . "
I n the face o f the primary outcome , with such conse
quences for the party , the nation , and civilization , the Dem
ocratic leadership has responded with such pathetic confu
sion and impotence as to make Chicken Little a model of
courage . Indeed , the Chicago Tribune ' s editorial of Friday ,
March 2 1 , entitled, "The Day the Sky Actually Fell," summed
it up very neatly , when it described Adlai Stevenson III , the
party ' s nominee for governor, as havi!}g "proven himself to
be the kind of character wh9 can get almost 90 percent of the
vote and still lose the elec�ion . " No one in any position of
leadership , nationally or in, Illinois, has the slightest idea of
what happened, nor are they even curious or interested enough
to find out. They simply hysterically wish to deny it hap
pened .
In fact , Hart and Fairchild achieved a smashing victory
against the most powerful Democratic organization in the
country . Hart defeated Pucinski , the daughter of former Con
gressman Roman Pucinski " now an alderman , which in Chi
cago is considered a protnption . In doing so , she actually
carried Pucinski ' s Chicago ward . Fairchild ran almost 50-50
with Sangmeister in Chicago itself, absolutely unprecedented
for an insurgent in the Democratic primary . and defeated him
by a wide margin downstate, and iri the second city of Illinois ,
Rockford.
A spokesman for the NDPC in Chicago said that the
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coalition that actually produced the result was nearly the same
as FDR's: "We ran very well in the black wards. For exam
pie , Fairchild carried the 9th by 3 , 600- 1 , 200 . He also carried
Cook County party chainnan Ed Vrdrolyak' s ward, the 1 0th ,
2,800- 1 ,057.
"Outside of Chicago, we carried Rockford, which is heavy
manufacturing; we carried Peoria, which is International
Harvester; Decatur; and East St. Louis , which are blue-collar
cities; and we ran very well in farm regions . "
Indicative o f this strength were the returns for Sheila
Jones , the NDPC-backed candidate for the seriate nomination
against incumbent Alan Dixon . Although unable to mount a
sufficiently high-profile campaign to win , she received 1 7%
of the vote , and in black Chicago wards , where she is well
known, carried 40% of the vote .

Under the spell of absurdities
These ,figures actually show the real Democratic Party of
the era . before 1 972, the FDR alignment upon which these
Democrats , in the tradition of the ' party since 1 9 3 2 , actually
won .
In theface of this , Stevenson , whose appeal is more based
on name recognition then on accomplishment , scandalized
even the press by suggesting that the election result was a
"colossal mistake . " Appearing on television ' s MacNeil-Leh
rer Report, Stevenson announced that he would withdraw
from the ticket rather than accept the result of a free election .
He was asked if this did not impugn the electoral process?
"Not at all . It was simply a case of a colossal mistake . "
It was publicly stated that i n view of the inclement weath
er and the apparent non-contests , that only the most dedicated
voters turned out for the primary , but here is a grown man
asserting that over 350,000 people voted for each of these
candidates in a sort of blind stupor. Not only he , but every
, other official . They add the fact that the two candidates had
"simple Anglo-Saxon" names compared to the complicated
ethnic names of their opponents . And this explanation is
offered in illinois , the home of Representatives Rosfenkows
ki , Lapinski, and Russo , not to mention Pucinski . At one
point the interviewer was forced to inject, "But, sir, you don 't
give the voters much credit . "
Not every one fell under the spell o f these absurdities . J .
Michael McKeon , a Democratic Party pollster, was said to
have reported as far back as June 1 985 that the LaRouche ,
candidates were "hot . " He added , "LaRouche knows how to
connect with the population . . . . They are not in Disneyland
the way Washington , D . C . is . " The St. Louis Globe-Demo
crat editorialized , "Democrats LaRouched in Illinois. . . .
The LaRouche candidates undoubtedly waged vigorous cam
paigns , but it is doubtful if they could have won , if voters
were not sending a message to the Party that they don' t like
its leftward drift . . . . Beware of chasing witches, the Party
will need a little . . . magic to win . . . "
But the same crowd that brought you Carter and Mondale
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have already proven that they would rattier die than win . It is
clear that Stevenson wants to add his 'name to the list of
dedicated losers .

The returns
The table below , based on figures appearing in the Chi
cago Tribune of Thursday , March 20, shOws that , statewide ,

the old FDR coalition emerged: blacks , blue collar, and farm
ers . These figures reflect 95% of the vote . The totals show
Fairchild running even with his opponent in Chicago (Cook
County) . Fairchild then widened his lead throughout the night,
winning nearly 54% downstate , with an overwhelming vic
tory in the last 5% of the vote (downstate) counted , not
reflected in the table. Hart meanwhile stayed relatively close
to her much-better-known opponent in Chicago (the daughter
of fonner Rep; ROman Pucinski) , but won downstate by an
overwhelming margin . This composition of votes can spell
victory in November.
Lleutenant·Governor

Fairchild
Sangmeister

Chicago

Down�e

Total

VoteI%

Votef%

Vote/%*

1 48,1 76/50
1 48.599/50

1 1 0,982151
1 05,643149

306, 1 69/50'
307.044/50

Chicago

Down .....

Total

Votel%

Vota/%

VoteI%*

1 52.672144
1 92.420/56

1 60.858/65
87. 1 38�5

359,744151
345.426/49

Secretary of State

Hart
Pucinski
•

Also includes Cook and Dupage counties

The pundits
J. Michael McKeon, Democratic Party public opinion
pollster based in Joliet, Illinois

The LaRo�che vote in Illinois was "� protest against the
liberalism of the Democratic Paity . It' s the disenfranchised
lower middle income vote that can't identify with the Repub
lican Party and feel the Democratic Party has left them be
hind . " McKeon said his polling as early as June 1 985 detected
a "a big core vote" for LaRouche cand dates . What ' s being
reflected here is "the mood of the workillg �lass people in this
country who are tired of having things rammed down their
throats . . . . This has been sitting here for a long time waiting
to happen . "
The 4Rouche candidates succeeded i n "connecting with
the voters by bringing the issues down to the street level . "
Especially i n blue collar and rural comhtunities , voters feel
their concerns are not being addressed by the two major
parties , especially on issues of "the ho e and family , such
as crime and drugs . "

;
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mate. . . . Maybe Stevenson can leam something from him. "

Philip Klutznick, Trilateral Commision member. former
secretary of commerce (Carter administration). official of
the Anti-Defamation League .
"LaRouche caught us asleep at the switch . We can no
longer underestimate him . . . . He has demonstrated you
don't need the media if you do good leg work . . . . We can 't
ignore this now . Maybe people will react to ensure this doesn't
happen again. The President can no longer ignore this. It is
now proven that LaRouche ' s program can win . "

Terry Michael, spokesman for the Democratic National
Committee.
"It ' s shocking that followers of Lyndon LaRouche have
been able to deceive voters in the Illinois primary . The Dem
ocratic Party abhors their extremism and their outrageous
activity . Obviously we must step up our efforts to educate
voters to what has now become a significant threat to our
electoral process. . . . We do not want to lose a U . S . senator
or a governbrship , and who knows how this thing can turn
out in the end?"

Dave Drucker, Democratic Party spokesman in Illinois.
"It ' s a sad day in the Illinois Democratic Party . The shock
still hasn' t worn off. "

Ben Benjamin, spokesman for Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Adlai Stevenson 1II .
"We feel that Fairchild's unusually strong showing against
Sangmeister is a distortion and possibly a predisposition to
an Anglo-Saxon name . "

John B. Livengood, Indiana state Democratic chairman.
"We wouldn' t want what happened in Illinois to happen
here . "

James Ruvolo, Ohio Democratic Party chairman .
"I' m not losing sleep over it. I make our county people
know they [the LaRouche candidates] are not Main Street
Democrats . It' s obviously too bad .what happened in Illi
nois . "

Paul Kirk, chairman of the Democratic National Commit
tee .

"We will work closely to alert party officials in all states
to closely monitor the names and views of those who file for
Democratic nominations at all levels of government. "

Wade Nelson, executive assistant to Adlai Stevenson Ill.
"This is the all-time fluke in the history of Illinois politics,
brought about by a confusion of causes . "

Don Totten, Republican Party chairman in Cook County .
"Stevenson should not discount Fairchild as a running
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James Thompson, governor ofIllinois (Republican).
"It ' s going to be a very long year . "
•

National Public Radio, news broadcast March 20.

"Obviously , some people were deliberately trying to get
them elected . " Many peopl� heard their "free radio spots;'
(actualities) played in downstate Illinois and others "walking
up to their displays" saw that their concerns were AIDS ·
(Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) and the Gramm
Rudman legislation , which they called a "stranglehold on the
federal budget . "

Financial Times ofLondon . March 2 1 :

"The ideology of Mr. LaRouche ' s National Democratic
Policy Committee is notoriously hard to pin down. Mr . Fair
child ' s platform , however, includes a call for mandatory
testing for AIDS and a quarantine on all those infected by the
disease . It also includes sevete punishment for banks caught
laundering drug money , and an end to farm foreclo
sures . . . . "

Houston Chronicle editorial. March 2 1 .

The victory for candidates affiliated with Lyndon La
Rouche and the NDPC "was the choice of the voters , and so
be it. . . . This claim [that v ters made their choices based
on Anglo-Saxon names] prestmes a majority of those voting
in two statewide races did not know the candidates , which is
quite a large presumption of iignorance . Perhaps the results
constitute a protest vote of some sort . . . . [In Houston] ,
voters should take the time to learn as much as possible about
those seeking their support . If the policies of that candidate
represent their views , that ' s who they should vote for. "

b

Chicago Tribune editorial. " The D ay the Sky Actually Fell. "
March 21 .

"Adlai Stevenson wasn' t Chicken Little after all . On elec
tion day the sky fell , and he hadn't even seen it coming . . . .
The whole Democratic leadership let itself in for the La
Rouche surprise . But now it is primarily Mr. Stevenson ' s
problem . The Dems walked right into the ambush and Mr.
Stevenson was the point man . . . . Even if Mr. Stevenson
pulls together a third-party ticket, the Tuesday debacle will
haunt him . . . . Gov . Thom�son might be the luckiest poli
tician in the state . But Adlai Stevenson has proven himself
the kind of character who can get almost 90% of the vote and
still lose the election . "

Man on the street, a barber in Taylerville. lllinois. quoted
in the March 22 Chicago Tribune .

"I think it can shake things up. People are waiting for a
change . The politicians are pussy-footing around . "
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Will PANIC stop
AIDS in - California?
by Marla Minnicino
. The Prevent AIDS Now Initiative Committee (PANIC) , a
California citizens ' action group , has announced a crash ef
fort to place on the ballot in the June 3 primary a referendum
requiring state authorities to add Acquired Immune Deficien
cy Syndrome to the list of diseases considered infectious
under present statutes , and to take emergency public health
measures to prevent its spread. "There is no better way to rid
the state of California of the rock-drug-sex counterculture
which started in Hollywood and Haight-Ashbury , than to
back this initiative , " said Brian Lantz , candidate for the Dem
ocratic nomination for U. S. Senate and a co-sponsor of the
PANIC initiative .
Lantz is heading a slate of 1 25 candidates backed by the
National Democratic Pol�cy Committee (NDPC ) , a political
action committee which supports the programs of Lyndon H .
LaRouche . The candidates, including 1 8 for Congress , 1 2
for State Assembly, 78 for Democratic Central Committee ,
and 1 9 for Republican Central Committee , are campaigning
to force a rational public health approach to AIDS , to restore
basic morality to politics, and to effect a shift in cultural
values away from the "Age of Aquarius" outlook.
Many of the Democratic incumbents being challenged by
NDPC congressional candidates in California personify this
"Aquarian" tendepcy in its worst form . Representatives Ron
Dellums, Henry Waxman , Sala Burton , Fortney Stark, Leon
Panetta, Mel Levine , Julian Dixon , and Mervyn Dymally are
among those whose policies have not only contributed to the
destruction of the U . S . economy and threatened America's
defense capability , but are now posin a threat to the popu
lation' s health and welfare , through their refusal to confront
the danger posed by the AIDS outbreak.
The NDPC-backed candidates, on the other hand , have
'
deemed AIDS a "worse threat than nuclear war," charging
that unless the Gramm-Rudman budget-cutting legislation is _
repealed and a program implemented to build up urban and
rural infrastructure and increase the standard of living in both
Africa and the United States, the whole world . is "at risk"
from AIDS and other pandemics-not only homosexual and
drug addict populations . The NDPC candidates have made
_

g
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the success of the PANIC ballot initiativ an integral part of
their election campaigns .
Two AIDS-related bills have recently been introduced
into the California state legislature . The first would require
universal screening for people applying for marriage licen
ses . The second would require screening for all prisoners
detained longer than three days in a penal institution . Public
hearings on the bill , scheduled to occur within the next four
to six weeks , are expected to open the door for a full-scale
discussion of public health measures to cpmbat
AIDS , as the
'
NDPC has been urging since 1 985 .
At press conferences in San Francisfo , San Diego , and
S acramento March 1 2- 14, PANIC spokespten announced that
they have collected over 1 00,000 of the 393 ,385 signatures
required to place the initiative on the statewide ballot in
November. According to PANIC co-sponsor Khushro Ghan
dhi , West Coast coordinator of the NDPC , �he petition-gath
ering effort is the result of a grass-roots campaign to force
public health officials to deal with the AIDS crisis , Over
1 ,000 churches and at least 1 00 other civic organizations
throughout the state are collecting signatures to help put the
initiative on the ballot. In February , tl1e newsletter of the
Police Officers Research Association qr California (POR
AC) , read by 50,000 law enforcement officers , ran a two
page spread calling attention to the initiative and the need for
public health measures to combat AIDS ,;
Ghandhi and Lantz ' were joined at the press conferences
by John Grauerholz , M , D . , F . C . A . P . , medical coordinator
of EIR ' s B iological Holocaust Task Force , and co-author of
EIR ' s new Special Report, An Emergency War Plan to Fight
AIDS and other Pandemics. Dr. Grauetholz presented pre
viously unreleased documentation of the role of �nvironmen
tal factors , including insect transmission, as a mechanism in
the transfer of AIDS . His remarks provoked hysteria from
California health official s , who are , like. the Atlanta Centers
for Disease Control , trying to cover up SQch data and squelch
fears that non-"high-risk" groups may also be vulnerable .
The head of the California Medical Association ' s AIDS
Task Force , attending the PANIC press conference in San
Francisco , tried to downplay the role of enviromental factors ,
such as sanitation, nutrition , and insect vectors . He attempted
to explain away the 1 0 million AIDS cases in Central Africa
by attributing them to unorthodox sexual practices !
The AIDS issue has become such a , political bombshell
in California, tha� State Health Department officials are ac
cusing the organizers of the PANIC ,initiative of acting en
tirely for political reasons , and the large and vocal homosex
ual community is reportly mobilizing against the referendum .
On March 6, the San Francisco Chronicle ran an op-ed by
political analyst Larry Liebert reporting that "gay leaders
from around the state have been meeting secretly ," mapping
plans to move against the initiative if it qualifies for ballot
status.
_
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Congressional Closeup

Melcher's 'modest

proposal' for farm crisis

Sen ; John Melcher (D-Mont . ) gave a
tub-thumbing speech to the breaka
way Alamaba Fann Bureau on St. Pa
trick's Day , in which he blasted the
Reagan administration for destroying
America's agricultural and industrial
base , while spurring ' stock-market
speculation .
Commenting on how the Reagan
"fann program" has destroyed V . S .
agricultural exports , and with them ,
many American farmers , Melcher, a
key member of the Senate Agriculture
Committee , proffered a modest pro
posal of his own:
"Reagan likes you , " Melcher told
his audience. "Reagan likes rebels .
You know his attitude-Keep the
wheat and export the fanners . Well,
the President is ready to start fulfilling
his commitment to the policy of ex
porting fanners and helping the rebels
in Nicaragua. . . .
"Instead of sending $ 1 00 million
to [the contras] , we are going to di vide
' up the $ 1 00 millon among 5 ,000 of
you and we will send some real rebels
from Alabama' s fanns . From Mobile
to Managua, we ' ll get more bang for
the buck and we ' ll kill two birds with
one stone-5 ,000 Alabama fanners
exported to Nicaragua and we ' ll give
you each $20 ,000 this year-tax
free-and more next year. Just sign
up ! . . . I would like to go with you ,
but someone has to stay here with the
wheat-and to keep piling up the
wheat and all the other stuff we don 't
export. Then , I can help Ronald Rea
gan liquidate the next bunch of V . S .
fanners be wants to export . "
Melcher assailed the administra
tion's economic policy, insisting: "We
must tell them that to hold support un
der the stock market on Wall Street ,
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there is only a foundation built on sand,
unless the basic industries spread
across America are sound . And they
are not sound-agriculture , minerals
and mining , energy-oil-gas-coal , for
est products , steel , and transportation
are all down and sinking lower.
"Reagan ' s bunch has to be told
that , and the communication has to be
of the firm kind , like communicating
with a mule [emphasis .in original] . "
Melcher also lashed out at one of
his favorite targets , the striped-pants
set at the State Department . He re
peated a ,charge he has leveled in the
past, that State ' s policy of "blocking
or reducing exports to countries that
they think are not marching to their
tune , " incl�ding the Philippines ,
Mexico , and Kenya, has forced a 26%
drop in American agricultural eX
ports .

M arcos 'scandal' targets
U . S . politicians

As documents seized from former
President Ferdinand Marcos continue
to be analysed , there is evidence of "a
massive plan to influence V . S . poli
tics" with tens of thousands of dollars
in campaign con,tributions , according
to Rep . Jim Leach (R-Iowa) .
Several of those listed as apparent
recipients , including President Ron
ald Reagan , former President Jimmy
Carter, and Sen . Alan Cranston (D
Calif. ) , vigorously deny knowing un
til the revelations were made that they
might have got contributions from
Marcos associates .
Contributions listed for as many as
nine , Democratic officials-all out
spoken foes of Marcos-now also tar
get the Reagan administration , al
though several members of Rep . Ste
ven Solarz ' s (D-N . Y . ) Subcommittee

on As,an and Pacific Affairs have ex
pressed confidence that those cited in
the documents may have been una
ware of the illegal contributions Mar
cos might have made .

S

enate, House hack
awaj at defense

The Republican-controlled Senate
Budget Committee has unceremon
iously dumped President Reagan ' s
budge:r plan for F Y 1 987 into the trash
can .
By a vote of 1 3-9 , the committee
March 1 9 approved its own alternative
plan , Which would hike taxes by more
than $ 1 8 billion , freeze most domestic
progr�ms , and gouge the defense
budget beyond recognition .
The Budget Committee plan , ap
proved by a majority of Democrats
and Republicans , was the result of
negotiations
between
week ..long
chairman Pete Domenici (R-N . M . )
and r King Democrat Lawton Chiles
(D-Fla. ) . Domenici had originally
proposed a budget that would cut de
fense by $2 1 billion , but to meet de
mand� from Chiles and other Demo
crats , agreed in the end to a $25 billion
cut-worse than a freeze .
Chiles specifically asserted that the
magnitude of budget cuts he was seek
ing wc>uld "drive the' kind of reform
we ' re looking for" -an allusion to the
propo�als emanating from the'Packard
Commission , the Senate Armed Ser
vices Committee , and elsewhere , to
restructure the Pentagon so that budg
etary considerations are the number
one priority , and the defense of the
country comes in, at best , a poor sec
ond . '
Gi1r'en that Domenici had previ-'
ously : opposed a defense-spending
freezp , his acceptance of such sharp

�
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cuts , is a sure sign that the Pentagon
budget will face even rougher han
dling as the budget process unfolds .
Indeed, liberal press outlets like the
Washington Post exulted that Domen
ici' s shift means that Reagan ' s de
fense budget is going to be butchered .
And the House Budget Committee
chairman hailed Domenici's alterna
tive as "refreshing, " explaining that it
proves that even Republicans are will
ing to "stand up" to the White House
on the defense issue .
The Budget panel' s action oc
curred just days after the full House
voted down the administration ' s
spending plan , b y a margin of 3 1 2- 1 2 ,
with most Republicans abstaining .
Although the vote was mostly cere
monial , as the Democrats simply in
troduced it "as is" and pushed through
a yes or no vote , it was taken as yet
another indicator that Congress in
tends to make a drastic overhaul in the
President' s overall budget .

House armed services statT
warns of troop pull-out

Members of the House Armed Ser
vices Committee have been bluntly in
formed that a proposal to cut $50 bil
lion from the defense budget could re
sult in such drastic measures as a total
American troop pull-out from South
Korea, a massive reduction of U . S .
soldiers stationed i n Western Europe ,
and the cancellation of entire weapons
systems .
The plan , now under considera
tion by the House Budget Committee ,
was the subject of an unusual briefing
which staffers of the Armed Services
Committee gave to committee mem
bers March 1 8 .
The potential cuts "could severely
jeopardize national security ," staffer
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Russell Murray told the committee .
While the $50 billion in reductions
being discussed by the B udget Com
mittee "could severely jeopardize na
tional security ," he said , even deeper
cuts could occur if Gramm-Rudman' s
automatic-cuts provisions . are in
voked . "We ' d have to eliminate
500 ,000 American troops altogether,
if that happens ," Murray said in an
interview .
Murray claimed that the briefing
was intended to provide options , not
recommendations to committee mem
bers . But it remains that Aspin, to
gether with Sen . Sam Nunn (D-Ga . ) ,
are the leaders o f the gang in Congress
who want to sever the United States
from its allies , and who have seized
upon the alleged need for budget re
ductions to justify defense cutbacks
that would necessitate removing the
American military presence from Eu
rope and elsewhere .
Senate sources have pointed to the
fact that Carole Hansen , a long-time
associate of U . S . -Europe decoupler
Zbigniew Brzezinski , has recently
taken over as staff director of the Sen
ate ' s European affairs subcommittee ,
as an omen that decoupling will soon
emerge as a major issue on the Hill .

Hollings probes White

House pressure on NASA

Charging that White House pressure
was responsible for the fatal decision
to launch the shuttle Challenger Jan .
28, Sen . Ernest Hollings (D-S . C . ) has
demanded that the White House pro
duce the telephone logs of nine presi
dential assistants for the time period
Jan . 20 through noon , Jan . 28 ,
"It is important the White House
undergo the same scrutiny in this mat
ter NASA is undergoing ," said Holl-

ings , in a letter to White House coun
sel Fred Fielding .
"Rumors of White House involve
ment have persisted too long ," Holl
ings wrote . "The time has come to be
more open and put Ibis issue to rest
once and for all . "
Among the logs requested are those
belonging to chief of �taff Donald Re
gan , communicatio$s director Pat
Buchanan , and chief White House
spokesman Larry Sptjakes .
. According to rumors circulating in
Washington , Don Regan placed a call
to NASA on Jan . 26, demanding that
the Shuttle" launch take place in time
for it to be featured on the President ' s
State o f the Union meSsage , which had
been originally scheduled for Jan . 28 .
Both Regan and the President have
denied that any White House pressure
was brought to bear on NAS A .
.

Reagan loses first
round on Contras

The House of Representatives handed
President Reagan a stinging , political
defeat March 20, when it voted 222�
2 1 0 against the administration ' s $ 1 00
million aid package for the "contras"
in Nicaragua . Sillteen RepUblicans
joined 206 Democrats to sink the Pres
ident' s proposal , aftet bitter debate on
the floor.
The defeat came despite intense
lobbying by the Whi e House and the
President, and a last�minute compro
mise , whereby Reagan agreed to put
the funds in escrow for 90 days , to
allow'for further negotiations between
the contras and the :Nicaraguan gov'
ernment .
The Senate will be voting on the
issue during the last 'week in March ,
and a second vote will be taken in the
House in April.
'
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ments] , and particularly of us Gern'lans , has
been successful . "
British officials said Abrahamson told

Space center head
attacks commission
The director of the Kennedy Space Center
charged March 14 that the presidential com
inission investigating the Challenger Space
Shuttle disaster has needlessly damaged the

reputations of space agency official s , and
wamed that this might mean a "mass exo
dus" of top-level personnel that could "crip
ple the agency . "

Roger Smith, a colleague o f the late
rocket scientist Wehrner von Braun, said
that the Rogers Commission could cause
"long-term damage [to the space program]
that cannot be repaired. I ' m getting a lot of
people who would like to retire , that want to

leave , " he said , noting that while most top

NASA people plan to stay through the next
Shuttle launch, there will be a "mass exo
dus" of key people afterward.

Smith also charged that "98% , of the
pressure" to launch the Challenger came from
the news media, which openly ridiculed the
agency whenever there was a launch delay .

"Every time there was a delay, the press

would say , 'Look . . . here ' s a bunch of
idiots who can ' t even handle a launch
schedule , ' " Smith said . "If you think that
doesn' t [have an impact] , you' re stupid . "

the NATO Nuclear Planning Group meeting',
that his office would invite proposals within
30 days for studies on intercepting short

U . S . support for Europe

Lieutenant-General James Abrahamson , di

rector of President Reagan' s Strategic De
fense Initiative (SOl) , told reporters in West
Germany after briefing NATO defense� min
isters that Washington was committed to
finding technologies to combat the short
and medium-range weapons threatening Eu
rope .
West

German

Minister

Manfred Womer said this

of Defense

showed that the
"insistent pressure of the European [govem-
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to a report appearing in the New York Times.

range missiles . The offer would be open to
European as well as American firms and
institutes .
i

The most serious infraction involved was
the use · on several Boeing�727 flights of
landing
that were supposed to have been
.
.
remove� from the fleet .
Radio interviews ' with Transportation

the ministers Washington ' s uncompromis

that the 1 violations were "probably" related

Two senior U . S . officials explained to

ing rejection of Soviet proposals for a ban

on nuclear-weapons tests . The officials de�
clared that, even if such a treaty could be
adequately verified, it would be against
NATO interests sirtce the West needed to
experiment with improved wamead s .
General Abrahamson stated that the SOl
program was making startling technological
progress , adding that the political problems
were harder to overcome than the technical .

Among recent breakthroughs , he cited super
miniaturization of components , the projec
tion of laser beams accurately through the
atmosphere , and the development of in
frared detectors secure against radiation.

British officials said Abrahamson ' s mes
sage appeared to be thilt those allies who did
not join the SOl research drive soon would
miss advances in a broad range of defense
technology.

The ministers , treated to video record
ing s , slide show s , and displays of SOl com
ponents , also discussed the program ' s im
plications for NATO strategy . Womer said
a permanent dialogue was now under way

but that he still thought that "Star Wars"

Abrahamson pledges

Federal Aviation Administration said March
14.
The1fine will be $9 . 5 million . according

would not provide an alternative to the alli
ance ' s strategy of nuclear deterrence for at
least another decade . "I don ' t even see a
distant alternative , " he said .

Eastern Airlines faces
large fine over safety

Eastern Airlines faces a "SUbstantial" pen

a1ty, perhaps the largest ever levied against

a commercial airline, for alleged mainte
nance and safety violations , officials of the

�ear

Secre

taiy Elizabeth Dole quoted her saying

to Eastern ' s financial problems , and 1hat
certain �k of reporting had occurred.

Wi� the bankrupting of airlines over the
years sipce the Carter administration intro
duced �regulation, cost-cutting and skimp
ing on maintenance procedures made 1 985
the year! with the highest number of air pas
senger fatalities in the history of flight .

u . S . says Soviets
have SDI program
u . s . Delegate to Geneva Donald Lowitz

charge" on March 20 that the Soviet Union
has secretly conducted a "Star Wars" anti
missile program of its own for the past two
decade$. He disputed Soviet charges that

Washington seeks a first-strike capability and
that the United States will cause an arms
race in $pace with its SOl .
Soviet Union is heavily involved

"Thie

in stra�gic defense , with programs that go
well beyond research," he said . "In fact,

over the last two decade s , the Soviet Union
has speht roughly as much on strategic de
fense as it has on its offensive nuclear

, forces . "
He <:Iaimed the Soviets have "the world' s

most attive military space program , " in
cludingJthe 1 960s "development and testing
of what remains today the world' s only op

erational anti-satellite system. " He main
tained: �'The U . S . is not expanding the mil
itary c�petition into new areas . The Soviet
Union

� been pursuing the same technol

ogies fOr two decades . "

Moscow has "an in-depth national air
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Briefly

defense force, an extensive political lead
ership survival program, and nationwide civil
defense forces and programs, he said. "Since

the 1 960s , the U . S . S . R . has also been pur
suing research on advanced technologies for
strategic defense. These technologies in
clude those for high-energy lasers , particle
beam weapons , radio-frequency weapons ,
and kinetic energy weapons . It is these same
types of technologies that are being re
searched in the SDI . "
Howitz added, "The strategic defense
program of the Soviet Union has been large
ly overlooked in the recent public debate ,"
because "due to the closed nature of Soviet
society , their strategic defense efforts have
proceeded free from debates of the sort that
are occurring now in the West over the util
ity and implications of our program. "

u.s. Senate candidate
on Guatemalan TV

Webster Tarpley, the "LaRouche Demo
crat" challenging the Senate seat now held
by Republican Alfonse d' Amato in New
York, was on Guatemalan national televi
sion for 15 minutes on March 1 8 as the lead
news item. He used the occasion to blast
President Reagan's "Contra aid" policy to
ward Nicaragua, expose the State Depart
ment plot to destabilize Panama, and called
for regional development along the lines
proposed by Peruvian President Alan Gar
cia.
Tarpley, an E1R contributing editor, also
spoke at a conference at the Guatemalan
Center for Military Studies, with £IR lbero
American Editor Dennis Small and Coun
terintelligence Editor Jeff Steinberg . The 70
attendees included the entire military com
mand, government officials , and students of
the Center.
Tarpley spoke on the Soviet culture and
military strategy for a global confrontation
with the West, emphasizing the critical role
of the President' s Strategic Defense Initia- ,
tive. One Guatemalan official present also
emphasized the importance of the SOl-as
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Guatemala' s oil fields are a target of Soviet
missiles.
Small
outlined
£IR-founder
La
Rouche 's proposed monetary reforms for
development, contained in a 1 982 booklet,
Operation Juarez, stressing the importance
of an lbero-American Common Market.

Crocker: terrorists
are 'freedom fighters'

Chester Crocker, assistant secretary of state
for African affairs , called the Soviet-backed
terrorists of the African National Congress
in South Africa "freedom fighters in a ge
neric sense ," in testimony to a subcommit
tee of the House Foreign Affairs Commit
tee , .March 1 2 .
. He also called the recent offer of the
South African government to negotiate an
end to apartheid with black leaders "a sham."
On March I I , another State Department
official told an inquirer: "Reconciliation in
southern Africa is not our goal . " He was
replying to queries concerning current U . S . 
Angolan negotiations over Namibian inde
pendence.
The source stated that since there can be
no military solution to the regional situa
tion-affirming that Dr. Jonas Savimbi' s
UNITA rebel movement against the Soviet
controlled government will most likely be
left up a certain creek-the State Depart
ment' s only concern will be a pullout of
South African and Cuban troops from the
area.
"Reconciliation has never been our con
cern. Once the foreign troops are out, UNI
TA and Luanda can fight it out themselves ,
if they want," h e said.
When asked whether the Soviet pres
ence in Angola might represent a threat to
Namibia and South Africa, despite a Cuban
pullout, the official replied: "Well , yes, the
Soviets do tend to poison the water and foul
things up . . . but I don't see any reason to
worry . . . . There is, of course, the possi
bility of continued conflict . . . but that' s no
reason for holding up the process . "

• CASPAR WEINBERGER met
during the week of March 1 1 with
Rep. Jim Courter (R-N . J . ) and Rep.
Nick Mavroules (D-Mass . ) , two
leading proponents of defense re
form, to discuss Packard Commis
sion and other defense restructuring
proposals . Courter later told Defense
News that Weinberger "was general
ly quite supportive" or the Packard
panel findings .
• THE HOUSE of Representatives
has allocated $4.4 billion to enhance
U . S . embassy security around the
world. The bill also provides funds to
be paid to Americans taken as hos
tages by terrorists .

• NAVY SECRETARY John Leh
man in mid-March told the Senate
Armed Services Committee that he
was generally in �eement with a bill
being pushed by Sen . Dan Quayle (R
Ind . ) that would $et Up'liIl elite civil
ian procurement ' service within the
Pentagon and wo..ld establish special
"enterprise" programs to be run by
managers with e1{perience in weap
ons acquisition.
• THE UNITED STATES

"de
sires better relations with East Ger
many, " Rozanne Ridgway, former
U . S . ambassador to East Germany
and current under secretary of state
for European aff4irs , told the Amer
ican Council on Germany in Wash
ington in mid-March. Using the
watchwords of the "New Yalta"
crowd of which she is a part, she said
that the United States is interested in
"a more pragmatic relationship" with
East Germany .

'. THE STATE Department is will

ing to meet with representatives of
Western European allies who have
complained about cutbacks in the
U. S . contribution for the U . N . The
complaint from 1 2 members of the
European Community addresed to
Secretary of State George Shultz was
made public the week of March 10.
The U . S . contribution was cut b y $70
million this year.
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The real NASA scandal
Since Robert McNamara's tenure as secretary of de
fense, the United States defense effort has been con
sistently sabotaged. The method of cost accounting
which he introduced as the criterion for decision mak
ing , has penetrated to every department of government.
The responsibility for the Jan. 28 Shuttle accident can
rightly be laid at his doorstep; and at that of George
Shultz who, as head of the Office of Management and
the Budget in the Nixon administration , applied these
policies to cripple the Shuttle program rjght at its incep
tion . Notwithstanding , immediate responsibility for the
tragedy must be sought elsewhere .
It is curious that the Presidential Commission in
vestigating the Shuttle accident has failed to ask the key
question: Why was a manifest incompetent such as
William Graham placed in charge of the program? Every
decision made by NASA over the past several years is
being second-guessed but this one . The media is using
all its persuasive power to try to tum the American
public against the space program, yet no one asks why
Graham w'as made acting administrator of NASA?
The Shuttle may or may not have had some close
shaves on earlier flights , but the fact remains that it had
an excellent safety record, until Jan . 28 , 1 986-two
months after Graham assumed responsibility for the
agency . This can be attributed to the exceptional quality
of leadership offered by James Beggs . Precisely be
cause of the high level of risk involved in flying the
Shuttle , his on-the-spot command decisions provided
the necessary margin between mission success and tragic
failure.
Yet, James Beggs had been forced out of his posi
tion by indictment on criminal charges , relating to his
tenure as vice-president at General Dynamics Corpo
ration . The case is so flimsy-even were it merely a
civil action-as to raise the question of why the Justice
Department is pursuing it. Indeed, one special agent of
the Justice Department, Gary Black, appears to have
been replaced when he recommended against prosecu
tion in early 1 985 . Surely , a decision as serious as that
involved in forcing the head of NASA out of a position
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of key importance to national security , would have had
to involve Attorney-Gener�l Ed Meese .
This makes the replacement of Beggs by Graham ·
particularly significant. His · appointment was forced
through by White House PI'fssure , over heated opposi
tion from within NASA . Fpr over six months , NASA
had been under pressure frpm the White House to ap
point Graham deputy directbr to fill the vacancy left by
Hans Mark , who left the agency to become chancellor
of Texas University . A list O f more qualified candidates
for the job was available ,! but it was made clear to
NASA officials that the White House "palace guard"
was insisting on Graham .
Nevertheless , for over six months, they did resist,
on grounds .that Graham was clearly not qualified to
assume even the responsibility of second-in-command ,
since his past experience hild been as a Pentagon con
sultant on arms-control questions, rather than the space
program . Nor did he have experiynce as a top admin
istrator. Graham was , however, an active member of
the California GOP. Was his appointment a matter of
political patronage?
A mere 1 0 days after Graham became deputy direc
tor, James Beggs was handed the criminal indictment
which forced him to take a leave of absence from NASA.
Graham was then made acting director of the agency .
From the minute that he Stepped into James Beggs'
shoes , he made it clear to everyone concerned that he
was there to clean out the '�old boys . " He was so abra
sive that it was feared that ! many of the most qualified
top management of the ag�ncy would be driven to re
sign .
If the Shuttle accident had not occurred, we can be
assured that the substitution of Graham for Beggs, could
only have more slowly resulted in the erosion of NASA' s
performance
.
,
The questions which the Presidential Commission
must now ask are: Where was William Graham when
the decisions were being mllde , what was his input into
the decision-making process , and who was behind Gra
ham 's appointment to the number-two spot at NASA?
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An Emergency
War Plan to Fight

The
GRAMM ..RUDMAN

AIDS
EIR 's Biolog i cal Holocaust Task Force has prepared
the world's o n ly science-intensive "Emergency War
Plan to Fight AIDS." The newest discove ries of opti
cal biophysics and advanced laser technology can
improve d iagnosis and lead to research breakthroughs-if governments move now .
Th� War Plan begins w ith the President of the
United States, in h i s capacity as civil ian l eader and
commander-in-chi ef, declaring a War on AIDS and
invoking National Emergency powers to avert disas. ter. I n paral l e l , h eads of state of other nations of
the Western a l l iance shall declare war on this
scourge to mankind .
A I SO-page Special Report for governments, sci
entists, pub l i c health officials, and all citizens con
cerned w i th a policy to fight AIDS, before a
pandemic wipes out m i l l ions.

Contents

The emergency war plan to fight AIDS and other
pandemics
The real story of AIDS in Belle G l ade, Florida
AIDS in Africa: the unfolding of a biol ogical holo
caust
The biology of AIDS
Flow cytometer and other laser technology poten
tial for combatting AIDS
The relevance of optical biophysics for fighting
AIDS: designing a Biological Strategic Defense I n i 
tiative ( BSDI)
How Kissinger and Pugwash destroyed America's
b iodefense against AIDS and other deadly d iseases
The Soviet command and control of WHO's AIDS
Pol icy
Why the Reagan administration has tolerated the
CDC cover-up of the AIDS pandemic
The necessary public health program to fight AIDS

DISASTER

I'I

Pres ident Reagan's signing of the Gramm-Rud
man amendment, which compels the federal
government to reduce spend ing by about a
quarter-tril l ion dollars over the next five years ,
completes the national bankruptcy of the
United States . But even without Gramm-Rud
man, l i ving standards in 1 986 w i l l plunge 1 5 30% from the levels of the late 1 960s .
Contents
Depression deflation , bankruptc y , and the
Gramm-Rudman act
The decl ine in the productive economy
The geometry of technology
The absurdity of GNP analysis
The available solutions
The world financial system at a breaking poiI)t
An orgy of spec ulation
The farm debt crisis
The non- issue of the budg�t defic it
Commod ity prices and Third World debt
Peru and the debtors' resistance
A crash of the dollar I
M �mey-Iaundering in 1 98 5
The world w i l l starve w i thout a n emergency' pro
duction mob i l i za tion
The world sta les shortages
Attack on U . S . export potential
Downgrad ing of world food production
Mobil izing for more and better food
The 99th Congress's farm shut-down
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Ceram ics and the ceramic heat engine for the
automob ile of the future
The car of the future
Russians lead West i n ceramics
Ceramics take man beyond the Iron Age
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